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Abstract

A lithological subdivision aud structural history is proposed for the eastern Arunta Inlier from the

integration of aeromagnetic interpretation with geological and auxilary geophysical data. Four major

rocÌ< groups, Ìraving distinct magnetic signatures, are recognised. The first is regarded as a basernent

complex, and correlates with the oldest rocks in the study area. They have a cornplex magnetic signature,

consisting of irregular or Ìrighly contorted anomalies, consisteut with the predominance of tneta-igneous

rocktypes in this group, tlieir high metarnorpÌric grade and involved deformational history. The second

group is a covet seçluence, composed of metasediments and minot metavolcanics, unconformably or

structurally overlying the basement. Multiple linear, to curvilinear anomalies typify this group and

reflect its predominautly metasedimentary composition. The third consists of igneous bodies which

intrude the first two groups, They give rise to rounded ot elongate magnetic features with discordant

contacts, which truncate neighbouring nragnetic trends. Nartow linear magnetic features of the fourth
group are related to mylonitic and retrograde rocks located in fault or shear zones.

In addition to these lithological divisions, the eastern Arunta Inlier is composed of four well-defined,

spatially seperate magnetic provinces, which have characteristic magnetic patterns and abrupt bound-

¿-r:ies. One or rnore of the four rock groups described above are present in all provinces holvever, the

composition of eacÌr plovince differs markedly. Where exposed, they correlate rvith tectonic provinces

having marhedly different depositional, intrusive, rnetamorphic and structural histories, whilst their

boundaries cotrespond to major fault zones.

The contrasting magnetic signature of the four magnetic plovinces reflects their different composition

and reveals much concerning their seperate, early intrusive and structural histories. Five major orogenic

stages are envisaged in the development of the eastern Arunta Inlier. The flrst stage involved the

formation of basement complexes through extrusion of felsic and mafic volcanic horizons and intrusion

of granitic and granodioritic bodies, and their subsequent intense deformation which resulted in repeated

isoclinal fold development. Deposition of a sedimentary and volcanic cover sequerlce on the basement

and its subsequent metamorphisrn, deformation and intrusion marked the second stage. Superimposed

fold patterns, eviclent in aerornagnetic trends, indicate the cover sequence and basement have been

seperately subjected to at least three phases of foÌding. In one province, folcling of tlte cover sequence

clearÌy remobilised the basemeirt. Elsewhere these groups are seperated by a structural breah. Early
ductiie deformation accompanied regional metarrrorphism, and in some provinces, widespread intrusion
and faulting on a local scale.
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The third orogenic stage was markedly different from preceding stages. It began with juxtaposition

of the provinces by displacement along major faults and continued with remobilisation through regional

scale open folding, which resulted in the formation of major basement domes. During the fourth stage,

earlier structures in all four magnetic provinces were offset ol truncated by NW to WNW and N to

NE trend.i¡g faults. The final stage of deformation involved epeirogenesis, resulting in slight warping

of the rnagnetic provinces, which form a series of coltvex arcs. IVNW to NW elongation of many large

structures rrray also be related to this late stage.

Än importa¡t part of this research involved worh linking magnetic rrrineral petrogenesis, rock mag-

letism ancl aeromagnetic response. Determination of the magnetic properties of representative rock

types, i¡clicates many lithologies possess distinct magnetic properties and rnay be regarded as rnagnetic

Iithostratigraphic marker horizons, supporting conclusions made fi'om the correlation of aeromagnetic

ancl geological clata. Rerrranent magnetic intensity and direction are random for most rock types mea-

surecl, inclicating natural remanent magnetization does not contribute significantly to bulk rock magne-

tization responsible for aeromagnetic anomalies. However, many igneous rocks do exhibit well-defined

remanent magnetizations. Random temanence directions appeaÌ to be due to a number of factors:

1) The influence of secondary components, uot representative of bulk

magnetization.

2) Multicornponent NRI\4[ residing in a variety of magnetic phases

formed at different tirnes.

3) 'Ihe complex tectonothermal history of this region.

The magnetic properties of rocktypes investigated are dependent on their total iron content and the

nan¡el of its division between Fe,Mg-silicates and the oxides of iron and titanium. The partitioning of

iron is controlled by oxygen fugacity and titaniurn content. All ihese parameters exhibit a well-defined

dependence on weight percent SiO2, and as a result, the magnetic properties of most major roclc groups

are related to SiO2 content. Granites and felsic metavoÌcanics have lower iron contents and are rnore

oxiclizecl than mafic suites (gabbros, basalts and ultramaflcs). The forrnel typically contain 0.5-2.0%

magnetite and hernatite rich components whilst the latter contain 3-I0% ulvospinel and ilmenite rich

components. The magnetite content of igneous rocl<s in this area is generally low ancl they are weakly

magnetic. Flowever gabbros have relatively intense well-defined Lemarìettce due to quasi-exsolution of

magnetite frorn pyroxene ancl oxidation of ulvospinel to form magnetite lamellae in ilmeuite. Ultramafics

are also cornmonly highly rnagnetic due to the formation of rnagnetite during high temperature hydrous

altelation (serpentinization). Basement rocktypes exhibit a sirnilar pattern to igneous rocks reflecting

tlre lriglr proportion of meta-igneous Locks in this grouÌr. SiO2 poor rnetasediments have higher iron

contents and more intermediate oxidation ratios, which favour the formation of n.r.agnetite, and ate mote

magnetic than rletaseclirnents with abundant Si,Oz. Magnetite has commonly been martitised through

late-stage retrogressive hydration, resulting in a reduction of the magnetic properties of many rocktypes.
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Introduction

Thesis Topic

This study presents an interpretation of aeromagnetics data and its synthesis with rock property,

geological and other geophysical information from an area covering approximately 30,000 km2of the

eastern Arunta Inlier, Northern Territory.

Nature of the Problern

The Arunta Inlier is typical of Australian Precambrian terraines, complexly deformed, poorly ex-

posed and enclosed by late Precambrian and Phanerozoic sedimentary cover. Consequently, although its

better exposed parts have been mapped by many researchers, the geology is unknown across extensive

areas and litho-stratigraphic correlations between locally established sequences are tentative.

Aeromagnetics coverage of the eastern Arunta Inlier is of high quality and relatively detailed, al-

lowing the extention of geological mapping beyond basement outcrops and the correlation of widely

seperated areas. Hence, interpretation of the existing data was considered a potentially valuable aid to

regional and detailed geological mapping. Most of this data has been recently acquired (1981-1983) and

consequently has not been previously interpreted.

Aerornagnetic Interpretation

The primary objective of aeromagnetic interpretation is the extraction of geological information

and its presentation in meaningful geological terms. Knowledge of major importance to studies of

crustal evolution can be obtained from aeromagnetic maps as the formation and distribution of magnetic

minerals in the earths crust is dependent on the three fundamental geological processes of magmatic

crystallization, sedimentation and metamorphism, and sensitive to environmental conditions influencing

a variety of intrinsic parameters.
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The successful application of the method is limited to the solution of problems characterised by a

reasonable magnetization contrast. In addition, the extraction of geological information is hampered

by two inherent problems. First, magnetics interpretation is ambiguous in that models which accorint

for observed anomalies are always non-unique. Second, this ambiguity is furthered by the nature and

incomplete unclerstanding of the diverse, complex processes and parameters influencing the formation of

magnetic minerals giving rise to aeromagnetic anomalies.

MeasuLements of the magnetic properties of rocks together with studies concerning the petrogenesis

of magnetic minerals help resolve much of the ambiguity which afflicts the method by enabling the source,

magnitude and direction of magnetization to be identified. When integrated with auxilary geological

and geophysical information, they result in more probable and geoÌogically meaningful interpretation.

An understanding of the relationship between magnetic mineral petrogenesis, rock magnetism and

aeromagnetic anomalies is therefore essential to thorough aeromagnetics interpretation. Unfortunately

research in this fleld is relatively meagre, a fact commented upon by other writers (Zietz k Bhattachatyya

1975, Emerson 1979, Grant 1985.) Consequently aeromagnetics interpretation is at present hampered

by a lack of clearÌy stated principles concerning the geological significance of aeromagnetic signatures,

This is evident in the nature of information derived from interpretation, which is too frequently geolog-

ically unrealistic, consisting of vague tautological quaÌitative descriptions of aeromagnetic signatures or

quantitative interpretation based wholly on data processing and computation.

Th.e absence of interpretation guidelines is also evident from the lack of detailed information de-

rived from aeromagnetic data. Despite the existence of high sensitivity, detaiÌed digital data covering

widespread areas, inforrnation regarding eatth litÌrology and structure, extracted from interpretation, is

usually of a gross regional nature. Furthermore, little attempt is made to extract information concern-

ing earth history, in particular, the nature of geological processes responsible for the magnetic signature

of various rocktypes and the relative timing of deformation events giving rise to structures delineated.

Given the ever increasing quality of data acquisition, processing and interpretation, these goals may

theoretically be achieved, but do require detailed analysis which is both time consuming and expensive.

As a result of the above deficiencies the vast majority of magnetics data has never been adequately

interpreted, a situation which is unfortunate in a vast mining based country such as Äusttalia, where

prospective Precambrian terrain is typically covered by surflcial material resulting in them being inad-

equately mapped and poorly understood. Consequently aeromagnetics is a highly utilised, potentially

valuable, but generally under-interpreted aid to tegional and detailed geological mapping.

Airns of this Study

This study was aimed at the problems outlined in the previous two sections

First, as extensive deformation and poor continuity of outcrop seriously

limit geological mapping, regional and detailed aeromagnetic interpre-

tation was used to investigate the lithology, structure and tectonic his-

tory of the study area. To help constrain interpretation, the magnetic
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properties of representative rock types were rneasured. An essential

part of the aeromagnetics interpretation was its continued integration

with available geological, rock property and other geophysical data to

produce a final geologically meaningful interpretation. This synthesis

provided a basis for review and expansion of current lithostratigraphic

and tectonic concepts outlined in Chapter 1.

Second, as published work linking studies of magnetic petrophysics,

rock magnetism and aeromagnetic interpretation is scarce, an attempt

was made to investigate what kinds of information could be extracted

from th,e aerotnagnetics data by identifying the geological processes,

parameüers and conditions influencing rock magnetism.

Third, an effort was made to make a useful contribution to future mrn-

eral exploration in the area.

FinalÌy, as there is a wealth of uninterpreted data within Austtalia,
it was hoped that results would illustrate the usefulness of detailed

aeromagnetic interpretation in Precambrian ateas such as the Arunta
Inlier and provide a model for further research.
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Part I

GEOLOGY AND MAGNETIC
ROCK PROPERTY STUDIES
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1

to

The Geology of the
Eastern Arunta Inlier

In this chapter, literature describing the geology of the eastern Arunta Inlier is summarised in order

1) Provide the reader with a current geological perspective ofthe study

area,

2) Facilitate reference to geological units and structural features in

forthcoming chapters.

3) Provide the basis for review and extention of mapping and concepts

during subsequent integration of geological and geophysical informa-
tion.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

The study area covers the eastern part of the Arunta Inlier, a multiply deformed polymetamorphic

Precambrian terrain covering approximately 200,000 kmz of central Australia (Fig 1.1). It is surrounded

on most sides and partially ovetlain by late Precambrian and Phanerozoic sediments of the Georgina,

Amadeus, Wiso and Eromanga basins which seperate it from the economically important Tennant Creek

Inlier to the north and Mount Isa Inlier to the northeast.

The extent of outcrop in the study area varies considerably. The best exposutes are found in the

Harts Range to the southwest, and within a 20 km wide corridor stretching westward from longitude

136o30/alongthenorthernboundaryofthelnlier. Elsewhere,outcropispoor,beingsparseinthecenter

and to the south and virtuaÌly non-existent in the east. Consequently, geological investigations to date

have been largely restricted to the northern and western parts of the study area.

1.1.1 Regional Stratigraphic and Tectonic Fþarnework of the Arunta Inlier

Early geological investigations lvere concerned with the Harts Range area (Hodge-Smith 1932;

Jensen 1944, 7947; Joklik 1955). This work was modified and extended through systematic recou-

naissance mapping by the Bureau of Mineral Resources (BMR) and the Northern Territory GeologicaÌ

Survey (NTGS), and supplementary studies by staff and students of the Austtalian National University,

Monash University, the University of Queensland and the University of Adelaide.

The Arunta Inlier is considered by many to be a Proterozoic ensialic mobile belt. (Rutland 1981;

Stewart et.al., 1984; Shaw et.al., 1984). Its stratigraphic subdivision has been described by Shaw et aÌ

(1975, 1979), Stewart et al (1980) and integrated by Stewart et al (1984). Three major stratigraphic

groups (Divisions 1,2 & 3) are recognised primarily on the basis of lithological associations and metamor-

phic character. Rocks assigned to each division broadly represent a lithogenetic facies and are tentatively

regarded as chronological or stratigraphic correlatives, Division 1 being the oldest and Division 3 the

youngest. Their distribution in the study area is shown in Figure 1.2. Where exposed, Division bound-

aries are commonly faulted, sheared, metamorphosed or intruded by granite.

Large elongate syntectonic granite plutons and smaller equant post-tectonic bodies of intermediate,

mafic and ultramafic composition intrude the metamorphosed rocks of the three Divisions. Granitoid

emplacement ages range from 930 Ma to 1750 Ma. Detailed descriptions of lithology, relationships and

age are given in Shaw et al (1979) and Stewart et al (1980).

In addition to the three stratigraphic Divisions, the Arunta Inlier is also divided into three latitudinal

tectonic ptovinces having markedly different lithological, metamorphic and structural histories (Shaw

et. al., 1984). They are bounded by rnajor, well-defined zones of deformation which localised large scale

movemellts from early in the Inlier's history. The Northern Tectonic Province consists mostly of Division

2 and 3 metasediments, extensively intruded by large granite plutons. The Central Tectonic Province is

composed predominantly of Division 1 granulites in the center and west and Division 2 metasedirnents

in the east. Granites are few and small The Southern Tectonic Province is the smallest of the three,

consisting of granitoid gneisses, lesser amounts of aluminous gneisses of Division 2, and quattzite and

schist of Division 3. OnÌy the Northern and Ceutral Tectonic Provinces are considered to be present in
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the study area (Fig. 1.2)

1.2 STRATIGRAPHY OF THE STUDY AREA

1.2.1 Division 1

Division 1 rocks consist of mafic, felsic and aluminous granulites and subordinate amounts of meta-

moÌphosed calc-silicate and pelitic rocks. They are considered to represent two lithogenetic facies: an

early bimodal volcanic facies of mafic layers interpreted to be basalt flows together with felsic layers

of granite to granodiorite composition, and a later shale-limestone facies representing the incoming of

marine sediments as volcanism waned. The former rock types are inferred to be lower in the sequence

whilst the latter are more dominant in the upper part. In the study area, Division 1 is represented by

units of the Strangways Metamorphic Complex located to the southwest on LATJGHLEN, RIDDOCII * and

the Kanandra Granulite, outcrops of which are confined to western DNEIPER and to slivers within the

Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone (Fig. 1.2). Detailed descriptions of these units are given in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Division 1 units, eastern Arunta Inlier

UNIT DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTION rl.EMARKS

p€sl
Calc-silicate rocks, schistose biotite & sil-
lirninite gneiss. Minor quartzofeldspathic
gneiss,amphibolite

Central
RIDDOCH

May overlie or be a facies
equivalent of the Cadney
Metamorphics

Cadley
Metamorphics

Dominantly biotite-sillirninite gneiss,
calc-silicate rock and felsic & mafi.c
granulite. Subordinate quartzofeldspathic
gneiss, amphiboliöe

Central
RIDDOCH

p€st
Dorninantly quartzofeldspathic gneiss.
Lenses of rnaffc grmulite, biotite gneiss.
Minor amphibolite, calc-silicate rock.

Northwestern
RIDDOCH

Appears to conformably un-
derlie Cadley Metamorphics

Bmgitina
Metamorphics

Fine grained sequence of predominantly
quartzofeldspathic gneiss. Lesser biotite
gneiss, mafic granulite, rnigmatite, and
amphibolite

Central eastern
RIDDOCH

Renamed Oonagalabi gneiss
complex (Ding & James
(1e85) )

Ongeva
Granulite

Intellayed mafic & felsic granulite,
quartzofeldspathic gneiss, biobite gneiss,
silliminite gneiss and rnigmatite

\Mestern
RIDDOCH,
eastern
LAUGHLEN

Gradational contact with
Cadney Metamorphics.
Distinguished by its higher
mafic granulite content

I(anandra
granulite

Fine glained mafic granulite, garnetiferous
quartzofeldspathic gneiss and lesser
metasediments

DNEIPEF-

* Italicized names denote 1:100,000 or 1:250,000 sheets
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The Bungitina Metamorphics have been studied in detail by Rankin (1983) in the Oonagalabi Dome

on central RIDD)CH, where he renamed it the Oonagalabi gneiss complex. As details of his work are

referenced in the remainder of this study this name is subsequently adopted for simplicity.

Several unnamed units are tentatively assigned to Division L by Fleeman (in prep). The first is

restricted to the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone and bears a lithological and metamorphic similarity

to the Cadney Metamorphics. The second, located on southern JERVOIS RANGE consists of isolated

outcrops of quartzofeldspathic and biotite gneiss containing leucosomes of migmatite, and a variety of

schists with minor layered quartz-magnetite rock. The unit is tentatively placed in Division 1 because

it is inferred to unconformablyunderlie rocks of the Harts Range Group (Section 1'.2.2).

1.2.2 Division 2

Division 2 is the most extensive of the three Divisions in the study area (Fig. 1.2). In the Northern

Province, it is considered the flysh-like facies of the Arunta Inlier (Stewart et. al., 1984), being composed

of abundant aluminous and silicic metasediments, lesser calcareous rocks and minor mafic flows or

sills. Metamorphic facies varies from granulite grade in the west to amphibolite grade in the eastern

part of the study area, fn the Central Province, Division 2 consists of amphibolite facies aluminous

metasediments and minor igneous rocks of the Harts Range Group. Figure 1.3 illustrates tentative

stratigraphic correlations between named units of Division 1 and 2 according to Stewart et al (1984),

Division 2 of the Central Tectonic Province

Joklik (1955) named and deflned the Harts Range Group as consisting of a conformable sequence

of two quartzofeldspathic units, the Entia Gneiss and Bruna Gneiss, overlain by two pelitic units, the

Irindina Gneiss and Brady Gneiss. As a result of detailed mapping in the Harts Range area, Ding

and James (1985) revised this lithological subdivision and nomenclature, considering the Entia Gneiss

together with units of the Division L Strangways Metamorphic Complex to be crystalline basement to
a metasedimentary cover sequence consisting of the Irindina and Brady Gneiss. They renamed these

units the Entia gneiss complex, the Irindìna supracrustal assemblage and the Brady supracrustal assem-

blage. Descriptions of lithologies comprising these units are given in Table 1.2, and their distribution is

illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Ding and James consider the Bruna Gneiss to be of igneous origin, occupying a restricted location

along part of the basement, cover boundary. Its contacts with basement and cover are masked by a

pervasive mylonitic fabric interpreted to be tectonic in origin. They recognise no formal stratigraphy in

their cover sequence considering many major lithological contacts to be tectonic in nature. Within the

Irindina supracrustal assemblage is the Harts Range meta-igneous complex (Table 1.2) which consists of
layered amphibolites (the Riddock Amphibolite Member of Shaw et. al., 1982), rare pods of ultramafic
and a horizon of anorthosite (the Entire anorthosite).

Isolated outcrops covering much of BP.AHMA and p¿øivly Dowlvs to the east of the Harts Range

are regarded as facies equivalents of the Irindina and Brady assemblages (Shaw et. aÌ., 1982).
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Table 1.2: Division 2 units' Central Tectonic Province

Division 2 of the Northern Tectonic Province

Division 2 of the Northern Province is best exposed on DNEIPER, JINKA and "l¿Rvols RA/VGE within

a narrow belt lying between the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone and the Georgina Basin. Shaw et

al (In prep) subdivide it into a number of discrete metamorphic units on the basis of lithology and

metamorphic grade. Lithologies comprising these units, and their distribution are described in Table

1.3. All units show the effects of a prograde metamorphic event which locally reached granulite grade in

the west and amphibolite grade in the east, They were subsequently hydrated and partialìy retrogressed

to lower amphibolite and greenschist facies (Freeman, in prep; Dobos, 1975)'

Tentative stratigraphic correlations between units are shown in Figure 1.3. The Deep Bore Meta-

morphics and Caclileberry Metamorphics are compositionally similar and considered facies equivalents.

The Mascotte Gneiss Complex is inferred to underlie the Bonya Schist. TÌre granitoid and parts of the

granitic gneiss of the former unit rnay be metamorphosed pre-tectonic igueous rock which is tentatively

regarded as Division 1..

The Bonya Schist was mapped in detail in the Jervois Range area (Fig. 1.2) by Peters et al (1985),

who recognise four major litho-stratigraphic units:

1) Gneissic suite of granite and rhyolite gneiss.

2) Mg-silicate suite comprising cordierite-biotite schist and chlorite-

biotite schist.

3) X{ine sequence suite of andalusite and cordierite schists (knoited

UNIT DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTION REMARKS

Brady
supracrutal
assemblage

Garnetiferous biotite gneiss & schist, calc-
silicate rock, quartzite and amphibolite

Northern & eas0ern SUARTZ
Division 2 (Cover
sequence)

Irindina.
supracrustal
assemblage

Biotite gneiss, biotite schist, calc-silicate
rock, amphibolite. Contains Riddock
amphibolite & Entire anorthosite of the
Harts Range meta-igneous comPlex

Extensive; northern & eastern
RIDDOCH and QUARTZ.
Correlatives on BP"AHMA k
PLENTY DOWNS

Division 2 (Cover
sequence)

Bruna Gneiss

Granitic gneiss containing potash
feldspar megacrysts.Numerous xenoliths
of amphibolite, mafic granulite &
charnockitic gneiss

Sulrounds the Entia Dome on
QUARTZ & forms rnuch of the
border between basement and
covel

Tectonically
emplaced igneous
unit?

Entia gneiss
complex

Dominantly quartzofeldspathic gneiss &
intellayed hornblende gneiss, Subordinate
amphibolite, calc-silicate rock. Minor
migmatitic gneiss, kyanite- biotite schist'

Entia Dome, central, nolthern
QUARTZ

Division 1?
(basement)
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schists), quartz-sericite schist with distinct rhyolite lemnants' and quartz-

sericite-feldspar schist which contains lode horizons of magnetite quartzite,

banded iron formation and calc-silicate rock (See Section 1.5).

4) Fe,Mg-silicate suite, consisting of quartz-chlorite schists containing

inl,ercalations of chlorite-magnetite-garnet quartzite.

All units contain amphibolite as extensive outcrops or intercalations. The Gneissic suite resembles

and may be a correlative of the Mascotte Gneiss Complex. An unnamed unit (pes; Freeman, in prep)

found on central JINI{A adjacent to the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone may also be lithologically

correlated with the Mascotte Gneiss Complex. It is composed of quartzofeldspathic gneiss of granitic

appearance which is locally migmatitic and grades into biotite gneiss.

Table 1.3: Division 2 units, Northern Tectonic Province

On MARQUA, Division 2 assigned to the Mount Smith Metamorphics is exposed within windows

in platform cover of the Georgina Basin (Warren, 1981). This unit consists of arkose, minor pelite and

calcareous rock metamorphosed to lower arnphibolite grade. The potassic character of these rocks and

the presence of widespread granite is considered by Warren to be typical of the Northern Province.

UNIT DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTION REMARKS

Perenti
Metamorphics

Well layered felsic granulite,quartzo-
feldspathic gneiss, quartz-sillirninite.
biotite-cordierite rock. Minor calc-silicate
rock and meta-dolerite

Within Mt
Swan Gra¡rite
near western
DNEIPER

Ca¡rnot be correlated with
other Division 2 units

Deep Bore
Metmorphics

Cordieri te-bearing quartzofeldspathic
gneiss, calc-silicate rock. Minor mafic
grmulite, quartzæe rock & layered
amphibolite

Westem JINI(A Resembles the Bonya Schist

Cackleberry
Metamorphics

Calc-silicate rock & quartzofeldspathic
gneiss. Minor cordierite & homblende
quartzofeldspathic gneiss, Iayered
amphiboli te, mthophyllite-bioti teguartz
cordierite grmofels

Eastern
DNEIPER

Compositionally similar to the
Deep Bore Metamorphics

Bonya Schist

Schist with biotite,chlorite,cordierite,
silì.imini te,andalusite & garnet. Calc-
siìjcate rock, quartz-magneti te rock.
Amphibolite often as thick sequences
(Kings Legend Amphibolite Mernber)

Central &
westem
JERVOIS
R,4,NGE

Mascotte Gneiss
Complex

Granitoid, granitic gneiss & quartzofelds-
patlúc gneiss. Minor leucogranite, biotite
sdrist, biotite gneiss, amphibolite &
hornblende gneiss

Southwest
JERVOIS
RANGE

Posssibly pre- tectonic igneous
rock. Division 1?
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1.2.3 Division 3

Division 3 occurs only locally in the study area. Outcrops are found in the Northern Province

on DIVE¡p6R and southwestern J.ERVOTs RANGE (Fig. 1.2). Tlie Ledan Schist and Utopia Quartzite

consist dominantly of metapsammite and metapelite. Contacts between these and Division 2 units are

consiclered unconformable (Shaw & Stewart, 1975; Fig. 1.3). Fine grained gÌanofels of the Your Dam

Metamorphics outcrop on eastern MARQUA, and are considered a lateral facies variant of the Ledan

Schist and Utopia Quartzite (Warren, 1981).

1.2.4 Intrusives

Granites

Large granite plutons and small equidimensional post-tectonic stocks intrude metamorphic rocks of

the Northern Province. They are grouped into formalunits (Freeman, in press) described in Table 1.4.

Table l-.4: Granites of the Northern Tectonic Province

UNIT DESCRIPTION DISTRIBUTION R,EMAR,KS

Mount Swan
Granite

Porphyritic gneissic granite \Mestern
DNEIPER

Contains large laf[s of Perenti
Metamo'pics

Dneiper Glanite Distictive grey, biotite rich gneissic granite DlVEIP-ÐR
Intluded by ullamed granites,
doleriôe, gabbro and possibly
the Mt Swan Granite

Marshall Glanite
A slightly gneissic leucoglanite containing
dykes & veins of aplite or microgranite &
qualbz veins with anguÌar magnetite grains

westeln JINKA

Jinlø Granite
Coarse, even-grained, slightly gneissic
granite central JINKA

Rb-Sl ages 1690-1785 Ma.
Intludecl by Oorabla qualtz
reefs.

Jervois Granite
Sevelal phases ranging from granite to
glanodiorite

JERVOIS
RA]VGE

Possibly several intrusives
Roofpendant. "o* o., Rb-S"
ase 1808 * 80tvt".

Xanten Granibe Coalse grained leucogranite
In fault bounded
block, southeln
Jervois Range

Unca Granite Coarse leucoclatic granite JERVOIS
RA.TVGE

Small body intruding
Bonya Schist. Rb-Sr age
1459 I 10u".

Mount Dobbie
Granite

Muscovite-rich leucoglani te
Neal eastern
MARQUA
border

fntrucles Mount Smith
Metamorphics

Mount Teitkens
Granite Complex

Two phases: older medimr, even-grained
muscovite-bioti be leucocratic granite ;
youngel porphylitic leucocratic glanite

Near eastern
MARQUA
border

Intrudes Momt Smith
Mebamolphics
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Their location ranges from the Mount Swan Granite in the west to the Mount Dobbie Granite and Mount

Teitkens Granite Complex in the east. Emplacement ages have been determined for certain granites.

Ages ranging from 1690 - 1785 Ma were obtained for the Jinka Granite using the Rb-Sr method (Wilson

et. al., 1960; Compston & Arriens, 1968). Black (1980) obtained a Rb-Sr total rock age of 1808 + 80

Ma for the Jervois Granite, and 1459 * 10 Ma for the Unca Granite. Many other granites thought to be

part of the large suite of bodies intruded into the Northern Province have been mapped but not named.

Details of their composition are contained in Stewart et al (1980).

Granites of the Central Tectonic Province are few and small. The Inkamulla and Huckitta Grano-

diorites intrude the Entia gneiss complex on QU,4.RTZ. Both are gneissic and conformable with the contact

and compositional layering in the Entia gneiss, suggesting they were emplaced before the main regional

metamorphic event (Shaw et. al., 1982).

Intermediate. Mafic and Ultramafic Rocks

Pegmatites are common in the eastern Arunta Inlier and several groups are recognised (Freeman,

in prep). The Samarkand Pegmatites occur in the Bonya Schist of the Northern Province and range

in size from small veins to stocks covering up to 50ha. The Harts Range Pegmatites are small to large

pegmatite dykes found within the Irindina and Brady supracrustal assemblages of the Central Province.

An extensive suite of quartz reefs, the Oorabra Reefs, were emplaced as frssure veins and stockworks in

tension fractures within the Jinka Granite.

Gabbroic, noritic and ultramafic intrusives are common, and range in size from small lenses to

bodies several hundred metres across. They exhibit various degrees of metamorphic recrystallisation,

and may have been emplaced during or slightly after regional metamorphism. The most conspicuous

body of this type is the Attutra Metagabbro which covers an area of 140km2 on central JERVors R,aNGE.

Several plugs of vanadiferous magnetite up to 50m in diameter occur within outcrops of this intrusive.

Metamorphosed dolerite dykes also occur throughout the region (Freeman, in press).

Metamorphosed ultramafic rocks have been reported at various localities during regional mapping

(Freeman, 1979; in press), and exploration for diamondiferous kimberlites (B.H.P. Rpt., 1982; Harvey,

1982, 1983a-e). These bodies are commonly serpentinized. Two notable intrusives located near the

western border of the study area also wartant a brief mention. The Mordor lgneous Complex is a
potassic - basic complex of kimberlitic affinities possibly intruded along the Woolanga Lineament, a

prominent gravity lineament which coincides with a number of major faults. Langworthy and Black

(197S) obtained a Rb-Sr whole rock age of 12f 0 + 90 Ma for this intrusive. The Mud Tank Carbonatite

similarly intrudes a fault zone not far from the Woolanga Lineament. This body consists of apatite,

zircon, ilmenite, magnetite and large amounts of trace elements. Ages of 732*5 Ma (U-Pb) and 735*75
Ma (Rb-Sr whole rock) are reported by Black and Gulson (1978).

1.2.5 Late-Stage Retrograde Schist Zones

Schist zones related to recurrent activity over long periods in retrograde faulù zones, occur through-

out the Arunta Inlier. In the study area, they are fouud in broad belts up to 5km wide along the

Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone (Warren, 1978), and the Illogwa Schist Zone on southern QUARTT
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Figure 1.5 Generalised map showing the distribution of metamorphicfacies in the study area.
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(Shaw et. al., 1982). Rocktypes include mica schists, felsic chloritic schist, amphibolite and mylonite

(Freeman, in press). Similar zones of sericitic quartzofeldspalthic rock, foliated amphibolite, biotite

schist and phyllonite are located on southeast JERV)IS RANGE. Schist belts on ALICE SPRINGS to the

west, have Rb-Sr ages of 300 - 400 Ma (Armstrong & Stewart, 1975).

L.2.6 Late Precarnbrian and Phanerozoic Basins

In the late Proterozoic, shallow marine sediments were deposited nea¡ or over much of the Inlier.

During Adelaidean time, argillites, arenites, glacigene sediments and carbonates were deposited along

the southern margin of the Georgina Basin in northwest trending half-grabens. These structures have

fault-bounded northeast margins, with sediments overlying basement unconfomably to the southwest.

From the Cambrian onwards, sedimentation consisted primarily of carbonates and arenites and extended

northwards into the Wiso and central Georgina Basins. Similar sediments were deposited in the Amadeus

Basin and it is likely they originally extended between these basins. Only one drill hole in the study

area penetrates the entire Georgina Basin sequence. Exoil No 1 on JINI(Á, reached basement at 1180m

below surface. BMR 12 (Cockroach) on MAPIQUA terminated in the lower part of the stratigraphy at

1230 metres.

A thin sequence of Cretaceous Eromauga Basin and Cainozoic sediments cover the southeastern

part of the study area. A number of drill holes intersected up to 235m of dark grey mudstone of
the Wallumbila Formation and sandstone of the Longsight Sandstone, Ilooray Sandstone and Tarlton
Formation (B.M.R. Rpt., 1971; Flench, 1981).

The Huckitta Basin, on southern DNEIPER is a narrow depression containing over 200m of clay and

sand units deposited during the Tertiary period. A number ofdrill holes penetrate the sequence and the

underlying basement (Howard, 1981).

1.3 METAMOR,PHISM

Rb-Sr data reveal a long and complex metamorphic history for the Arunta Inlier. Black and others

(1983) document five metamorphic episodes, ranging in age from about 1800 Ma to 1000 Ma. The earliest

of these, the Strangways Event is considered the major metamorphic episode affecting the eastern Arunta
Inlier. In the Strangways Range, 50km west ofthe study area, it peaked at temperatures of700 to 850"C

and pressuÌes of 7-9kb. An age of 1790 * 35 Ma derived from the I(anandra Granulite on DNETPER is

considered the most reliable for this event (Black et. al., 1983). Other metamorphic episodes, with the

exception of the A.lice Springs Orogeny, were restricted to other parts of the Inlier.

The distribution of metamorphic rocks in the eastern Arunta Inìier is illustrated in Figure 1.5. The

Division 1 Strangways Metamorphic Complex is in general metamorphosed to granulite facies. Division
2 of the Northern Proviuce is metamorphosed to lower or upper amphibolite facies, although several

utrits reached granulite grade (Section 1.2.2). Metamorphism of Division 2 of the Central Province is in
general of upper amphibolite facies, although Shaw et al (1982) indicate it is upper greenschist, lower

amphibolite in its poorly exposed southeastern part.
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A pervasive lower-temperature hydration event followed the prograde Strangways Event. Its effects

on units ofthe Northern Province are described by Dobos (1978), Shaw and others (1984) and Freeman

(in press). In the Central Province, the forrnation of muscovite within the Irindina supracrustal assem-

blage is thought to result from hydration produced by extensive pegmatisation of this unit. This event

might be correlated with the Alice Springs Orogeny (Shaw et. al., 1979) of 300 - 400 Ma ago, which was

characterised by thrust-faulting, greenshist facies metamorphism and local pegmatite formation. Meta-

morphism and faulting resulting from the Alice Springs Orogeny are most evident in retrograde schist

zones (Section 1.2.5), in particular, within the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone and Illogwa Schist

Zone.

1.4 STRUCTURE

The study area lies within the Northern and Central Tectonic Provinces of Shaw et al (1984), which

have different stratigraphic, structural and metamorphic histories (Sections l.I,1.2 & 1.3). In the north
they are separated by the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone (Section 1.4.1). In the east, their boundary

is concealed, but is defined by Warren (1981) as the Mount Baldwin Lineament, a well-defined Landsat

feature, and the approximately colinear Lake Caroline Gravity Ridge (Fig. 1.6).

Studies by Warren (1980, 1981), Shaw and Wells (1983) and Shaw et aI (1984) further subdivide the

area into structural blocks seperated by major faults (Fig. 1.6). However, little is known concerning their
inte¡-relationship and the shape and nature of their bounding structures. In the Harts Range area, this
st¡uctural interpretation has been considerably modified by Ding and James (1985). They recognise two
major lithological groups, representing crystalline basement and supracrustal cover sequence (Section

I.2.2), having seperate early tectonothermal histories. Both groups were subsequently juxtaposed by
large scale thrusting and remobilized as a single mobile zone. This interpretation questions the tectonic
framework proposed by Shaw and others (1984), in particular the existence and nature of the Central
Tectonic Province in the eastern Arunta Inlier.

1.4.1 Faulting

The major fault structure in the study area is the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone which extends
WNW from southwest JERVors RANGE for some 150km to beyond the western boundary of oruElpøn
(Fig. 1.6). The fault system has been described by Warren (1978) as a discontinuously exposed, anas-

tomosing zone of deformed rocks locally encompassing slivers of undeformed rocks. Deformed zones are

commonly half a kilometre wide and there is a marked change in metamorphic facies from granulite or
upper amphibolite to lower amphibolite and greenschist in the vicinity of the fault zone. Lineations
observed in deformed rocks indicate movement along the fault has been predominantly vertical with
little transcurrent component. Evidence suggests that movement was initiated early in the history of
the Inlier (Warren 1978, Black 1980) and has been intermittently reactivated during its subsequent his-
tory. Its last movement is tentatively correlated with the Carboniferous Àlice Springs Orogeny. Warren
considers, primarily from regional geophysical evidence (gravity & magnetics), that the Delny-Mount
Sainthill Fault Zone ceases to be a major structure to the east of southeastern JERV)IS RANG.E.

Other faults seperating major crustal blocks occurs mostly along narrow, well-defined planes (Fig.
1.6). The Entire Point Fault seperates the granulite facies l(anandra Granulite from amphibolite facies
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Ilarts Range Group. Its northeastern end broadens into an amphiboìite facies retrograde fault zone,

contains mylonite and has vertical to steep south dipping foliation. (Freeman, in press). The Oomoomilla

Fault is a high angle reveÌse fault along which the south side is interpreted to have moved upwards at

least 3.5km. The Charlotte Fault zone is up to lkm wide and varies from a single fault plane to two

subparallel faults seperated by juxtaposed and rotated blocks of Georgina Basin sediments or basement

ro cl(s.

Movement along th.e NNW trending Lucy Creek and Tarlton Faults is considered to be east side

down. The Tarlton Fault is a complex sttucture which is thought to have existed by 1700 Ma and which

has suffered intermittent movements, the most recent being in the early Eocene-late Oligocene (Warren,

19S1). The Tarlton Fault and the Toomba Fault, located further east, ate thought to have developed in

a similar manner and as a result have similar forms with long transcurrent sections trending NNW, and

arcuate westerly trending sections where overthrusting from the south occurred during the Alice Springs

Orogeny (Walter, 1980; Wells & Moss, 1983).

In th.e Harts Range aLea, Ding and James (1985) propose an involved sequence of deformation

events involving separate basement (BT) and cover thrusting (CT), and subsequent juxtaposition of

basernent and cover by progressive underthrusting of basement beneath the cover sequellce (Fig. 1.7).

The latter series of three thrusts (H RT1, H RTz U H R:h) are interpreted to have developed sequentially,

subsequently being incorporated in later ductile folding events. The tectonic emplacement of the Bruua

Gneiss between basement and cover (Section I.2.2) is considered the result of the latter two events

(H RT2, H R:h).

1.4.2 Folding

Fold structures have been studied in detail only in the well exposed llarts Range, Bonya and Jervois

Range areas. Worl< by Ding and James (1985) in the Harts Range reveals an extremely complex history
involving seperate basement and cover folding and thtusting. Basement liihologies were deformed by

tlrree isoclinal fold events, BD1,BD2 and BDs followed by tight inclined to upright folds trending in
a NE direction. The cover sequence consisting of the Irindina supracrustal sequence is folded by three

isoclinal events CD1,CD2 and CD3. A thrusting event CT is interpteted as being responsiìrle for the

formation of a series of stacked nappes within the cover sequence (Fig. 1.7). It occurred prior to the last

two of tlre ductile deformation events. Subsequent thrust events H RTt, H RT2 and H RT3 (Section 1.4.1)

were all in turn folded by deformation events H RD1, H RDz and H RDs which affected both basement

and cover sequences.

In the Jervois Range area, detailed mapping of the Bonya Schist by Ypma et al (1984) indicates

this sequence has been affected by three stages of deformation. The oldest deformation (D1) produced a
layer or bedding-parallelschistocity (^91), possibly due to alarge nappe, recumbent foldingor thrusting.
The second deformation (D2) resulted in tight isoclinal folding (.F2) of the sequence. The main regional

metamorphic event, considered to be the Strangways Event (Freeman, in press) is probably coeval with
D2. The folding mechanism of ,2 caused curvature of .t'2 axes, boundinage and attenuation of foÌd

limbs and thickening of layering in hinges. The final deformation was expressed in a regional shear fold
mechanism (,l¡3) which resulted in an outcrop pattern resembling the letter J, commonly referred to
as the 'J-structure'. This feature has a steep north piunging fold axis and is a synclinorium. In the

Bonya Block (Fig. 1.6), an ESE-trending fold is outlined by repetition of the l{ings Legend Amphibolite
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Member. It is interpreted on the basis of available facing data to be an east plunging syncline (Freeman,

in press).

1.5 MINERALISATION

Mileral occurtetìces aLe minor, but widespread and have been grouped by Stewart and Warren

(1.977) into the folÌowing types:

1) Stratabound: copper-lead-zinc in Division 1 and 2 metasediments

2) Pegmatitic: mainly copper, tin, tungsten and tantalum derived from

granite, and mica in pegmatites formed by partial melting of metased-

iments

3) Metasomatic: tungsten, molybdenum, and minor copper in calc-

silicate rocks adjacent to granite

4) Hydrothermal: gold in a zone of late Paleozoic deformation and

retrogressive metamorphism, and fluorite-barite veins in zones of late

Paleozoic warping

5) Magrnatic: very minor copper, nickel, and chromium, in mafic and

ultramaflc rocks

6) Weathering: manganese and uranium in superficial Phanerozoic

rocks.

Types 1, 3 and 5 are the best targets for aeromagnetic prospecting as each is associated with
host rocl<s containing magnetite. In addition to these, magnetic diamondiferous kimberlites have been

sought throughout the area, Iargely due to the inferred kimberlitic affinities of the Mordor Complex

(Section L.2.4). The region is considered prospective for stratabound base metals as host rocks and litho-
stratigraphic sequences of l<nown deposits bear a marÌ<ed similarity to those of Broken I-Iill (Ypma et.al.,

1984). The main occurrences are in the Jervois Range area within Division 2 Bonya Schist. Three types

of mineralisation occur: 1) chalcopyrite lodes in magnetite- chlorite-garnet rocks; 2) small argentiferous

galena lodes in similar host rock; 3) patches of scheelite in marbles and calc-silicate horizons. The main

mineralisation occurs in or near quartz-sericite-feldspar schists considered to be of acid volcanogenic

origin. Another stratabound deposit occurs in the Harts Ranges within the Division 1 Oonagalabi gneiss

complex. It is also characterised by a distinctive lithological assemblage, in particular quartz-magnetite

rock.

The largest of the l<nown metasomatic tungsten occurrences, Molyhil, has been mined spasmodically

over the past decade. Tungsten, associated with molybdenite and magnetite, occurs as scheelite in a

roof-pendant of Division 2 calc-silicate tock, within the Jinka Granite.
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In this chapter, the magnetic properties of major rocktypes discussed in chapter 1 are related to

their magnetic mineralogy, bulk rock chemistry and oxidation state. This is done for two reasons:

1) To provide knowledge of magnetization intensity and direction which

reduce the ambiguity inherent in magnetic interpretation.
2) To identify the source of rock magnetism and provide an under-

standing of the geological processes and conditions influencing rock

magnetism.

These studies provide insight into the geological significance of magnetic signatures and allow better

correlation of geology and aeromagnetic anomalies.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

Rock magnetism is dependent on the abundance, composition and form of contained magnetic min-

eral grains. The petrogenesis of magnetic minerals is controlled by the geological processes of magmatic

crystallization, sedimentation and metamorphism, and is sensitive to environmental conditions influenc-

ing a variety of intrinsic parameters. As this work involves observations and conclusions which draw on

prior knowledge of these fields, it is deemed appropriate to briefly review aspects concerning them.

2.1.1 Magnetic Minerals and their Properties

Magnetic anomalies are due to the bulk magnetization of rocks resulting from the vectot addition of

a component induced by the earth's field (the product of magnetic susceptibility, k and the magnetizing

force of the Earth's field, H) and the natural remanent magnetization (NRM) of intensity J. The relative

magnitude of both components is the Koenigsberger Ratio,

which is an indication of the relative influence each component has in determining the nature of the

observed magnetic anomaly, provided the remanence direction is consistent throughout the rock unit.

Rock magnetism is dependent on a small group of magnetic minerals which are minor constituents

of most rocks. The most important of these belong to the solid solution series magnetite-ulvospinel

(titanomagnetites, Fes-sTisOs,O S r < 1) and hematite-ilmenite (titanohematites, Fe2-"Ti"Os,O 1
r < 1). The susceptibility of titanomagnetites varies considerably depending on titanium content.

The curie temperature of ulvospinel is 120o K, well below normal earth temperatures, and as a result

titanomagnetite compositions containing more than 75To ulvospinel have very low susceptibility at room

temperature. The solid solution between magnetite and ulvospinel is continuous above 600o C. However

with decreasing temperature, there is a broadening miscibility gap between the two end members of
the series, and solid solutions which have crystallized at high temperatures tend to exsolve on slow

cooling. As ulvospinel exsolves from solid solution, it has a tendency to oxidize to ilmenite and magnetite

(Buddington & Lindsley, 1964) according to the reaction

a:#

BF ezTio+ + f,o, = F eTios * Fesoa

producing a lamellar intergrowth of titaniferous magnetite and ferrian ilmenite. Both of the above

processes make the rock more magnetic, although if cooling has been rapid, the iron and titanium oxides

may stay in solid solution where they can remain in metastable equilibrium.

Titanomaghematites and pyrrhotite have susceptibilities of the same order as titanomagnetites,

however their occurrence in the study area is rare in comparison to magnetite and their contribution
to aeromagnetic anomalies can be safely ignored. Titanohernatites have small susceptibilities, and so
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except in special cases the induced magnetization of Ìocks is directly propottional to their magnetite

content.

In comparison with induced magnetization, relatively strong NRM can occur in titaniurn iron oxides

of many compositions (Balsley & Buddington, 1958). The most important carriers of NRM seem to be

magnetite ancl titanohematites of intermediate composition (hema6ilm66 ---+ hern¿5ilm6). Dominantly

ilmenitic titanohematites often exhibit "self-reversal", their NRM direction being antiparallel to that of

tlre inducing field (Carmichael, 1961; Stacey & Banerjee, I974). This phenomenon aPpears to be one

of the most widespread causes of anomalous magnetizations, and is most prevalent in basic rocks which

have becorne oxidized during or after emplacement (Grant, 1985).

The NRi\4 of rocks is commonly complex with several compottents often present. At or neat tlìe

time of formation, rocks ma,y acquire a primary lemanent magnetization, derived from and parallel to

the then existing magnetic field at the site. This may be either thetmoremanent magnetization (TRM)
acquired when a rock cools from a high temperature in an applied field, or chemical remanent magne-

tization (CRM) acquired at low temperatures by submicroscopic minetal grains growing through their

blocking volume (Dunlop, 1981). During its subsequent history the rock may acquire other secondary

rnagnetizations, which together with the primary magnetization constitute the NRM of the rock, or

may be completely remagnetized. Secondary components may be either viscous in origin (VRM) ac-

quired parallel to the Earth's field over a long period of time by grains in which thermal fluctuations

cause irreversible changes in domain alignment or domain wall position, isothermally induced (IRM) by

fields associated with lighining strikes, or due to the processes of weathering. Secondary components

of magnetization may cause dispersion of remanence directions resulting in attenuation of the contri-

bution of remanence to bulk magnetization and resultant aeromagnetic anomalies. Only stable ancient

rnagnetizations and superimposed viscous components are representative of a whole rock unit.

The susceptibility and remanence of rocks and their relative intensities are not only a function of
the composition and abundance of constituent magnetic minerals, but are also sensitively dependent on

the domain state of magnetic grains. This may be superparamagnetic (SPM), single domain (SD) or

multidomain (MD) depending largely on grain size and temperature (Table 2.1). The dependence of

magnetic properties on domain state is shown in Figure 2.1 and has been discussed by Dunlop (1981)

and summarised by Clark (1983) as follows:

1) SPI,I grains possess very high susceptibiliiy and zero remanence. A
small fraction can disproportionately affect the magnetic properties of
a rock.

2) SD grains have rnuch lower susceptibility than corresponding SPI{
particles, but can carry a relatively iutense relrranerlce.

3) The susceptibility of MD grains is usually greater than SD grains,

being due to domain wall translation as well as domain wall rotation,
although that of highly magnetic minerals, such as magnetite is limited
by self-demagnetization to ( 0.25 emu. Their NRM is generally mucÌr

smaller than SD grains.

4) The properties of small MD grains, comrnonly caÌled psuedo-single

domain (PSD) grains, are intermediate between those of SD and true

MD grains and vary systematically with grain size.
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5) Rocks containing more than 1.0 volume percent of strongly magnetic

material, highly clustered magnetic grains or large grains subdivided by

lamellae have modified properties. Strongly interacting SPM particles

behave as SD grains. Interactions increase susceptibility and reduce

reûranence fot SD and PSD gtains, but increase both susceptibility

and remanence for MD grains.

Table 2.1: Dornain Structure Transition Sizes

* Equidimensional particles assumed. After Clark, 1983.

2.1.2 Magnetic Mineral Petrogenesis and Rock Magnetisrn

Previous studies concerning rock magnetism have shown that the magnetic properties of a particular

rocktype vary widely, especially between different regions (Puranen et. al., 1968; IIenkel, 1976; Gupta

& Burke, 1977 and l{rutikhovskaya et. al., 1979). This is undoubtedly due to the dependence of rocl<

magnetism not only on bulk chemistry, but also on environmental conditions influencing rocks during

and subsequent to deposition or emplacement. Studies relating rock magnetism to magnetic rnineralogy

and magnetic mineral petrogenesis are therefore an integraÌ part of aerornagnetic interpretation, enabling

tÌre geoÌogical significance of aeromagnetic features to be understood.

Publications concerning this field are relatively scarce. The mineralogy of magnetic oxides in sedi-

mentary and metamorphic rocks has been discussed by Thornpson (1972), Rumble (1976) and Mclntyre
(1980). Magnetic minerals in igneous rocks have been studied by Haggerty (1976, 1979), whilst Grant
(1985) reviewed the subject of magnetic mineral petrogenesis aud rock magnetism. Their work identifles

the following factors as being the most influential in determining rock magnetism:

l)Total iron content. Iron-rich rocks have a higher magnetite produc-

ing potential than iron-poor rocks.

2) Oxidation state (1e3+/(Fe3+ ¡Fe2+)). Low oxidationratios lead to
iron silicate formation; intermediate ratios favour magnetite formation;
high ratios favour hematite. In metamorphic rocks, oxidation state
is largely inherited frorn the premetamorphic sediment, consequently

magnetic surveying frequently delineates premetamorphic sedimentary

Mineral

SPM Thteshhold
Size (¡-trn)

Cútical SD

Size (¡trn)

Iron < 0.008 0.023

Magnetite 0.03 0.06

Maghematite o.o2 0.06

Titanomagnetite (x:0.6 0.08 o.40

Titanomaghematite (x=0.6,2=0.4 0.05 o.75

Titanomaghematite (x=0.6,2=0.7 0.09 2.40

Hematite 0.03 15.0

Pyrrhotite o.018 1.6
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environments in metasediments.

3) Initial crystallization environment. Igneous rocks formed in an envi-

ronment where no external supply of oxygen is available (usually anhy-

drous) tend to be more iron rich and less oxidized than those formed in
an environment where oxygen availability has been maintained during
fractional crystallization (usually orogenic). The basic suites (gabbro

& basatt) of the former typically have large (5-10%) amounts of ul-
vospinel and ilmenite rich components whilst acidic suites (granite &
rhyolite) of the latter contain small (1-3%) amounts of hematite and

magnetite.

4) Degree of metamorphism. Iron-bearing rocks in general become more

magnetic with increasing metamorphic grade as mechanical deforma-

tion and heating cause opaque minerals to recrystallize into coarser

textures thereby increasing magnetic susceptibility. Another cause of
this is the formation of secondary magnetite through the progressive

breakdown of hydrous iron-rich silicates such as biotite and amphibole

toward magnesium rich orthosilicates such as pyroxene.

5) Original composition of sediment. Pelitic metasediments derived

from fine-grained argillaceous rocks invariably contain more iron (and

more magnetite) than psammites, as colloidal ferric hydroxyls preferen-

tially attach to fine particles of clay, silt and organic matter, but rarely
to sand grains.

6) Degree of silica saturation. Rocks that are deficient in silica usually
contain more magnetite and less ilmenite than silica-saturated rocks

having the same amount of iron.
7) Excess aluminium. Excess aluminium in metasedimentary rocks
favours the formation of muscovite and magnetite over biotite.
8) Titanium deficiency. Titanium rich rocks are generally less mag-
netitic due to the formation of titanium-iron oxides.

9) Magnesium deficiency. A low magnesium content in igneous rocks

allows greater amounts of primary magnetite to form.
L0) Absence of carbon. Carbon is a reducing agent and its presence in-
hibits the formation of magnetite. However many carbonaceous schists

are rich in pyrrhotite and often highly magnetic.

In addition to these factors, the magnetization of rocks may be increased by processes which include:
1) mechanical deformation; 2) repeated metamorphism and 3) high-temperature hydrous alteration (ser-
pentinization). Conditions that tend to destroy magnetite include: 1) low temperature alteration (car-
bonatization, chloritization, sericitization); 2) extreme oxidation and 3) granitization or metasomatism.

2.2 SAMPLE COLLECTION, PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENT

There were difficulties in obtaining samples for rock magnetism and magnetic mineralogy studies
for the following reasons:

1) The size and inaccessible nature of the area



I
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\
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Figure 2.2 Orientation of cores extracted from field samples.
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2) The large number of rocktypes to be invesüigated.

3) The sporadic distribution and often weathered nature of basement

outcrop.

4) The limited time available for field work.

Investigations were restricted to two relatively accessible, well exposed regions; the Harts Range and

Bonya-Jervois Range areas (Fig. 1.2). All major lithostratigraphic units are tepresented in these areas

and geological mapping by various researchers provided a ready source of samples. Samples from the

Harts Range included those from studies by Bowyer (1982), Rankin (1983), Martin (1983), Goscombe

(1984), Sullivan (1985), Stewart (19S5), Ding and James (1985) and Lawrence (In prep). Material from

the Bonya-Jervois Range area included hand samples collected by the author, and by BMR and NTGS

geoLogists during semi-regional mapping.

Magnetic susceptibility and NRM of samples were measured in order to ascertain the relative signifi-

cance of induced and remanent magnetization. Magnetic susceptibility was measured in-situ on basement

outcrops and on hand samples using a Geoinstruments JH-8 susceptibility meter. Measurements were

obtained on 828 samples from the Harts Range area. Some 257 in-situ measurements had already been

obtained in the Bonya-Jervois Range area by BMR and NTGS workers using an Elliot PP2A suscepti-

bility meter (Horsfall, 1981). A further 1200 in-situ measurements were collected and supplemented by

178 measurements on hand samples.

Oriented samples were necessary to determine NRM intensity and direction. In the Harts Range

area, 213 oriented samples had been collected for magnetic petrofabric studies (Rankin, 1983; Martin,
1983). A further 35 samples were collected in the Bonya-Jervois Range area. Care was taken to ensure

samples were homogeneous and relatively unweathered. The dip and strike of their top surface was

marked and noted. Cylindrical cores measuring 2.5cm in diameter and length were then extracted and

their orientation marked as shown on Figure 2.2. ln order to obtain reliable results, several cores were

normally taken from the same or parallel drillcores. NRM intensity and direction were determined

using a Schonstedt spinner magnetometer from the Department of Earth Sciences, Flinders University.
Magnetic susceptibility of oriented cores was also measured using a susceptibility bridge developed by

Flinders University. All instruments, with the exception of the Elliot PP2A susceptibility meter were

periodically calibrated using standard blocks and oriented cores of known susceptibility and remanence

provided by the CSIRO laboratory of mineral physics.

Polished thin sections of 118 samples and thin sections of 337 samples were prepared and studied
in transmitted and reflected light in order to estimate the abundance, composition and form of opaque

minerals. Grains and lamellae larger than a few micrometers could be resolved with confidence.

Major element and Ferrous iron abundance were determined for 118 and 60 samples respectively.

Weathered sample surfaces were removed using a diamond saw. They were then ground to fine powder

using a Siebtechnic tungsten carbide mill. Powder for whole rock analysis was ignited at g60o C to
determine the percentage loss of volatiles. 280mg of ignited sample, 20mg of sodium nitrate and 1.5g

of flux were mixed and fused in a platinum crucible, to form buttons. Whole rock analysis were then
determined on a programmable Siemens XRF machine. Ferrous iron determinations were carried out
by Mr. P. McDuie. Approximately 250 mg of powdered sa,rnple, 10ml of 50% V /V sulphuric acid and

5ml W/W hydrofluoric acid were heated in a platinum crucible at 3500 C for approximately 20 minutes.
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This was added to 300m1 of distilled water, 10ml sulphuric acid and 30ml saturated boric acid before

titration with a standardized solution of 0.02 normal CeSO+ and the indicator N-Phenyl anthranilic acid

to determine ferrous iron content.

2.3 R,OCK MAGNETISM

2.3.1 Division 1

Magnetic property measutements of units comprising the Division 1 Strangways Metamorphic com-

plex were obtained from samples collected by several researchets (Section 2.2)in the Harts Range area.

This work includes the Entia gneiss complex, considered by Ding and James (1985) a correlative of the

Strangways Metamorphic Complex. It does not encompass the Ongeva and Kanandra Granulites, how-

ever rocktypes comprising these units are similar to those of other Division 1 units, and results should

be a guide to their magnetic properties.

Figures 2.3 and 2.4 present histograms of magnetic susceptibility for major lithologies constituting

the Oonagalabi gneiss complex, Cadney Metamorphics, and Entia gneiss complex (Table 1.1). The

median (ko.r), lower and upper quartiles and interquartile range (IQR) indicate the bulk susceptibility

and spread of values fot each lithology.
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Figure 2.4 Magnetic susceptibility histograrns for major litlrologies comprising the Entia gneiss complex
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Most rocktypes comprising all three units have a nanow range of susceptibility, with lower and

uppeÌ quartiles spanning one order of magnitude or less. The Oonagalabi gneiss complex and Cadney

Metamorphics consist predominantly of lithologies of moderate to high susceptibility. In contrast, rock-

types constituting the Enùia gneiss complex have uniform low susceptibilities, with few recorded high

values.

Rocktypes containing higher proportions of mafic minerals, such as biotite gneiss and granulite,

possess high susceptibiliiies. Felsic quartzofeldspathic gneiss, in particular that of the Cadney Meta-

morphics (ßo.u = 100 x 10-6 S.I.) and Entia gneiss complex (ßo.s = 300 x 10-6 S.I.) have low values.

Amphibolites exhibit uniform low susceptibilities with medians of 450 x 10-6 S.L Migmatites of the

Oonagalabi gneiss complex and calc-silicate rocks of the Cadney Metamorphics have a large spread of

values.

Histograms of NRM intensity and graphs of remanent intensity versus magnetic susceptibility are

shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6. Oriented samples of the Cadney Metamorphics were not collected during

field mapping and consequently no results are presented for this unit. The NRM of lithologies con-

stituting the Oonagalabi gneiss complex and Entia gneiss complex are ill-defined compared with their
susceptibility, exhibiting a spread of values over several orders of magnitude. However, their relative

median NRM intensities are similar to their relative median susceptibilities. With the exception of am-

phibolite (/o.u = 83mA/m), the Oonagalabi gneiss complex consists of lithologies having moderate to
high median NRM values (960 - 7400 mA/m), and a predominance of Koenigsberger ratios well above

unity (Fig. 2.6). Their NRM may have considerable influence on observed magnetic anomalies, provided

it is representative of the bulk in-situ remanence, and directions are consistent. In contrast, rocktypes

constituting the Entia gneiss complex have low median NRM intensiiies (./s.5 = 10.4 - 57) and a pre-

dominance of Koenigsberger ratios less than unity, implying together with their low susceptibilities that
they are weakly magnetic.

Remanence directions of Division I rocks are in general random (Fig. 2.7). Amphibolites and
migmatites of the Oonagalabi gneiss complex show some preference towards negative and low inclinations
respectively. Quartzofeldspathic gneiss of the Entia gneiss complex exhibits a bias toward positive
inclinations. However, the NRM intensity of these rocktypes is too low and direction too scattered to
have considerable influence on aeromagnetic anomalies.

Random NRM directions probably have several sources. Extremely high NRM intensities and

Q values most likely result from lightning strikes (IRM) as they are too large to be TRM or CRM
(Fig. 2.1). A characteristic of lightning struck samples is a stable NRM vector which varies markedly
in direction over short distances (Clark, 1983). This spatial inhomogeneity is a consequence of the
localised and irregular paths followed by lightning currents crossing surface outcrops. However, exclusion
of these samples did not improve observed NRM directions. It is unlikely random directions result from
weathering as samples would be remagnetized by, and tend to cluster about, the present field direction.
The NRM's of Division L rocks may lepresent multicomponent magnetizations carried by magnetically
stable grains, reflecting the complex deformational and thermal history of these rocks, or may simply
be paleomagnetic noise. Consequently, remanence is unlikely to contribute significantly to the bulk
magnetization of Division 1 rocks, giving rise to aeromagnetic anomalies.
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2.3.2 Division 2 of the Central Tectonic Province

The Irindina and Brady supracrustal assemblages are the major outcropping Division 2 units of

the Central Province (Section 1.2.2). Most rock types comprising both assemblages have low, uniform

susceptibilities confined within a narrow range (Fig. 2.8). Biotite gneiss and biotite schist of the Irindina

record a small but significant number of higher values" The Riddock amphibolite of the Harts Range

meta-igneous complex and similar intercalations within the Brady and lrindina, have low susceptibilities

comparable to amphibolites within Division 1 units (Figs. 2'3 E¿ 2.4).

Results of NRM measurements for these units are similar to those for Division I (Table 2.2, Figs.

2,9,2.10 & 2.11). Irindina rocktypes have a broad range of NRM intensity, Q values predominantly

greater than unity, and random directions. Their NRM is unlikely to contribute to bulk magnetization

for the same reasons outlined for Division I rocktypes. The units low overall susceptibility and NRM

intensity indicates it is weakly magnetic. Lithologies constituting the Brady assemblage have low NRM

intensities ("Io.u : 11.7-65 mA/m). Together with their low susceptibility, they are weakly magnetic.

Table 2.2: NRM of the Brady Supracrustal Assernblage

* either not available or not applicable

2.3.3 Division 2 of the Northern Tectonic Province

Magnetic property mea.surements in the Northern Province were restricted to J.ERVOIS RÁNGE (Sec-

tion 2.2) and encompassed two units; the Mascotte Gneiss Complex and the Bonya Schist.

In the Jervois Range area four major lithological suites are recognised by Peters et al (Section I.2.2).

Metasedimeuts and metavolcanics comprising these suites have contrasting (Èo.u = 80 - 65,000 x 10-6

S.I.) but well-defined susceptibilities (Fig. 2.12). Gneissic suite rhyolite and granitic gneisses have low

susceptibilities. This unit resembles and may be a correlative of the Mascotte Gneiss Complex. Both are

considered to be derived from pre-metamorphic acid igneous rocks. Quartz-sericite schists of the Mine
sequence suite, derived from similar acid volcanics, also have low susceptibilities. Chlorite-biotite and

co¡dierite schists of the Mg-silicate suite have low to moderate susceptibilities.

Other rocktypes comprising the Mine sequence and Fe,Mg-silicate suites have susceptibilities sev-

eral orders of magnitude higher. Quartz-sericite-feldspar schists exhibit the greatest spread of values,

MEDIAN
k

1s.r. x106)

NRM
RANGE
(mA/m)

MEDIAN
NRM
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a MEDIAN
LITHOLOGY SAMPLES RANGE a
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reflecting the frequent fine intercalation of magnetite rich (magnetite-quartzite) and magnetite poor

(quartz-sericite schist) layers in this rocktype. Andalusite and quartz-chlorite schists have moderate

to high susceptibilities. Banded iron formation and chlorite-magnetite-garnet quartzite are the most

magnetically susceptible rocktypes within the Bonya Schist. Intercalations of amphibolite found in all

suites have uniform low values.

These results may be compared with measurements taken in the Bonya Hills on westetn JERV2IS

RANcE (Fig. 2.13). The Mascotte Gneiss Complex has a greater spread, but a similar median value to the

Gneissic suite, supporting the ascertion that they are correlatives. The moderate to high susceptibilities

of knotted schists and banded iron formation are comparable to those of 'knotted' andalusite schist and

banded iron formations of the Mine sequence suite. The King's Legend Amphibolite Member has a

low susceptibility simitar to all amphibolites discussed to date, Calc-silicate rocks have a wide range of

values whilst quartzofeldspathic gneiss have low values comparable to Mg-silicate suite rocktypes.

NRM measurements for each rocktype are too few to make firm conclusions regarding their remanent

properties (Table 2.3). However, with the exception of quartz-sericite-feldspar schist and cordierite schist

their relative median remanent intensities are similar to their relative median susceptibilities (Fig. 2.14).

Scattered negative inclinations predominate for Gneissic, Mine sequence and Mg-silicate suite rocktypes,

whilst Fe,Mg-silicate suite lithologies have moderate positive inclinations (Fig. 2.15).

The stability of NRM was tested using alternating field demagnetization techniques. The progressive

partial demagnetization of a sample by the application of an alternating field (A'.F.) of progressively

increasing field strength, allows the recognition of rema¡ence components of different coercivity" A.F.
paleomagnetic cleaning equipment from the Department of Earth Sciences, Flinders University was

utilized for this purpose.

Typical A.F. demagnetization paths and curves are shown in Figure 2.16. Gneissic suite, Mine se-

quence suite and chlorite-biotite schist of the Mg- silicate suite exhibit rapid decay of NRM intensity and,

in general, random changes in direction (excepting andalusite schist) during demagnetization, indicating

their NRM is soft and unstable. The considerable scatter of raw NRM direction and intensity indicates

their NRM may be paleomagnetic noise, however their negative inclinations indicate a tendency for these

rocktypes to become remagnetized by the present earth field. Bulk rock magnetization giving rise to

aeromagnetic anomalies is probably dominated by the induced component for these rocktypes, and any

NRM component is likely to be aligned with the present field. Cordierite schist of the Mg-silicate suite

has a hard, stable remanence. This is aligned in the direction of the present Earth field which may have

completely remagnetized the samples measured.

NRM intensity of quartz-chlorite schist of the Fe,Mg-silicate suite initially decreases rapidly as the

cleaning field increases, until a plateau occurs and NRM direction remains constant. This indicates the

removal of a secondary NRM leaving a residual highly stable primary remanence. Results for chlorite-

garnet-magnetite quartzite were similar, NRM intensity decreasing steadily whilst direction consistently

moved away from the present earth field direction, indicating the secondary component was VRM. The

intensity of NRM for rocktypes of the Fe,Mg-silicate suite (Table 2.3) indicates it is likely to have

considerable influence on aeromagnetic response.
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Table 2.3: NRM of the Bonya Schist

Gneissic Suite

Bonya Schist
Mg-silicate Suite

Mine Sequence Suite

Fe,Mg-silicate Suite

* Measurements made on geveral cores from 1 sample

2.3.4 Intrusives

Figure 2.17 presents susceptibility histograms for intrusive rocks of varying composition outcropping
in the Jervois Range and Harts Range areas. Granites (Unca, Xanten & Jervois) typically have low
susceptibilities. Granodiorites have moderate values, although the Huckitta granodiorite has a low

susceptibility similar to granites. Mafic intrusives exhibit a greater spread of values. Gabbros have a
well-defined posiöively skewed distribution, with a low to moderate median. Ultramafic rocks exhibit an

approximately bimodal distibution, one mode having low to moderate susceptibilities, the other, high
values. Dolerites (åo.u = 47500 x 10-6 S.I.) and pegmatites (frs.5 = 25 x 10-6 S.I.) are the most and

least susceptible of all intrusives.

MEDIAN
k

(s.1. xl06)

NRM
RANGE
(mA/m)

MEDIAN
NRM

(mA/m)

a MEDIAN
LITHOLOGY SAMPLES RANGE a

Grarrite Gneiss 1 376 10-135* 14.5 o.4-5.3* 0.57

RJryolite Gneiss 1 80 1.5-7,6* 2,7 o.7-3.6r 1.3

MEDIAN
k

(s.r. x106)

NRM
RANGE
(mA/rn)

MEDIAN
NRM

(rnA/m)

a MEDIAN
LITHOLOGY SAMPLES RANGE a

Chl-Bt-Schist I 650 8.6-9.2t 8.9 0.37-O.4* 0.38

Cordierite Schist 2 550 545-990 780 26-52 37

MEDIAN
k

(s.r. x106)

NRM
RANGE
(mA/m)

MEDIAN
NRM

(mA/m)

a MEDIAN
LITHOLOGY SAMPLE,S R.ANG.E a

Andalusite Schist 2 8000 2230-2490 2520 16-2r 18

Qtz-Sct-Sdrist 2 80 3.4-4SO 100 o.8-23 6.2

Qtz-Sct-Feld Schist 2 25000 t76-670 420 o.17-O.19 0.18

Mgt-Quartzite 4 65000 2300-7670 5010 o.6-72 3.6

MEDIAN
k

(s.r. x106)

NRM
RÁNGE
(mA/m)

MEDIAN
NRM

(mA/rn)

a MEDIAN
LITHOLOGY SAMPLES R.4,NG.E a

Qtz-Chl-Schist 3 4500 680-1370 1030 2.9-6 4.4

Chl-Mst-Gt Qua.rtzite 2 62500 81900-365950 190000 t9-46 29
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Relative median NRM intensity is similar to relative median susceptibility for all intrusives investi-

gated (Table2.4). The remanence of granites is roughly oriented in the direction of the present field (Fig.

2.18). Alternating field demagnetization indicates their NRM is soft and probably viscous in origin (Fig.

2.19). Simila¡ results are obtained for the Jervois Granodiorite. The feeble magnetization of granites

indicates they are weakly magnetic whilst granodiorites are moderately magnetic.

Table 2.4: NRM of Intrusives

* not applicable
** measurements made on several cores flom 1 sample

Gabbro and ultramafics in general have steeply inclined positive NRM vectors. They are the only
intrusives considered to have a well-defined stable remanent magnetization likely to have considerable

influence on aeromagnetic anomalies. During demagnetization the NRM of Attutra Metagabbro sam-
ples systematically converged on a direction roughly opposed to that of the present earth field, with
declination of t27o and inclination +81o (Figs. 2.19 k 2.20). The calculated virtual geomagnetic pole of
l52o E, 33o S is consistent with results published by Plumb (1985) for 1700 Ma old Precambrian rocks.

This is similar to the 1750-1800 Ma emplacement age for granites of the Northern Province (Section

L.2.4), suggesting the NRM may relate to the tirne of intrusion. However, the metamorphosed state of
the body implies the magnetization is more likely an overprint from the time of final post-metamorphic

cooling. The major prograde episode thought to affect the area, the Strangways Event (Section 1.3), is

dated at 1790 + 35 Ma indicating emplacement and metamorphism may have been synchronous. The
similar NRM of small gabbroic bodies and ultramafics of the Harts Range (Fig. 2.18) indicates this
magnetization event may be widespread.

2.3.5 Mylonitic Rocks associated with Faults

Mylonites investigated occurred along the zone of crustal dislocation seperating basement and

supracrustal cover of the Ilarts Range area (Fig. 1.4). The Bruna Gneiss which is considered by
Ding and James (1985) to be a rnylonitic rnegacrystic granitoid sheet tectonically emplaced along this
boundary (Section 1.2.2), is included in tìris category.

Magnetic susceptibility of the Bruna Gneiss is well-defined, having a moderate to high rnedian of
5500 x 10-6 S.L, although a significant group of lower susceptibilities (100-300 x 10-6 S.I.) were recorded
(îig. 2.2Ia). NRM inbensity and Q values are highly scattered, with an interquartile range covering three

MDDIAN
k

(s.r. x106)

NRM
RANGE
(mA/m)

MEDIAN
NRM

(mA/rn)

a MEDIAN
LITHOLOGY SAMPLES R.ANGE a

Unca Granite 1 L20 25.7 5.9

Xmten Granite 55 2.7-5.5 3.6 0.98-1.8 1.3

Jervois Gr¿nodiorite c 2750 630-1760 1150 5-t7 LO.2

Attutra Metagabbro 8 650 46-81780 5150 2.3-173 46

Minor Gabbroic Bodies 730 4t4-3542 2000 17.9-167 93

Ultrama,fic 1 8000 1051 -12320** 6685 o.17-1.95* *
1.1
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orclers of magnitucle. Samples with extremely high NRM and l(oeingsberger Ratios (Q>50) are probably

lightning affected and unrepresentative of the unit. Remanence directions are raudom, even excluding

lightning struck samples, and it is unlikely remanence contributes significantly to bulk magnetization,

The nunber of samples of other mylonitic rocl(s is small, but results are similar to those for the

Bruna Gneiss (Fig. 2.2ib). Median susceptibility is high and although NRM intensity and Q values fall

within a srrrall range, remanent directions are inconsistent. The relatively higli induced rnagnetization

is therefore likely to be the dominant component influencing aeromagnetic tesponse.

2.4 OPAQUE MINERALOGY AND PETROGENESIS

2.4.1 Division 1

Table 2,5 summarises estimates of mean volume percentage abundance, composition and form of

opaque minerals from thin sections and polished thin sections of Division 1 rocktypes. Observed suscep-

tibility (Section 2.3.1) is proportional to volume percentage magnetite (V) in accordance with emperical

relationships relating these parameters such as that derived by Balsley and Buddington (1958)

ft = 33 x 10-3Y S.I

Moderate to highly magnetic rocktypes, namely biotite gneiss and granuÌite of the Oonagalabi

gneiss complex and Cadney Metamorphics, contain a high percentage of opaque minerals (1.3 - 3.3%)

which are predominantly magnetite and ilmenite. In contrast, weakly magnetic lithologies such as

quartzofeldspathic gneiss of the Entia gneiss complex and Cadney Metamorphics, contain fewer opaques

(0.1 - 0.25To), which are predorninantly hematite. The weak magnetism of amphibolite is due to the

predominance of titanium rich opaques such as ilmenite and psuedobrookite. Calc-silicates contain a

variable percentage of opaque minerals consistent with their variable susceptibility and NRM. Ilmenite
predominates, magnetite aud hematite being secondary.

Median NRM inteusity is in general proportional to the abundance of opaque minerals, but is also

sensitively dependent on opaque composition and form. Five rnagnetic phases which may host significant

remanence were observed in Divisiou. 1 rocktypes:

1) Large (> 50¡rm) subhedral to euhedral magnetite grains subdivided

to varying degrees by larnellae into regions of PSD size or SD size

(< 15pm;Fis. 2.22a).

2) Large grains of ilmenite hosting exsolution lenses of hematite (and

vica- versa, 2b). The growth of large and fine lamellae results in a syn-

neusis texture, with fine lenses of hematite distributed between thicker
lenses of ilmenite (Fig 2.22b). The ability of this solid solution series

to acquire Ìemanerlce, in particular self-reversal, was briefly discussed

in section 2.1.1.

3) Hematite and ilmenite lamellae in magnetite grains. (Figs. 2.22a k



Figure !.!2a.
Reflection microphotograph of a large magnetite

grain subdivided by hematite lamellae. Secondary

hematite occuñi along grain margins and fractr¡res.

(Oil immersion, 0.5mm x 0.335mm)

Figure 2.22b.

Reflection microphotograph of synneusis texture'

with fine layers of hematite distributed between

thicker lenses of ilmenite and vica'versa.

(Oil immersion, 0.5mm x 0.335mm)

Figure 2.22c.

Refl ection microphotograph of ilmenite

exsolution lamellae within a magnetite grain.

(Oil immersion, 0.2mm x 0.14mm)

Figure 2.22d.

Reflection microphotograph of fine equidimensional

and acicular grains, of secondary opaques

associated with the partial decomposition of

biotite. (Oil immersion, 0.2mm x 0'l4mm)



Table 2.5: Opaque Mineralogy, Division 1 Lithologies.

Oonagalabi Gneiss Complex

Cadney Metamorphi.cs

Entia Gneiss Complex

+ Refer to Section 2,4,L f.or erpla.nation of opaque form code
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(1) co--on, ninor (3) & (2b)

Dominantly (1) & (2). Minor (3) & (5)

(1) & (3) courmon

Domi¡a¡rtly (s), miuor (f)
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7

Quartzofeldspathic Gneiss

Biotite Gneiss

Granulite

Migmatite

Amphibolite

)PAQW FOR¡,í+

(1) predomina,ntly ma,rtitised,(5) common

No representative polished thin sections

(1),(2a) & (5) all common

No representative polished thi¡ sections

MEAN OPAQW COMPOSITION
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23

LITHOLOGY
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3
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Bt & Sill Gneiss

Gra,nulite
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1PAQW FOnÀd

Dornina,ntly (2b) & (5). Minor (1)

(r) r (za)

Domina,ntly (2a), minor(l)
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Qua¡tzofeldspathic Gneiss
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Figure 2.23 Graphs of a) weight percent total iron and b) titanium; c) oxidation state ratio and nor-
malised opaque composition; and d) median magnetic susceptibility and NRM intensity ver-
sus weight percent SiO2 for major Division 1 lithologies. 1- Granulite (Cadney Metamo¡-
phics); 2- Granulite (Oonagalabi gneiss complex); 3- Bt-gneiss (Cadney Metamorphics); 4-
Bt-gneiss (Oonagalabi gneiss complex); 5- Qtz-feld gneiss (Oonagalabi gneiss complex); 6-
Qtz-feld gneiss (Cadney Metamorphics); 7- Qtz-feld gneiss (Entia gneiss complex). Oxidation
state ratio x- - -x.
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2.22c).

4) Widespread secondary hematite along margins and fractures of mag-

netite grains (Fig. 2.22a).

5) Fine equidimensional and acicular grains of secondary opaques of
PSD and possibly SD size, a.ssociated with the partial decomposition

of biotite, hornblende and pyroxene. The planes of exsolution are typ-
ically parallel to cleavage planes in the host silicate (Fig. 2.22d).

Their relative abundance in various rocktypes is indicated in Table 2.5

The complex, scattered NRM of Division 1 rocks probably has several components residing in opaque

grains formed at different times. Opaques are preferentially associated with fine layers of iron silicates, in
particular biotite, hornblende and pyroxene. Large grains formed during prograde metamorphism of iron
rich layers, from excess iron not taken up by silicates. Synneusis texture (Phase 2) in titanohematites is
indicative of deep seated cooling, consistent with the intrusive origin and granulite grade metamorphism
of many Division 1 rocktypes. Many opaques are of secondary origin. Martitisation of magnetite grains
(Phases 1 and 4) results from late stage hydrous retrograde metamorphism (Section 1.3) and weathering.
Phase 5 results from the alteration (dehydration?) of iron silicates.

Magnetite grains of a size consistent with true multidomain behaviour (> 15¡rm) are magnetically
soft and prone to acquire paleomagnetic noise which may contribute to the observed random NRM. The

Q values for TRM and CRM associated with these grains are typically less than unity (Fig. 2.1). They
are considered the major source of magnetic susceptibility in Division I rocktypes.

Whole rock and FeO analysis determined major element and ferric, ferrous iron abundance of Divi-
sion 1 rocktypes. Figure 2.23 presents plots of weight percent iron and titanium, median susceptibility
and NRM intensity, and oxidation state ratio and normalised opaque composition against weight per-
cent Si'O2. Total iron increases uniformly for decreasing SiO2 (Fig. 2.23a), explaining the observed low
opaque abundance of SiOz rich rocktypes (quartzofeldspathic gneiss) and higher opaque abundance of
SiO2 defrcient rocktypes (biotite gneiss, granulite). Similarly, titanium content increases (Fig. 2.23b)
whilst oxidation state decreases (Fig. 2.23c) for diminishing weight percent SiOz. These trends result
in the observed dominance of hematite in quartzofeldspathic gneiss, magnetite and subordinate ilmenite
in biotite gneiss, and ilmenite and subordinate magnetite in granulite and amphibolite (Fig. 2.23c).
The relative influence of all three factors results in a peak of volume percent magnetite, and therefore
magnetic susceptibility and NRM intensity, for Division 1 rocktypes of intermedia,te SiOz content (Fig
2.23d).

2.4.2 Division 2 of the Central Tectonic Province

The weak magnetism of rocktypes comprising the Irindina and Brady supracrustal assemblages
(Section 2.3.2) is consistent with their low opaque mineral content and the dominance of weakly magnetic
oxides, in particular ilmenite and hematite (Table 2.6). Only biotite gneiss and biotite schist of the
Irindina supracrustal assemblage, which record a number of more magnetic samples (Fig. 2.8), contain
a significant proportion of magnetite.



Table 2.6: Opaque Mineralogy, Division 2 of the Central Tectonic Prov.ince

Irindina Supracrustal Assemblage

Brady Supracrustal Assemblage

oPaque

OPAQW FOPd:If

(1) & (2b) predominate along with la.rge ilmenite gr"i.s
(1) & (2b) predominate along with large iJrnenite gri.s
Large grai.s of hematite exsolving iJmenite & spinel

Predominantly complex exsolutions of Fe,Ti oxides. Minor (1)

La,rge iJmenite grains,Mil'cr (l),
Predomina,ntly complex exsolutio¡¡s of Fe,Ti oxides. Minor (l)
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Figure 2.24 Graphs of a) weight percent total iron and b) titanium; c) oxidation state ratio and nor-

malisåd oprqúe .o*porition; and d) median magnetic susceptibility and NRM intensity ver-

sus weighl pãrcent SiOz for major Division 2 lithologies of the Central Tectonic Province.

f- Catc-sitiãate (Irindina supracrustal assemblage); 2- Bt-schist (Irindina supracrustal assem-

blage); 3- Bt-gnòiss (Irindiria supracrustal assemblage); 4- Bt-gneiss (Brady supraoustal
assemblage). Oxidation state ratio x- - -x.



Table 2'7: Opaque Mineralog¡ Division 2 of the Northern Tectonic P,rovince

Gneissic Suite

Bonya Schist

Mg-silicate Suite

Mine Sequence Suite

Fe,Mg-silicate Suite
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Opaques are associated with fine layers of iron silicates. A variety of potentially magnetic phases,

surnmarised in Table 2.6, were observed. Magnetic susceptibility is consistent with visual estimates

of large MD grains of magnetite. As for Division 1 rocktypes their highly scattered NRM probably

consists of several components residing in magnetic phases forrned at different times. Widespread mar-

titisation of magnetite may be the result of low-temperature hydration which followed the prograde

Strangways Metamorphic Event (Section 1.3). In amphibolite, calc-siÌicate and calcic-quartzite of the

Brady supracrustal assemblage Fe,Ti oxides are commonly associated with sphene (CaTiSiO2).

Iron and titanium content is similar to that of Division 1 rocks and is again dependent on weight

percent SiO2 (Figs. 2.24a k b). The dominance of weakly magnetic oxides and tÌreir low abundance

appears to result frorn the relatively high titanium content of most rocktypes, and relatively low oxygen

availabitityduringprogrademetamorphism(Fig.2.24c),whichfavouredtheforrnationof ironsilicates

and Fe,Ti oxides. Subsequent low-temperature hydration oxidized available magnetite to hematite re-

sulting in a further reduction of magnetic susceptibility and NRtr4 intensity.

2.4.3 Division 2 of the Nolthern Tectonic Province

Opaque minerals a.ssociated with Division 2 rocks of the Northern Province are mainly hematite and

magnetite, except for amphibolites in which ilmenite predominates (Table 2.7). Measured susceptibility is

consistent with visual estirlates of magnetite indicating these grains have predominantly multi-domain
behaviour. Weakly magnetic felsic meta-igneous rocks such as Gneissic suite rocktypes, and quartz-

sericite schist of the Mine sequence suite, contain few opaques (1 - 2%) which are mainly hematite.

Metasediments contain abundant opaque oxides (7 - 40%), dominantly euhedral crystals of magnetite

rnartitised by varying degrees to hematite (Fig. 2.25a). Their magnetic susceptibility is dependent

on opaque abundance and the degree of martitisation, which is almost complete in weakly rnagnetic

i\4g-silicate suite rocktypes.

NRM intensity is proportional to opaque mineral abundance. The unstable NRM and scattered

negative inclinations of Gneissic, Mg-silicate and Mine sequence suite rocktypes (Section 2.3.3) probably

results from the predoÌninarìce of large rnulti-domain grains of magnetite , which are magnetically soft

and easily remagnetised by the present field. The well-clefined stable NRM of Fe,Mg-silicate rochtypes

is associated witÌr cluasi-exsolution of magnetite along cleavage planes in biotite (Fig. 2.25b).

The abundance ofopaque rninerals in various rocktypes again reflects the dependence ofiron content

on rveiglrt percent SiO2 (Fig. 2.26a). The absence of ilmenite, except in amphibolites, is due to their
relatively low titaniurn content (Fig. 2.26b). The high opaque abundance in rnetasediments is due

to their high irou content, but rnay also be indicative of intermediate oxidatiou states during regional

rnetarnorphism favouring the formation of magnetite over iron silicates. I\{agnetite is considered to

have formed from the reduction of chemically precipitated hematite originally present in sediments.

Some original hematite within bancled iron formation was recrystallized into ihick platy sections of
hematite, being prevented from reduction to magnetite througÌr oxygen buffering within these layers.

Nlartitisation of magnetite occurrecl during later retrograde hydration (Section 1.3), although sorne

alteration at rims and along fractures within grains may be due to weathering. Oxidation state ratio is

generally liigh and does not vaÌy appreciably with S'iO2 cot'úent (Fig 2.26c). Slight variationsrellect the

degree of martitisation rvithin individual rocktypes. Median susceptibility and NRM intensity increase

witlr increasing total iron content (i.e. generally for decreasi:ng SiO2 content, Fig. 2.26d), but level off



Figure 2.25¿.

Reflection microphotograph of a partially

martitised euhedral magnetite grain, typical

of metasediments of the Bonya Schist.

(Oil immersion, 0.l3mm x 0.09mm)

Figure 2.25b.

Reflection microphotograph of quasi-exsolution

of magnetite from biotite within quartz'garnet-

chlorite-magnetite rock of the Bonya Schist,

Fe,Mg-silicate suite.

(Oil immersion, 0.2mm x 0.l4mm)
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at high iron content due to the influence of oxygen buffering which limits the formation of magnetite in

banded iron formation and magnetite quartzite.

2.4.4 fntrusives

Intrusives exhibit a simila.r striking relationship between rock magnetism and weight percent SiOz as

Division 1 rocktypes (Fig. 2.27d). Iron and titanium content increase (Figs. 2.27a & b) whilst oxidation

state ratio generally decrea^ses (Fig. 2.27c) for diminishing weight percent SiO2. Consequently opaque

minerals are more abundant for increasingly mafic rocktypes and hematite predominates in granites,

magnetite and ilmenite in granodiorites and ilmenite in gabbro and unaltered ultramafics. (Table 2.8;

FiS. 2.27c). Magnetic susceptibility therefore peaks for intrusives of intermediate composition (Fig.

2.27d). Similar results derived from published data are reported by Grant (1985).

Two groups of ultramafic rocks are recognised on the basis of their observed bimodal susceptibility

distribution (Section 2.3.4). Unaltered ultramafics have moderate susceptibilities. High temperature

hydrous alteration (serpentinization) of these results in the decomposition of olivine and orthopyroxene

into hydrous Fe,Mg-silicates and magnetite (Moody, 1976; Fig 2.28a E¿ b) and greatly enhanced magnetic

susceptibility and NRM intensity (Fig. 2.27d).

NRM intensity increases for decreasing SiO2 content (îig. 2.27d), largely due to the increasing

abundance of fine grains of secondary magnetite in more mafic intrusives. Magnetites within granites and

granodiorites are predominantly large multidomain grains, consistent with the low NRM intensity and

soft VRM of these rocktypes. Magnetite in gabbro was observed in two forms, firstly as large (0.25mm

downwards) multi-domain grains, and secondly as elongate quasi-exsolved grains within pyroxene (Fig.

2.28c) and exsolution lamellae within ilmenite. The latter are considered the source of stable remanence

in gabbro's as magnetization processes in acicular grains are controlled by shape anisotropy resulting in
single-domain behaviour (Hargraves & Young, 1969; Evans & McElhinny, 1969). Fine grained magnetite,

the result of serpentinization, is considered the primary source of stable remanence in ultramafic rocks.

2.4.5 Mylonitic rocks associated with Faults

Magnetite is abundant in mylonitic rocks a^ssociated with faults (Table 2.9), consistent with their
observed magnetic properties (Section 2.3.5). Ilmenite is also common in the Bruna Gneiss and together

with its high susceptibility and NRM intensity suggests this igneous intrusive is of intermediate composi-

tion. As with Division L and 2 rocktypes of the Central Tectonic Province, their random NRM probably

results from several components residing in magnetic phases formed at different times and their complex

tectonothermal history.

2.5 SUMMArùY AND CONCLUSIONS

The magnetic properties of rocktypes of the eastern Arunta Inlier are determined by their total
iron co¡rtent and the manner of its division between Fe,Mg-silicates and the oxides of iron and titanium.
The partitioning of iron is controlled by oxygen fugacity and titanium content. All these parameters

exhibit a well-defined dependence on weight percent SiO2, and as a result the magnetic properties of



Table 2.8: Opaque MineraLogy of Lrtrusives
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Figure 2.28a.

Microphotograph of fine-grained magnetite

within antigorite?, formed from the

decomposition of olivine within ultramafic

rock. (Oil immersion. transmitted l¡ght'

crossed polans, 0.5mm x 0.335mm)

Figure 2.28b.

Microphotograph of magnetite within chlorite,

formed from the decomposition of olivine

within ultramafic rock. (Transmitted light,

crossed polarc, 2.0mm x l.43mm)

Figure 2.28c.

Reflection microphotograph of quasi'exsolution

of magnetite from pyroxene, the probable source

of remanence within the Attutra Metagabbro.

(Oil immersion, 0.2mm x 0.Ì{mm)
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most major rock groups are related to SiOz content

This relationship may be inherited from the environment of intrusion or deposition. In igneous rocks

there is a well-established trend toward higher oxidation levels with increasing ,SiOz content (Haggerty

1976, 1979). This appears to be related to tectonic environment (Grant, 1985). Most iron and titanium

enters differentiates of mafic or ultramafic composition to form weakly magnetic iron-titanium oxides. In

acid igneous rocks, little iron and virtually no titanium remain, but because of higher oxygen availability

this iron forms hematite and magnetite. Consequently, the highest values of magnetic susceptibility are

found in intrusives of intermediate compositon. The similar trend of Division 1 lithologies reflects the

high proportion of meta-igneous rocktypes in this lithostratigraphic group.

Similarly, metasediments derived from Si,Oz poor, argillaceous rocks invariably contain more iron

than SiO2 rich metasediments, due to the tendency of colloidal iron to become attached to clay and silt
particles during sedimentation. The low energy depositional environment of the former rocks is reducing,

favouring the formation of ferrous compounds, whilst the latter is oxidizing favouring ferric compounds.

The oxidation state during metamorphism is usually that inherited from the sediment (Mclntyre, 1980).

Low oxidation ratio's lead to iron silicate formation; intermediate ratios favour magnetite formation;
and high ratios favour hematite formation. Magnetic surveying thus frequently reflects premetamorphic

sedimentary environments for metasediments.

The magnetite poor, mature metasediments of the Central Province are thought to have been de-

posited in a platformal, shallow shelf marine environment (Ding & James, 1985). The magnetite rich
metasediments, chemical sediments (B.I.F., magnetite quartzite), felsic volcanogenic ¡ocks and associ-

ated stratiform base metal deposits of the Northern Province Bonya Schist, are indicative of a submarine

environment with precipitation of magnetite and base metals from hot solutions originating from sub-

marine volcanic fumaroles (Large, L977; Stanton, 1976).

Exceptions to the above trends are normally due to late-stage alteration involving hydration or
dehydration resulting in a change of oxygen fugacity. Widespread, low temperature, hydrous retrograde
metamorphism caused widespread oxidation of magnetite to hematite, and a corresponding reduction in
the magnetism of most major rocktypes, especially Division 2 rocktypes. Conversely, oxidation of many
ultramafic bodies through high temperature hydrous alteration (serpentinization) greatly enhanced their
magnetic properties through the formation of secondary magnetite from the decomposition of olivine
and orthopyroxene. Quasi-exsolution of magnetite from Fe,Mg-silicates in many rocktypes, may be the

result of dehydration during regional prograde metamorphism.

Magnetic property measurements indicate induced magnetization will exert the greatest influence

over aeromagnetic response for Division 1 and 2 lithologies of the Central Province and mylonites asso-

cated with faults. Their NRM intensity and direction is highly scattered due to a number of factors:

1) The influence of secondary components, (e.g. IRM) not representa-

tive of bulk magnetization.
2) Multicomponent NRM residing in a variety of magnetic phases form-
ed at different times.

3) The highly deformed nabure of these rocktypes.
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Iirtrusives high in .9iO2 (granite, granodiorite) and most rocktypes of the Bonya Scliist, have soft

u¡stable NRÀ4 witli predornirìaÌrtly negative inclinations inclicating a teudency for these lithologies to be

remaglìetized by tlie ìrreserlt earth field. Their NRM is un),ikely to significantly contribute to aeromag-

netic a,uornalies, but if it does, ii will tend to align with and add to the induced cornponent. Iltrusives

lou' in ,9202 (gabbro, ultramafics) and .l'e,[4g-silicate suite rochtypes of the Bonya Schist have relatively

intense, well-defined NRM roughly reversed in directiou to the presellt earth field. Their NRM would

be expected to considerably influence aeromagnetic response.

It is apparent most geoÌogical units are composed of many lithologies having contrasting magnetic

properties. Their aerornagnetic signature is likely to be complex, but distinctive, reflecting the relative

proportion ancl distribution of lithologies with different magnetic ptopetties. Rock property measure-

ments indicate Division I mafic gneiss and granulite are highly magnetic whilst cluartzofeldspathic gneiss

and amphibolite are weakly magnetic. Calc-silicates have variable magnetic properties. Most units con-

tain all these rocktypes and consequently will have highly variable aeromagnetic responses. However,

units with a high proportion of mafic gneiss and granulite, such as the Ongeva and l(anandra Granulites

and Cadney l\,Ietamorphics, will be more magnetic than those predominantly composed of quartzofelds-

pathic grìeiss and amphibolite, sucÌr as the Oonagalabi gneiss complex and Entia gneiss complex.

Division 2 units of the Central Province have quite different rnagnetic properties than those of t]re

Northern Province. The former are uniformly weakly ma,gnetic with the possible exception of biotite
gneiss ancl schist of the Irindina supracrustal assemblage, which record a number of magnetic samples.

The Bonya Schist of the Northern Province is composed of a number of lithologies having different

magnetic properties. Metavolcanic rocktypes are weakly magnetic, whilst metasediments exhibit a wide

range of susceptibility and NRM intensity.
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Part II

INTERPRETATIOl\

Iuterpretation was based on data processing and interpretation techniques discussed in Appendix A.
Continuai iutegration with geological data (Chapter 1), rocÌ< property studies (Chapter 2) and auxilary
geopÌrysical data was an essential part of interpretation procedure. Where possible, results are presented

in diagrammatic form on 1:100,000 scale aeromagnetic interpretation maps (Plates 72 to 22) enclosed

at the back of this thesis. The following chaptets supplement these maps, summarising the lithological
subdivisions and structural history recognised from the synthesis ofgeophysical and geological data.

Initial discussion (Chapter 3) focuses on the regional lithological and structural framework of the

study area derived frorn data synthesis. Subsequent chapters (Chapters 4-7) deal with detailed inter-
pretation, results of which provide much of the supporting evidence for the regional overview of chapter

3. Chapter 8 concludes by summarising the geoìogical history of the eastern Arunta Inlier, using all the

evidence presented in previous chapters.
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3

Regional Lithological
and Structural Framework

of the Eastern Arunta Inlier

l'igure 3.1 shorvs contours of total magnetic intensity for the study area. These may be compared to
the BMR's regional stratigraphic and tectonic subdivision (Section 1.1.2; Fig. L.2). Near surface rocks of
the Arunta InÌier have a distinctive, complex magnetic signature which reflects tÌreir multiply deformed

nature and polymetamorphic history. This pattern contrasts with the broad attenuated response arising

from magnetic basement buried beneath the Georgina Basin.

Marked differences in magnetic response are also evident within the eastern Arunta InÌier. These

fall into two categories:

1) Zones having distinctive magnetic signatures, comprising anomalies

of characteristic shape.

2) Spatial magnetic subdivisions with well-defined boundaries having

a,lr often heterogeneous but characteristic magnetic pattern.

In well exposed areas, the former correlate with major lithostratigraphic divisions and the latter
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with distinctly different tectonic provinces recognised during regional mapping. Their recognition and

further subdivision on the basis of total magnetic intensity, geological correlations and magnetic rock

property studies forrns the foundation for the lithological and structutal subdivision of the study area

discussed in subsequent sections.

3.1- LITHOMAGNETIC SUBDIVISION OF THE EASTERN ARUNTA INLIER

Four distinctive magnetic signatures are recognised from total intensity contour maps of the study

area. They are termed "lithomagnetic groups" as the chatacteristic form of anomalies comprising them

reflect the lithological similarity and common genesis of rocktypes giving rise to them. Each lithomagnetic

group is further subdivided on the basis of total magnetic intensity, resulting in the lithomagnetic

subdivision illustrated in Figure 3.2. \Mhere exposed, each subgroup correlates with a different rocktype

association. Rocktype associations have contrasting magnetic properties, which result from differences

in bulk roclç chemistry and oxidation state. They are indicative of different intrusive, depositional or

metamorphic environments.

Figure 3.2: Lithornagnetic Subdivision of the Eastern Arunta Inlier
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3.1.1 Baseûrent Complexes

A complex rllagrìetic signature characterised by an irregular or highly contorted magnetic cotltour

pattetn of variable intensity is typical of this lithomagnetic group. It occurs throughout the study area

but predominates in the west where it correlates with Division l rocktypes of Stewart et al (1984), and the

Entia gneiss complex of Ding and James (1985). Its signature reflects the predominance of meta-igueous

rocktypes (Section 1.2.I), their high metamorphic grade (Section 1.3) and involved deformation Ìristory

(Section 1.4). Tliey are consideted to represent crystalline basement, consistent with the interpretation

proposed by Ding and James (Section 7.2.2), the inferred older age of Division l rocktypes (Section

1.2.1) and detailed aeromagnetics interpretation presented in subsequent chapters.

Two basement subgroups having similar complex magnetic signatures but different intensities are

recognised (Fig 3.2). Extensive low intensity zones with discrete irregular anomalies of low to moderate

arnplitude (<200nT), correlate with dominantly granitic or quartzofeldspathic gneiss complexes contail-

ing variable quantities of minor amphibolite, mafic gneiss, mafic granulite, calc-silicate rock and other

subordinate rocktypes. These contrast with complex high intensity zones containing ateas of aûoma-

lous low intensity and gradients cornrnonly in excess of 2000 nT, whicÌr correlate 'lvith dominantly rnafic

granulite and/or mafi.c gneiss complexes with minor quartzofeldspathic gneiss, amphibolite, calc-silicate

rock and other subordinate rocktypes.

The magnetic intensity of basernent complexes is consistent with the measured magnetic properties

of their predorninant rocktypes (Section 2.3.1), and reflect differences in bulk rock chemistry and oxi-

clation state. SiO2 rich quartzofeldspathic gneiss complexes are weakly magnetic due to their overall

low iron content and high oxidation state which favours the formation of srnall amounts of hematite.

SiO2 cleß.cient mafic granulite/rnafic gneiss complexes have moderate to high intensities due to their
higher ovelall iron content and lower oxidation states which favour the formation of a higher volume

perceuta,ge of rnagnetite. Minor interlayers of quartzofeldspatÌric gneiss within granulite/rnafic gneiss

complexes, and vice-versa, give rise to anomalous variations in magnetic intensity within both basernent

cornplexes. ,4.s discussed in Section 2.5 the dependence of magnetic response on bulk roch chemistry and

oxidation state probably results from the different intrusive and depositional environment of mafi.c aud

felsic meta-igneous and metasedimentary rocktypes.

Further subdivisions of basement subgroups are recognised through minor variations in magnetic
signature aud intensity, which reflect differences in the relative proportiou of meta-igneous to metased-

imentary material and the quantity of subordinate rocktypes having contrasting magnetic properties.

These are discussed in detail in chapter 6.

3.1.2 Metasedimentary Covel Sequences

l\,Iultiple liuear to curvilinear anortalies of variable amplitude typify this lithomagnetic group and

rellect the predominantly rnetasedimentary composition of Division 2 rocktypes with wliich it correlates.

Detailed iuterpretation (Whiting, 1986; Section 4.L.2) dernonstrates anorralies arise from liihologies
having distinct magnetic properties. These rnagnetic stratigraphic rnarlier horizons are often extensive,
lvith strilte lengths of up to 50 km, and commonly delineate fold structures.
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Two lithomagnetic subgtoups are recognised through differences in total magnetic intensity, geo-

logical cortelations and magnetic property data (Fig. 3.2). Magnetically subdued aÌeas witlt disoete

curvilinear anomalies of 200 nT or less coÌrelate with magnetite poor Division 2 rocktypes of the Central

Tectonic Province (excluding the Bruna Gneiss and Entia gneiss complex), consistent with the observed

low magnetizalion of these units (Section 2.3.2). In contrast, Division 2 units of the Northern Tectonic

Province are associated with generaÌly higher but variable total intensities with amplitudes cornrlouly

in excess of 2000 nT. This is consistent with the large range and contrasting magnetizations of these

lithologies (Section 2.3.3). In addition, the structural style of these subgroups as delineated by magnetic

stratigraphic marlier horizous differs markedly (Section 4.2 k 5.2).

As discussed in section 2.4, the difference in magnetic intensity between these subgroups may be

attributed to the overall higher iron, lower titanium content and higher oxidation state of Division

2 metasediments of the Northern Province. This is consideted a result of their different depositional

environrnents (Section 2.5).

3.1-.3 Intrusives

Rounded or elongate magnetic features with discordant contacts which truncate neighbouring rnag-

netic trends are indicative of, and correlate with, intrusive bodies. Anomaly shape, intensity and areal

extent is characteristic of intrusive composition and form. Granites ranging in size from large plutons

to small stocks and irregular blebs, have characteristic low intensities and subdued magnetic activity
consistent 'r,r'ith their weak ma,gnetism (Section 2.3.4). This is not readily apparent for some large granite

lnasses outlined ou Figure L2, as many of these are comprised of small, sporadically outcropping blebs

of granite which intimately intrude magnetic metasediments which are weathered and concealed below

overburden (Section 4.1.3). These scattered outcrops have been interpreted as large continuous granite
plutons. Large bodies of pegmatite have a similar signature to granites. This response reflects the low

iron content ancl high oxidation state of acid intrusives, which favours the formation of smaÌl amounts of
lrerratite (Section 2.4.4). Iutrusives of this composition are the silica rich, iron poor end members of the

calc-alkaline series that are characteristic oforogenic beÌts (Osborn, 1962; Grant, 1985). Several granite
plutons have ma,gnetic aureoies (Section 4.1.3).

Most outcropping mafic and ultramafic intrusives are smaller tÌran the flight line spacing, rnaking
direct correlation with aerotlaguetics data difficult. The few bodies studied all had relatively intense

characteristic anomalies due to tÌre formation of secondary magnetite through late-stage alteration.
Gal¡bro's are associated with anomalous rnagnetic lows, consistent with their measured reverse remanent

direction and high Q values (Section 2.3.4 U 4.1.3). Ultramafic rocks are generally associated with
equidimensional magnetic anomaÌies of variable aurplitude. Their shape is often indicative of strong

rernanent magnetization, which resides in fine SD grains of rnagnetite formed during serpentinization
(Seciion 2.4.4). Extensive linear magnetic features, often displaying abnormal anomaly shapes due to
strong temarellce are comrrorì, but occur in areas of poor outcrop prohibiting correlation with geology.

Thel, ¿¡s interpreted to arise from dolerite dykes.

3. 1.4 Fault-Related Fe¿rtules

I\{agnetic features correlating r,vith fault or shear zones are typically linear and discordant with
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neighbouring magnetic trends, often truncating or offsetting them. Two types are recognised

1) Linear magnetic highs associated with magnetic mylonites

2) Linear magnetic lows associated with retrograde shear zones

The ma,gnetic intensity of the former is in agreement with the moderate to high magnetic susceptibiliiy of

tlrese rocktypes (Section 2.3.5). As in the case of the Bruna Gneiss, they are often due to intrusive bodies

emplaced along zones of crustal weakness. However Beach and Fyfe (1972) indicate linear rnagnetic

highs rnay arise from the forrnation of magnetite through the action of large quantities of relatively

cooler oxidizing water flowing in highly permeable shear zones. Conversely, the second type may result

frorn the destruction of magnetite in a shear zone through the action of hot reducing rnetamorphic

fluids (Beacli & Fyfe, 1972), or oxidation of magnetite to hernatite through preferential deep weathering

(IIenkel & Guzman, 1977).

3.2 MAGNETIC PROVINCES WITHIN THE EASTERN ARUNTA INLIER

Four spatially seperate magnetic provinces are recognised in the eastern Aruuta Inlier by their
distincily different rnagnetic patterns and well-defined boundaries (Fig. 3.3) Where exposed, they

correlate rvith different tectonic provinces recognised by Shaw et al (1984) and Ding and James (1985),

whilst their abrupt bounda,r'ies correspond to major fault or slteaL zones. Their distinctive rnagnetic

character reveals much concerning their different lithologic composition, metamorphic grade, structural
history and degree of intrusion, which are described in detail in subsequent chapters.

The Northern A4agnetic Province has a characteristic heterogeneous magnetic pattern (Fig. 3.3),

rvhich results fi'om the distinctly different magnetic signatures and scattered distribution of lithornagnetic
gloups rvhich comprise it. lVhere exposed, it correlates with outcrops of the Northern Tectonic Proviirce

o{ Sharv et al (1984) and consequently the name Northern Magnetic Province has been adopted for
consistency. Its distinguishing characteristics include:

1) A rvidespread, previously unrecognised, weakly rnagnetic quartzo-

feldspathic or granitic basement complex. Highly magnetic mafic gran-
ulite is restricted to slivers along the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone.

2) A rnagnetite rich metasedimentary cover sequerìce. I\4agnetic strati-
graphic marker horizons reveal a distinctive structural style, the result
of three generations of polyphase folding.
3) Extensive intrusion by weakly magnetic granite bodies.

The boundary of the Northern Magnetic Province is well defined on magnetic intensity maps (Fig.
3.3). AltÌrough an unconformity in parts, the northeastern boundary with the Georgina Basin is mainly
faulted. The southwestern boundary correlates with the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone in the well

exposed uorth. Further southeast it is not exposed, but is clearly discernable as an abrupt, curvilinear
contact seperating two regions of contrasting magnetic character. This contact does not coiucide rvitlt
the l4ount Baldwin Ìandsat lineament and Lake Caroline Gravity Ridge, considered by Warren (1980)

to mark the boundary betlveen the Northern and Central Tectonic Provinces. Details concerning the
nature of these boundaries are discussed in chapter 4.
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In contrast, the Central Magnetic Province has a predominantly homogeneous magnetic response

characterised by weak curvilinear anomalies superimposed on a regional gtadient. It correlates with
magnetite poor Division 2 metasediments and metavolcanics of the Central Tectonic Province of Sharv

et al (1984). Magnetic stratigraphic marker horizons delineate a different structural style to the more

contorted magnetic trends associated with neighbouring provinces (Chapter 5). The apparent absence

of a basernent is also distinctive as is the complete absence of large granite plutons.

Contrasting strongly witìr the subdued response of the rest of the province is a complex magnetic

area which dominates its central part. Exposure is poor in this area not allowing confident correlation of
geology and aeromagnetics. This zone is tentatively considered a more magnetite rich metasedimentary

unit, possibly deliu.eating a different depositional environment. However it is structurally more complex

than the rest of the province and may alternatively represent a complexly deformed basernent to the

enclosing, weakly magnetic netasedirrrents.

The Central Magnetic Province shares its northeastern boundary with the Northern Magneiic
Province as described in the previous section. Its western boundary seperates it from the Western

Àtlagnetic Province. In the Harts Range aLea on QTJARTZ and RIooocn, this contact is the thrust
boutrdaries HRTt and HRT2 of Ding and James (Section 2.4.I). On DIVEIPER, in the northwest it is

tire Entire Point Fault (Section 2.4.1.).

The M/estern i\4agnetic Province is composed of complex zones of contrasting magnetic intensity.
These correspond with weakly magnetic quartzofeldspathic and highly magnetic granulite and rnafic
gneiss complexes. The Western and Central Magnetic Provinces together form part of the Central
Tectonic Ptoviuce of Sharv et al (1984). Detailed structural mapping by Ding and James (1985) and

aeromagnetic interpretation discussed in chapter 6 support their seperate recognition on the basis of
their:

1) Profoundly different lithological assemblages.

2) Seperate early deformation histories.

3) \{/ell-defined faulted boundary.

The Southern X4agnetic Province is the smallest and most homogeneous of the four provinces corn-

prising the study area. It is covered by op to 300 metres of Eromanga Basin sediments, preventing
correlation of aeromagnetics and geology. However, it is considered part of the Southern Tectonic
Province of Sliaw et al (1984) for several reasons:

1) Its low featureless magnetic level is similar to that of quartzofelds-
pathic gneiss and syn to pre-tectonic granites of the Southern Tec-

tolic Province. This magnetic unit is tentatively correlated with simi-
lar basement quartzofeldspathic gneiss compÌexes of the Northern and

Western l\4a,gnetic Provinces, which have a sirnilar magnetic signature.

2) Curvilinear magnetic anomalies are inteÌpteted to be a deformed

suite of dolerite dykes, possibly correlatives of similar, westerly trend-
ing deformed dykes of the Southern Tectonic Province.
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Detailed a,eromagnetic interpretation (Chapters 4-7) reveals each province had a, seperate early

geologic history. They were subsequently juxtaposed by displacement along well-defined boundaries and

finally remobilised and disrupted by several stages of late deformation. The evolution of the eastern

Arunta Inlier, outlined from synthesis of aeromagnetic and geological data is summarised in chapter 8.
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Northern Magnetic Province

The Northern Magnetic Province describes a broad arcuate, magnetically heterogeneous belt of
variable intensity, covering approximately one quarter of the study area along the north, northeast
boundaryoftheeasternAruntalnlier(Fig.3.3). Exposurevariesfromgoodinthenorth,whereoutcrops
belong to the Northern Tectonic Province of Shaw et al (1984), to non-existent in the southeast, where
the Inlier is overlain by sediments of the Eromanga Basin.

Aeromagnetic interpretation reveals much concerning the lithology and structure of the Northern
Magnetic Province. Most of this information is expressed diagrammatically on the aeromagnetic in-
terpretation maps enclosed as plates at the rear of this thesis. The following discussion attempts to
summarise the major lithomagnetic subdivisions, their geological correlations and relative age, together
with the nature and sequence of major deformation events recognised from the synthesis of aeromagnetic,
geological and other geophysical data.
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4.1 LITHOMAGNETIC SUBDIVISION OF THE NOr{IHERN MAGNETIC
PttOVINCE

All four major lithomagnetic groups, discussed in section 3.1, are present in the Northern Magnetic

Province. It is their distinctly different magnetic signatures and scattered distribution which gives rise

to its characteristic heterogeneous pattern. Further subdivisions recognised by differences in magnetic

intensity, are summarised on the legends of aeromagnetic interpretation maps enclosed at the rear of

this thesis, and described in detail, together with their geological correlations, in the following sections.

4.1.1 Basernent Complexes (BQF, BGM)

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the Northern Magnetic Province is the widespread oc-

currence of low intensity zones which enclose irregular magnetic anomalies, generally of less than 200nT

amplitude. Where exposed, they are typically associated with weakly magnetic quartzofeldspaühic or

granitic complexes (BqF). Two subdivisions are recognised, depending on magnetic anomaly abun-

dance; BQh contains very few anomalies, BQFz has a higher abundance.

On JERVOIS RANG.E, unit BQ.F1 correlates with the gneissic granitoid Mascotte Gneiss Complex
(Fig. a.1) and the similar Gneissic suite of the Bonya Schist (Figs . 4.2 E¿ 4.3). Within the Delny-Mount
Sainthill Fault Zone on JrN¡(A and olvE¡p.ÐR it correlates with the dominantly quartzofeldspathic or
granitic gneiss unit pes. Their similar composition and aeromagnetic signature supports their interpre-
tation as similar, if not the same rockgroup. The low magnetic intensity of these units is consistent with
the low susceptibility and NRM intensity of their predominant rocktypes (Section 2.3.S). Rare magnetic
highs arise from intercalations of minor magnetic lithologies. Within the Gneissic suite, these are mafic
schists and quartz-epidote rocks which have variable in-situ susceptibilities (100 - 45,000 x 10-6 S.I.).
The irregular and often contorted shapes of anomalies, reflect the igneous origin of many rocktypes
comprising these units (i.e. they were of limited lateral extent) and their complex deformation history.

Evidence suggesting ühese units represent an older crystalline basement is substantial.

1) The Mascotte Gneiss Complex is considered to underlie the neigh.
bouring predominantly metasedimentary Bonya Schist. Whilst ten-
tatively assigning it to Division 2, Stewart et al (1984) indicate the
Mascotte Gneiss Complex may be Division 1 (Fig. 1.3). Similarly, Pe-

ters et al (pers. comm.) consider the Gneissic suite to be older and
more complexly deformed than other suites of the Bonya Schist.
2) Predominant rocktypes (granite gneiss, granitoid & rhyolite gneiss)

are considered to be pre-metamorphic felsic igneous rocks. Metasedi
ments are minor. Rocktype associations are therefore similar in com-
position and inferred origin to dominantly quartzofeldspathic units of
the Western Magnetic Province, considered to be crystalline basement
by Ding and James (1985). Consistent with this, their aeromagnetic
signature is almost identical (Chapter 6).
3) The complex interlayering, folding and faulüing of metamorphosed
igneous and sedilneutary rocks observed during detailed geologicaì map-
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ping of the Gneissic suite (Peters et. al., 1985), cannot be explained by

the relatively simple deforrnation phases observed in adjacent Division
2 units. This suggests the existence of a seperate early deformation

lristory (Section 4.2.I).
4) The contact between basement complexes ard meta,sedimentary

cover sequerlce often appears to be unconformabÌe or an ancient fault,
as indicated by the abrupt termination of magnetic trends on either

sicle of it.

Dlservhere in the Northeru À{agnetic Province, the rnagnetic signature which characterises units
BQh a:ncl BQF2 is u'iclespread, but outcrop is sparse or non-existent. Conelations established in the

Western l\4agnetic Province (Chapter 6), show rocktypes comprising :unít BQF2 are similar to those

of BQF1, consistent rvith their similar low magnetic intensity. However, BQFz contains a higher pro-
portion of subordinate rnagnetic lithologies, such as mafic gneiss, schist and granulite, expÌaining its
gleater abundance of anomalies. Susceptibility contrasts derived from quantitative interpretation of
these anomalies, are typically in the range 6,000 - 60,000 x 10-6 S.I.

The rnajor baserrent featute outlined from aetomagnetic interpretation of the Northern Magnetic
Province, occupies the northeast quarter of prnxry Dol4/.tvs (Plates 8 & 19). This circular magnetic
feature, termed the Pleuty Downs Dome, correlates with scattered outcrops of granitic gneiss and lesser

pelitic metaseditnents. Afmeco drill hole dTB4 (French, 1981), lvhich penetrates this structure on eastem
P¿-ENTY Do't4l rs, also intersected glanitic gneiss containing minor intercalations of schist. The Plenty
Dor'vns Dome has a sin'rilar size, shape, magnetic signature and low magnetic intensity as the Entia
Dorne located on central, northeru QLJARTZ, and is considered to be comprised of a weakly magnetic
quartzofelclspathic or granitic gneiss basement cotnplex, similar to the Entia gneiss cornplex of tlie Entia
Dome (Section 6.1.1). Both structures, which are interpreted to be basement gneiss domes, are associatecl
with gravity lorvs consistent 'çr'ith the low density of granitic rocks.

Quartzofeldspatliic basellent is also considered to be widespread on PLENTr RIVER. Interpretation
of tliis area is dillicult clue to overlying Erotnanga Basin seclirnents, rvhich attenuate the rnagnetic resporìse

of the underlying Arunta Inlier.

Withil the Delny-n'tor,tnt Sainthill Fault Zone, on JINKA and southwest JERVOIS RA¡úcE, are slivers
of tlre highly magtetic ba,sement lithomagnetic unit, BGÀ[1. Their complex rnagnetic signature is similar
to that associated wiih the l(airaudt'a Granulite (Section 6.1.1), and they are considerecl to be faultecl
sections of mafic gra,nulite translatecl upwards in the fault zone.

4.'J,.2 Metasedirnentary Covel Sequence (NMS)

Another distinguishing feature of the Northern Magnetic Province is its rnagnetically variable
rnetasediurentaty atrd rnetavolcauic sequence. It is consiclered to be a metarnorphosed cover to rviclespreacl

rveakly rnagnetic quarl,zofelclspathic basernent. The contact between basement ancl cover often appears
discorclant, as indicatecl by the truncation of rnagnetic trencls on either sicle of it, ancl rniglit be an

urrconfot'mit)¡ or cleforrned fault boundary, as is the case in tlie l{arts Range a,rea (Sectiott L2.2).



Flgure' 4.4' Computed vertlcal magnetic gradlent lmage of the'Jervo¡8 Range area.
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Three lithomagnetic subdivisions are recognised from differences in magnetic intensity and inter-

preted susceptibility contra.sts. In well-exposed areas they correlate with lithologies, or groups of litholo-
gies, having different bulk rock chemistries. This is best demonstrated in the Jervois Range area,

where aeromagnetic coverage (Appendix A) and geological mapping (Peters et. al., 1985) is particularly

detailed" Figure 4.2 illustrates the outcropping geology desoibed in section 1.2.2. Other published

accounts are given by Morgan (1959), Smith (1963), Watson (1975), Dobos (1975) and Ypma (1934).

Mineralisation is discussed in section 1.5, and magnetic property measurements in section 2.3.3. A de-

tailed aeromagnetic interpretation published by the author (Whiting, 1986), is enclosed at the rear of
this thesis. This interpretation is reviewed and extended in the light of further work, in the following

discussion.

Contours of total magnetic intensity (Fig. a.3) exhibit the characteristic heterogeneous response of
the Northern Magnetic Province, bounded to the west by the non-magnetic response of the Georgina
Basin. Areas of highest total magnetic intensity correlate with outcropping Division 2 Bonya Schist.

Detailed examination reveals a pattern of multiple linear anomalies of variable intensity, particularly
well-defined on the vertical gradient image of Figure 4.4.

Individual anomalies correlate with different lithologies comprising the Bonya Schist, (Fig. 4.5).

Relatively magnetically undisturbed areas of low to moderate intensity correlate with scattered outcrops

of Mg-silicate suite rock-types, consistent with the low to moderate median susceptibility of these units
(Ào.u = 650 & 550 x 10-6 S.I. respectively). Their metasedimentary nature is apparent from subtle linear
magnetic anomalies (<10nT amplitude) delineated from vertical gradient profiles. Quantitative analysis

of these features fitted near surface, steeply dipping magnetic sheets with apparent susceptibilities of
less than 12,000 x 10-6 S.I" The magnetic signature, low intensity and susceptibility contrast of these

rocktypes are typical of the weakly magnetic metasedimentary cover unit (NMS1) of the Northern
Magnetic Province.

This response contrasts with neighbouring variable intensities associated with Mine sequence suite
rocktypes. Highly magnetic magnetite-quartzite of the lode horizon (È0., = 65,000 x 10-6 S.I.) gives

rise to linear magnetic highs of up to 2000nT. Quantitative interpretation indicates these horizons
approximate steeply dipping sheets with susceptibility typically in the range 40,000 - 250, 000 x 10-6
S.I., in good agreement with observed dips and measured susceptibility (Section 2.3.3). Outcrops of
quartz-sericite schist are a-ssociated with intense elongate magnetic lows, consistent with this units low
median susceptibility of 80 x 10-6 S.L Bo{h units are enclosed by other Mine sequence suite rocktypes,
associated with moderate magnetic intensitiesr consistent with their measured susceptibility (andalusite
schist, &o.r = 8,000 x 10-6 S.I.; quartz-sericite-feldspar schist, ,bo.s = 25,000 x 10-6 S.I.).

Fe,Mg-silicate suite rocktypes have a similar magnetic signature to the Mine sequence suite. Quartz-
chlorite schist (ås.s = 4500 x 10-6 S.I.) correlates with moderate magnetic intensities. Interpreted sus-

ceptibility contrasts are typically in the range associated with moderately magnetic metasediments (unit
NMS2). Intercalations of highly niagnetic (&0.¡ = 62,500 x 10-6 S.L) chlorite- magnetite-garnet quartzite
give rise to an intense linear magnetic high of approximately 15km strike length. Interpreted dips and
apparent susceptibility contrasts are similar to those of Mine sequence suite magnetite-quartzites, and
are in good agreement with dips and susceptibilities measured in the field.

The good agreement of measured dip and magnetic susceptibility, with those derived from quan-
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titative ilterpretation irnplies ma,gnetic anomalies arise from the component of magnetization induced

by the earth's fielcl. This is consistent with the urìstable NRi\4 of Mine seqneuce arlcl 1\,Ig-silicate suite

rocktypes, ancl their tenclency to be remagnetized by tlie plesent field (Section 2.3.3). Ilorvever, Fe,l'Ig-

silicate rocktypes have a rvell-defined NRl4 roughly opposed to the present earth field, and high Q values.

Figure 4.6 illustlates the computed total magnetic intensity expected frorn the iuduced corrpouent of
magnetization and that including the measured NRi\4 vector. The former is clearly a better fit to tlie
observed field, irrplying the rleasured NRl\4 is not representative of tlie l¡ulh rnagnetization of these

units. This inconsistency remains unresolved, but is possibly a consequeuce of the srnall number of
samples collectecl. Despite this, the consistent, distinctive magnetic character of nany lithologies over

large distances, ofteu covered with alluvial rnaterial, illustr¿tes their value as magnetic lithostratigraphic
rlarl<er horizons.

The generally high magnetic intensity associated with the Bonya Schist reflects the higli iron content,
lorv titaniurn content and high oxidation state of most of its constituent roclitypes, rvhich favoured the
formation of aÌ¡unclant ma,gnetite (Section 2.4.3). The aeromagnetic response of inclividual lithologies
reflects their bulk rock chemistry ancl oxiclation state. Metasedimentary lithologies are associated with
magnetic intensities consistent with their high iron content and the degree of rnartitisation of rna,gnetite

by late-stage letrogracle hydratioir. The weak rnagnetisrn of qualtz-sericite schist is consistent .rvith this
felsic metavolcanic units loiv iron content and high oxidation state, which favoured the forrnation of
small amounts of hematite, wliilst the strolg magnetisrn of rnagnetite-quartzites is largely due to their
high iron content, The latter units intimate association with stratiforrn concentrations of silver and l¡ase

metals, indicates their distinctive rnagnetic signatures are excelleut indicators of potential host roclis of
these deposits.

Elselvhere in the Northern Ma,gnetic Province, geological mapping and aeromagnetic coverage (500m
line spacing) is semi-regional, aud correlatiou of the detail achieved in the Jervois Range area, rvhere the
line spacing is 250 metres, is not possible. In the Bonya lIills, on western JERvors RÁlvc-Ð, the nagnetic
signature of outcropping Bonya Schist is almost identical to that in the Jervois Ra,nge area (Fig. 4.1).
Again, it has been subdivided into aleas unclerlain by lveakly rna,gletic (N1\{Sl) and moderately magnetic
(NÀ4S2) rnetaseclinenis (Plate 14).

Curvilinear magnetic higlis are associatecl with intercalations of rnagnetite-quarizite, consistent
rvith in-situ susceptibility nìeasulernents presented in section 2.3.3. The l(ings Legend Ampliibolite
À4ember corresponds with a well-defined linear magnetic low, sirlilar to the respolrse a,ssociatecl .,vith

arnplribolites of the Jervois Range area (Figs. 4.2 U 4.3), and consistent with their lorv ¡reasurecl
sr.rsceptibility (Èo ¡ = 1, 000; 650 x 10-6 S.I.).

Other Division 2 units of the Northern Tectonic Province, rvhich outcrop sporadically on JLrlI(A
arìcl DivErPEn (Section I.2.2), typically give rise to moderate magnetic intensities. Their associa,tecl

curvilinea,r magnetic anomalies clearly sìrolv that they are metasediments, hou,eveL, they lack the inteuse
graclieÌìts associatecl rvith llie 13ou¡,¿ Schist. 'Ihis r.eflects the lach of liighly magnetic i¡agnetite-qualtzite
ancl thicli, \\¡ealily magnetic rna,fic (amphiboliie) and felsic (quartz-sericite schist) metavolcanic holizons,
aucl rnay lte inclical,ive of a diflerent clepositional environnent. These units are often poorly exposecl alcl
exteusivel¡r iltruclecl by boclies of glanite of various shape and size. This often leads to an apparent poor
corlciation of geology a,ttd aerornaguetics, as r,veakly-magnetic granites are trore inclurate to weathering
than tÌre deeply rveathered, moderately magnetic metasedirnents, and therefore outcrop rnore freque¡tly,
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yielding the impression tlìat there are extensive areas of sub-cropping rnoderately magnetic granites.

Metasedirnents ale widespread in areas of poor outcrop on southern JERVOIS RANGE, PLENTY

DoWVs, TAF'LT]N, PLENTY P.IVEF' and MOU]VT BARRIIVGTOw. Ilighly magnetic curvilinear anotnalies,

typically associàted with magnetite-quartzite of the Bonya Schist, occur extensively on southern JERvolS

RAlVc.Ð, northern PLENTY DOì44VS and southeastern PLEIVTY RMR. As in the Jervois Range area, these

units are considered potential host rocks to stratiform silver and base metal deposits. SirniÌar rnagnetic

units occur in moderately magnetic metasediments on TAP"LT2N and l¿oulvl BARRrtvc?oN, but these

appear less extensive and less magnetic than those of the Bonya and Jervois Range areas.

In many areas) ir particular those covered by thick basin sediments oL where the geological strike
is subparallel to the aeromagnetic flight direction, it is difficult to distinguish between weakly magnetic
rnetasediments, quartzofeldspathic basement and granite. This is due to attenuation of weak magnetic
anomalies of characteristic shape and abundance which typify these units.

4,1.3 fntlusives

Metarnorphosed basernent and cover rocks of the Northern I\4agnetic Province are extensively in-
truded by granitic plutons and srnaller bodies of mafic and ultramafi.c composition. Granites have char-

acteristic lorv intensities ancl subdued rnagnetic activity, consistent rvith tlieir rveak ma,gnetism (Section

2.3.4). Two types Ìraving distinctive characteristics are recognised:

T]'ne 1

Tlie distinguishing characteristics of type 1 granites are:

1) Low magnetic intensity, but with irregular variations typically of
Ìess than 50nT arnplitude, and interpreted susceptibility contrasts of
less than 6,000 x 10-6 S.I.

2) Oval shape rvith well-defined discordant contacts.

3) Coincident glavity low.

4) Contact iletarnorphic aureole at boundaries with l¡aseurent quart-
zofeldspathic gneiss corlplexes.

5) Lack of roof-pendalts of country rock.

T]'Pe2

Type 2 granites are characterised by their

1) Uniform, non-magnetic response.

2) Irregular shape and size.

3) Lack of an obvious contact aureole or associated gravity auomaly
4) Contacts which commonly appear to be folded.
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5) Numerous roof pendants. These granites extensively intrude sur-

rounding countty Ìocks.

The Jinka Granite is typical of type 1. Associated with a large, roughly oval area of low mag-

netic intensity, it displays subdued, but characteristic, irregular internal variations in magnetic activiiy

(Fig. 4.1). These variations probably reflect internal differences in magnetite distribution, although one

circular feature in the northwest section of the pÌuton, rnay be a later intrusive of more interrnediate

composition. There is no obvious correlation with the Oorabra Reefs, an extensive complex of quartz

veins emplaced in the granite. A coincident gravity low of sorne 40 mgaÌ, inclicates the itttrusive ex-

tends to great deptli. Its northern and southern boundaries are the Oomoomilla Fault and Delny-Mount

Sainthill Fault Zone respectively. To tlie east, its contact with the l\{ascotte Gneiss Complex is marlted

by a northerly trending magnetic high. This feature, which is concealed beneath surfi.cial overburden,

may be a roof pendant of rnoclerately magnetic country rock, but its position suggests ii is a contact

metamorphic aureole. The magnetic and gravity signature of the Jinka Granite and Mascotte Gneiss

Complex are very similar, although the oval shape of the granite is quite characteristic.

Another oval-shaped magnetic feature, considered to outline a similar granite pluton, is located

on central PLENTY r"IrER (Plate 18). Its geophysical signature resembles that of the Jinl<a Granite,

exhibiting irregular internal variatious in magnetic intensity, and a coincident gravity low of approxi-

mately 30 mgal. In addition, its northwestern contact with quartzofeldspathic basemeut of the Plenty

Downs Dorne, is rrrarhed by a curviliuear anomaly interpreted to be a contact rnetamorphic aureole. The

Erornanga Basin secliments which covel this area are up to 180 metres thicl<. Ä.fineco drill hole ATB2,

Iocated near the southern rnargin of this feature, intersected granite belorv 164m of sedirnent (French,

1e8 1).

Type 2 granites typically correlate with extensive, featureless areas of lorv magnetic intensity. TÌris
is tlre case in the southwest corner of the Jervois Range area (Figs. 4.2 U 4.3), where scattered outcrops

of the Jervois aud Xanten Granites are associated with subdued magnetic activity. A sirnilar response

is observed over the alaskitic Unca Granite, Iocated 5kmnorth of the Jervois townsite (Fig a.5). This is
consistent with the weak suscepiibility and rernanent intensity of these intrusives (Section 2.3.4). Weak
NS striking linear rnaguetic anotrralies within the Jervois Granite, delineated frorn vertical gradient
profiles, are most likely due to dykes, possibly emplaced along fractures. A system of quartz dykes do

intrucle the granite, but as with the Oorabra Reefs of the Jinka Granite, no obvious correlation exists.

Quantitative interpretation of these magnetic anomalies fits near surface steeply dipping sheet models
with susceptibilities of 450 - 7,000 x 10-6 S.I. These bodies do not appear to intrude metasediments to
the northeast, possibly due to their differing mechanical properties. Ilowever, this may imply the granite,
metaseditnent boundary is a tectonic boundary, the metasedirnents having been faulted or thrust into
contact with the granite at a time postdating emplacement of the dykes.

The contact between intrusives and neighbouring metasediments is clearly delineated, particularly
on vertical gradient profiles and images (Fig.  .a). The border between the Unca Grauite and Gneissic

suite roclis is well-definecl due to rnagnetic intetcalations of schist and quartz-epidote rock lvithin the
latter. As indicated by magnetic property Ìrleasurements (Sections 2.3.3 & 2.3.4) tlieir rnagnetic response
would otherwise be indistinguishable. The interpreted contact between the Jervois Granite aud Bonya
Sclrist is clearly folded by the third deformation event affecting the area (Fig. 4.7; Section 4.2.2),implying
the granite was intruded prior to this event.
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An alternative interpretation of the poorly exposed, non-magnetic southwest coÌner of the Jervois

Range area, is that it is underlain not by granite but by basemeut quartzofelclspathic gneiss (unit BQFt),
intruded by small bodies of outcropping gtanite. The weak linear anomalies interpreted as arising from
dolerite dykes may be due to magnetic layers in the basement complex. This unceltainty highliglits tlie
dilficulty, often encountered, in distinguishing quartzofeldspathic gneiss cornplexes from granite.

Elsewhere on JERVoÌs RANGE (Plaie 14) scattered outcrop of Jervois Granite correlates with small

irregular areas of subdued magnetic activity, typically associated with granites, but with a higher in-
tensity more characteristic of moderately magnetic metasediments. TÌrese bodies are considered to be

small irregular blebs of granite intruding a tÌrick, moderately magnetic metasedimentary pile. This is
consistent with the irregular outcrop pattern of the Jervois Granite, the abundance of roof pendants of
metasedimentary country rock, and the lacl< of an associated gravity low, all of which are indicative of
interrnixing of metasedirnent and intruding granite. The Mount Swan, Dneiper and l\4arshall Granites
also appear to be a network of small irregularly shaped bodies, probably of shallow depth extent, in-
truding moderately rna,gnetic rnetasediments of the Perenti, Deep Bore ancl Caci<leberry Metamorphics.
As in the Jervois Range area their contacts often appear to be folded. Type 2 granites on northern
DNEIPER are interpreted to be rnore extensive and of greater depth extent.

Adjacent to, and to the east of, the Lucy CreeÌ< Fault on ?ARLTON and p¿ErVTy F.rvEF', extensive
areas interpreted as underÌain by granite, form northwest trending, fault-bounded sheets. Their irreg-
ular contact with metasediments, abundance of roof pendants, non-magnetic response, and lack of an

associated gravity expression are all characteristic of Type 2 granites.

Type 2 granites such as the Mount Swan, Dneiper, Marshall and Jervois Granites may be the
exposed, disjointed, irregular roots of a once large batholith. Alternatively, they may be small blebs

of granitic magrrra fortled from the partial melting of nearby sediments, squeezed out as a result of
their lorver density and greater mobility into surrounding country rock with the aid of deformatio¡
accompanying regional metamorphisrn. The latter theory is consistent with the often high metarnorphic
grade of intruded metasediments (up to granuÌite facies), and the gneissic texture (Table 1.4) aud
geophysical characteristics of these granites.

Type L granites, such as the Jinka and Plenty River Granites, are large discrete bodies, probably
formed from the merging of smaller granitic magmas during migration up'rvard through the crust. Their
magnetic aureole indicates they were ernplaced into cooler country rock at a relatively high crustal level.
Their large size caused slowet cooling, resulting in coarse textures (Table 1.4). \Veak internal rnagnetic
anornalies, characteristic of these bodies, may result from enhancecl magnetic susceptibility due to the
crystallization of large I\4D grains of rnagnetite during slow cooling. The Uuca and Xanten Granites
may be smaller Type 1 intrusives. Where dates (Rb-Sr) are available, type 1 granites (Jinka, 1690-1785

Ma; Unca, 1459+10 Ma) are younger than type 2 granites (Jervois, 1808t80 l\{a).

N{ost mafic and ultramafic iutrusives, outcropping in the Northern Maguetic Province, are srnall
in comparison with the aerotnagnetic flight line spacing, rnaking correlation with aeromagnetic data
clifficuli. I{olvever there are several exceptions. In the Jelvois Range area, the Attutra l4etagabbro
is associated with a roughly circular auomalous magnetic low, which truncates and disrupts trends
arising fron the Bonya Schist which it intrudes (Figs. 4.2 & 4.3). This signature is consistent with its
reveLse remanent direction, high Q values, and relatively high rnedian remanent intensity of 5150 mA/rr
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(Section 2.3.4). Intense circular magnetic highs within the gabbro colrelate with
rnagnetite deposits. Interpretation of tlìese anomalies fits shallow, thin plate rnodels with susceptibility

corltrasts of 100,000 - 650,000 x 10-6 S.I., in good agreement rvith measurecl in-situ susceptibilities

of 30, 000 - 600, 000 x 10-6 S.I. Intense magnetic lows within the gabbro may outline zones of intense

reverse remanence, possibly associated with intrusives of dillerent cotnposition. Extensive outcrops of
amphibolite in tlie Jervois Range aLea, correlate with similar zones of low rnagnetic intensity. X4aly

have gabbroic textures suggesting a genetic Ìink wiih the Attutra l\4etagabbro.

A large plug of gabbro located in the Bonya area near the border of nnvorc RA¡'IcE and JrÀrKA,

is associatecl with a similar anorlalous magnetic low. AÌthough no magnetic property measurernents

of this body were taÌ<en, this response probably results from a similar well-defined reversed NRi\{, as

that of the Attutra l\4etagabbro. Srnall gabbroic bodies frorr the Flarts Range area also have reversed

NRM's (Section 2.3.4) indicating this magnetization and the event responsible for its forrnation rnay

be lvidespread. A cilcular, anornalously low magnetic feature on northlvestern MOUNT BARRIIVGTON

(ANIG 7435000mN; 7090O0rntr) may be associated with a similar intrusive.

n4any srnall equidirnensional magnetic anomalies outlined during aerornagnetic interpretation may
possibly be associated rvith ultrallafic intrusions. Several similar features in the Central l\{agnetic
Province tvere drilled durilg exploration fot kirnberlites, and intersected ultramafic bodies (Sectiou

5.1.3). In areas of no outcro¡r, it is diflÌcult to distinguish between ultrarnalìcs and other rnagnetic
bodies of short strike length, in particular roof pendants of magnetic metasediments in granites. Ilowever,
magnetic anomalies associated with ultramafics commonly have abnormal sltapes which cannot result
from induced rnagnetization alone, and therefore are due to strong remanent rnagnetization. Intense,
elongate features associated with major faults, common in the Northern l\4agnetic Province, are thought
to be due to ultramafic bodies intruded along fault planes. If Ìinear in shape, these features are often
classified as fault-related (next section). Significant exarnples are located at:

1) AI\4G 7455000rnN; 687000mE (TARLTIN, pLENTv r"rvar')
2) ANIG 7420000rnN; 655000m8 (pLENTy RrvER)
3) Ai\4G 7441250mN; 678500mE (PLENTY r'Ivan.)

Ultrarnafic intrusions a,re of potential econornic significance as host rocks to diarnonds, copper,

nickel, chromium or rate earths (Section 1.5).

4.1.4 Fault-Related Featules

Linear magnetic lows and highs associated with faults occur throughout the Northern Magnetic
Province. They are almost always associated with truncation or offset of rnagnetic trends, and cornmonly
seperate areas of contrasting rnagnetic character.

Linear rnagnetic lolvs colrelate with retrograde schist zones along the Delny-X4ount Sainihill Fault
Zone. Retrogtade roclitypes have undergone hydration and minor metamorphism (Freemal, in press),

probably oxidizing rnagnetite to Ìrematite. The best exarnple mariis the unexposed eastern extentio¡ of
the Dehiy-l4ount Sa,inthill Faulb Zone across southern JERV)IS RA¡¿cE. Otherwell-developed exanples
are associated rvith splays of the Lucy Creek Fault on À4OUNT BARRI¡íGTOJV.



Table 4,1: Orogenic Stages and associated structures recognised in the Northern Magnetic Province

DEFORMATTON (D) FoLD (F) FAULT (T)

LATE PROTEROZOIC AND
PHANEROZOIC FAIJ¿TTNG

BASEMENT - COWR
REMOBI¿ISATION

METASEDTMENTARY

cowR
DEFORUATION

DARLY
BASEMEN?

DÐFORUATION

BCDt
BCDI

NPDä*
NPD2
NPDL

Pre-.f[PD1

Plenty Downs
Dome

NPFs
NPFz
NPFl

Major NW to WNW and
N to NE faulting

BCTt

NPTs

INTRUSION

Ultramafic
bodies

Type 1 granites
Type 2 granites

+ BCD denotes basement-cover remobilisatiou event
++ NPD denotes Northern Magnetic Province deformation
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Similar retrograde rocks on southeast JERV)IS RANGE, correlate with a linear magnetic high as-

sociated with the interpreted extention of ühe Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault. Magnetic mylonitic rocks,

similar to those in the Harts Range area (Section 2.3.5) may be the source of the magnetic anomaly

in this case (Section 3.f .4). Other fault-related features with magneticexpressions occur in unexposed

areas. The most important of these is the linear magnetic feature associated with the Lucy Creek Fault

which runs for some 50km on TÁRLTON. Similar linear bodies occur to the southeast along much of the

Lucy Creek Fault and its numerous branches and subparallel faults. Some of those listed in the previous

section are probably related to intrusive bodies emplaced along these fault planes.

4.2 STRUCTURAL HISTORY OF THE NORTHERN MAGNETIC PROVINCE

The correlation of geological and aeromagnetic maps, together with results of magnetic property

measurements, has demonstrated that many lithologies and geological units have characteristic magnetic

signatures. They may be regarded as magnetic lithostratigraphic marker horizons, and their delineation

outlines major structures controlling their distribution. Flom detailed aeromagnetics interpretation,

presented in Plates 12 to 22 and available geological information, a sequence of deformation events may

be constructed as shown in Table 4.1.

4.2.L F,arly Basernent Deforrnation

Seperate, early deformation of the basement is inferred to account for the complex interlayering,

folding and faulting of metamorphosed igneous and sedimentary rocktypes within basement units (Pe-

ters et" al., 1985), which cannot be explained by the relatively simple deformation phases affecting

the metasedimentary cover sequence. The form and small scale of structures associated with this de-

formation, prevents their elucidation from aeromagnetics, but their deformed nature is obvious from
the irregular, contorted magnetic anomalies associated with basement complexes. Basement folds delin-

eated from geological mapping in the Western Magnetic Province (Section 6.2.1), have similar complex

magnetic signatures.

Two fold events, one isoclinal, and the other tight to isoclinal, affect quartzofeldspathic basement

of the Plenty Downs Dome (Plate 19). They resemble folds delineated in the overlying metasediments,

and are considered to be related to basement remobilisation by later deformation events discussed in the

following section.

4.2.2 Deforrnation of the Metasedirnentary Cover Sequence

Folding of the metasedimentary cover sequence is best developed in the Jervois Range area which is
relatively undisturbed by faulting and intrusion. Synthesis of aeromagnetic interpretation and geology

resulted in the interpretation map of Figure 4.7, and indicates the area has been subjected to three

phases of deformation.

The oldest (N P Dr), produced one structure delineated through aeromagnetic interpretation. Magn-

etite-quartzites of the lode horizon, located within an NP.lÇ'1 fold hinge, gives rise to the intense elongate

anornaìy in the northwest corner of the survey area (Fig. 4.5). This fold axis may be traced to the
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southeast. Its early age is inferred from its tight aspect and interpreted refolding of its limbs by SSW

oriented NPF2 folds further east. Pinching and resultant isolation of magnetic horizons within the fold

hinge, occurs directly north of the Jervois townsite and west of a thick competent body of quartz-sericite

schist. Geological evidence of the folds earlier age includes;

1) The presence of a planar fabric (I/P^9r) in the north which couì.d

not be correlated with NPDz or NPD3.
2) Overprinting of the fold by the axial plane schistosity N PSz.

3) Parasitic NPF1 folds with sinistral vergences, observed on both
limbs (superimposed folding; Ypma et. al., 1984).

Further south, direct evidence for the. existence or position of this fold is not obvious and has been

infe¡red through consideration of the orientation of NP51 and the distribution of rocktypes.

Tight isoclinal folding resulting in thickened hinges and narrow sheared fold limbs is characteristic
of the second deformation (NPD2). This is reflected in the intense circular to elongate anomalies

associated with parasitic NPFz fold hinges and the weak to moderate linear anomalies of the limbs (see

dashed boxes on Fig. a.5). Strong, elongate anomalies correlating with mineralized prospects, result
from similar small scale parasibic NPFz folds, which structurally control mineralization, exemplifying
the potential economic importance of anomalies with this signature.

Regional N PFz folds illustrated in Figure 4.7, are outlined by magnetic stratigraphic marker hori-
zons. These folds also exhibit thickened hinges and sheared limbs, as evidenced by the extensive body of
quartz-sericite schist thickened within the NP-F2 fold hinge, 2.5 km ENE of the Jervois townsite. This
body is at the same stratigraphic level as similar intercalations to the SD.

Gneissic suite rocks further north are also folded by NPD2 and contain the planar fabric /VP^Sr.

Thus basement and cover in the Northern Magnetic Province appear to have been in contact, possl-

bly unconformably, prior to deformation of the cover sequence. This is in contrast to basement and
supracrustal cover of the Harts Range, which have seperate early deformation histories, being subse-
quently juxtaposed by later thrusting (Sections 1.4 &, 6.2.2).

Tight isoclinal folding (NPF2) and WNW faulting of metasediments is evident in the contorted
magnetic pattern immediately east of the Attutra Metagabbro (Figs. 4.2 & 4.3). Outcrop in this area
is poor, but a strongly magnetic horizon, possibly the same chlorite-magnetite-garnet quartzite horizon
found within Fe,Mg-silicate suite rocks to the SW, allows delineation of structural features. The nature
of folding is illustrated in the modelled geological cross-section C-D of Figure 4.8. Initial values of body
depth, width, dip, strike extent and susceptibility were derived from initial quantiüative interpretation
(Appendix A) then refined through forward 3D-modelling. Both total field and vertical gradient response
are modelled, the latter proving invaluable in reducing interference between closely spaced bodies. An
excellent agreement between field data and modelled results was obtained. These folds are interpreted
to be parasitic 'M'and 'W'vergence folds within the hinge of a regional NPF2 synform (fig. a.7).

Sulrsequent folding of N P Fz fold axes and development of the gentle regional warp which dominates
aeromagnetic ürends of the Jervois Range area, corresponds to the final deformation phase NPD¡. This
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feature, a synclinorium with a steep north plunging fold axis (Ypma et. al., 1984) may be related in part

to dextral/right-lateral strike slip movement along the Jervois Fault (labelled F¿). Magnetic features

are noticeably deforrned rear this fault, widely spaced EW striking horizons being dragged northwards

along the fault zone, resuÌting in bifurcation of magnetic anomalies and the illusion of tight fold hinges

(Fig. a.a).

The Jelvois Fault is collinear with the Arunta Inlier, Georgina Basin unconforrnity for some distance,

suggesting it may have been active during the deposition of the latter sediments. Depih to magnetic

basernent increases dramatically within the Georgina Basin as indicated on Figure 4.7, being 600 io

1000 metres west of the fault. Further north, on the easteln side of the fault, highly rnagnetic rocks

of the Bonya Scliist strike northrvards beneath the unconformity, which is ma,rlied by a NE striking
escarprnent of some 150-200rn elevation. Depth to magnetic basement in this vicinity varies from 200rn

at the escarpment to 370m some 2km to the north, indicating the contact between the Arunta Inlier
and overlying sediments is unconformable and not faulted as it may be further south and west. This

relationship is illustrated at the westeLn exttemity of the modelled geological cross-section A-B (Fig.

4.8). As rvith profrle C-D an excellent agreement is observed between field and modelled data.

Of note is tÌre good correlation between rnapped faults and the dislocation of magnetic trends (Fig.
4.5). Considering the scattered nature of outcrop, deÌineation of faults, particularly their orientation,
is best achieved from the aeromaguetic map. Faults radiating outwards south of the J-structure have

probably resulted frorr exteution stresses in the hinge of the l/PF3 fold and shear rlovernent along the

Jervois Fault. À{linor SE and S\{/ oriented faults are comnlon and are probably related to, or post-date,

NPDB. Regional N to NE striking faults such as F¡,p,ç,¡1 are well developed throughout the Northern
I\4agnetic Province. The latter three faults are part of the extensive Lucy Creel< Fault systern lvhich is

discussed further in Section 4.2.4.

Sinrilar structures attributed to NPDl, NPD2 and.Òy'PD3 occur throughout the Northern Mag-
netic Province. In the Bonya Hills, on western JERvolS RAlvcE (Plate 14), isoclinal folds resemble NPF2
structutes of the Jervois Range area. One correlates with an east plunging syncline, interpreted frorn the
repetition of the I(ings Legend Amphibolite Member (Freeman, in prep). The attitude of neighbouring
folds, outlined from aerotnagnetic interpretation, assurnes a similar easterly plunge. Only one (NPf1),
appears to be earlier, being refolded by NPD2. This feature, which contains the l(ings Legend Amphi-
boliie witliin its hinge, rnay be illusory, its southern closure, which is quite obvious on total intensity
rnaps) being the result of shearing along a NNE striking fault. Regional, open folding (¡rrP¡'s) of earlier
structures about an EW axis, is sirnilar to that due to NPDB in the Jervois Range area. Quartzofelds-
pathic basetneut (l\{ascotte Gneiss Cornplex) occupies the lüPPa fold hinge further west, implying this
structure is an easterly plunging anticline. Consistent with this interpretation, IIill (1972) postulates

the existence of a mid-Paleozoic EW trending anticline in the Jinka Granite to the west, and suggests

the Oorabra Reefs were emplaced along tension fractures within its axial plane.

Other notable examples of superimposed folding occur on southern JERVOIS RAÌVGE, northern
PLENTY DoI4llVs and souther'Ìì PL-ÐN?Y RIVER. Highly rnagnetic horizons (magnetite-quartzite) delin-
eate type II and III interference patterns of Ramsay (1967), cousidered to develop from superposition
of NP-trr and NPF2 folds. ,À/PF2 folds on southern JERV)IS RANGE, are rrole open than those further
nortlr, and alternativel¡', ma¡, be attributed to IíPD3. Elongate magnetic highs on PLENTY RIVER, te-
semble those couesponding to mineralised prospects in the Jervois Range area. They may be indicative
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of lode horizon rocks thickened in parasitic NPFz fold hinges (this section), and may therefore be of

economic importance.

Elsewhere, folding is ill-defined due to extensive faulting and granite intrusion. On DNEIPER and

JINKA, contacts between granite and metasediments often appear folded, implying intrusion was syn-

chronous with, or prior to deformation. These isoclinal folds are attributed to NPD2. Similarly the

contact between the Jervois Granite and Bonya Schist, is folded by lÍPDe (Fig. a.7). Consistent with

this, the Rb-Sr emplacement age of 1808 + 80 Ma, for the Jervois Granite, is approximately synchronous

with the 1790 + 35 Ma date for the Strangways Event, coneidered the main regional metamorphic event

affecting the eastern Arunta Inlier (Section 1.3).

4.2.3 Basernent and Cover Remobilisation

Following early deformation of the basement and metasedimentary cover sequence, the Northern

and Central Magnetic Provinces were brought into contact by faulting along the well-defined magnetic

lineament BC"l (Fig. 3.3), which truncates all earlier structures on either side of it. This fault was then

intruded by a mafic igneous body, interpreted to give rise to the curvilinear magnetic high on eastern

PLF,NTY Dow:Ns, western PLENTY P.IVEP., and then subsequently incorporated in late open folding.

At least two open fold phases are thought to have affected the Northern Magnetic Province. Inter-

ference between them formed the Plenty Downs Dome (Fig. 3.3), which dominates the central part of
the province on northeastern PLENTY DOWNS. This structure, which has a diameter of approximately

40 km, probably developed at the mutual culmination of two orthogonal regional antiforms" Evidence

for this open folding is also apparent from the curvilinear shape of the magnetic contact BCT1, and
magnetic trends in the adjacent Central Magnetic Province (Section 5.2.2).

Another, smaller oval magnetic feature, mapped as unit BQFz in the southern part of the Plenty
Downs Dome, may be a simila,r, smaller scale domal structure. Alternatively, it may be a deformed

intrusive of more intermediate composition, similar to the Inkamulla and Huckitta Granodiorites within
the Entia Dome. These structures, and to some degree, the Plenty Downs and Entia Domes themselves,

resemble mantled gneiss domes. An explanation of these granite gneiss structures (Eskola, 1949), suggests

synkinematic granite was intruded into rocks undergoing metamorphism, subsequently denuded and

unconformably overlain by sediments (metasedimentary cover sequence) and the whole reactivated during
later orogenic events causing the older gneissic rocks to become mobile, and intrude and dome-up the
younger cover rocks.

4.2.4 Late Proterozoic and Phanerozoic Deformation

Late deformation in the Northern Magnetic Province involved dislocation and truncation of earlier
structures and Georgina Basin sediments, along NW to WNW and later N to NE trending faults.

Shaw and others (1984) consider many of these faults to have formed early in the Inliers history, being

subsequently intermittently reactivated. However, little evidence for their earlier age is found in the

aeromagnetic maps, which indicate they formed after the middle Proterozoic Strangways Event and

subsequent open folding, and prior to, or during the Carboniferous Alice Springs Orogeny. This is not
entirely unexpected, as aeromagnetics will date a structure according to its final obvious movement.
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There is an excellent correlation betrveeu maÌlped and interpreted faults. The dominant featttte

is the Delny-l\{oult Sainthill Fault Zone, rvhich trends WN\{/, outcroppitlg intermittently for sorne 150

lirrr from south\\,est JDR\¡oß RA¡úcE to beyoncl the lvestern borcler of n¡vnlprn (Section 1.2.5). It is

rvell-clefined on rnagnetic maps as a conlplex inferconnected netrvorli of sr.rbparalleì. faults, encor-npassiug

slivers of contrasting magnetic character in a zone up to 5 ìcn u'ide. On .D^TEIPER ald JIIVKA, it forrns

the bound¿iry u'ith the \{/estern ancl Central l{agnetic Proviuces respectively. Further east, the zone

of deforrnabion uarrorvs (approxirnately 1 hm) ancl rnay be traced actoss southern JERV)IS RAIVGE as a

lirrear zone, aloug rvhich magnetic trends are offset or truncated. It swings to the southeast ou TARLT2N

and PLE¡¡ry ]F.I.,.DF', rvhere it appears to form a narrow fault plane.

Quantitative interpretation indicates the fault zone dips moderately south (45 - 60") on DIVEIPER

and JTNKA, to near vertical on TARLTOJV aDd P¿Elv?Y F"rvE]E. (75".914/-90o). The ilterpreted widespread

occlrrrence of units BQFruz and BGMl within the fault zone irclicates nrovenrent has been essentially

uprvard. Geologicaì eviclence concuÌs rvith this, slivers of Division 1 l(ananclra Granulite being common

in the fault zone, and fault rock lineations indicating movement rvas vertical with little tLanscurtent corn-

ponent (Freernan, in prep). Occurrence of high temperature koruernpine ìrear:ing rocks a,t one locaÌity,

enclosed within lorver grade rnetarnorphic roclis (Warren & AtlcColl, 1983), is also indicative of upivard

clisplacement. I-Iolvever, some slivers of Adelaidean sedirnentary roclis have been translated dolvnrvards.

Tlie last pliase of movement along the Delny-1\,Iount Saintliill Fault post-dates the Late Carnbriau Ar-
rinthrunga Formation of the Georgina Basin and is couelatecl rvith tlie Älice Springs Orogeuy (Steu'alt,

1971; Freernan, iu prep).

Northrvest striking splays of the Deìny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone forrn the southern boundary of
the Elua Syncline on central Jllvr(l, The relationship between the syncline, the Delny-1\{ount Sainthill
FaultZoneanclJinliaGlanite,isillustratedinthemodelleclstructuralcross-sectionsofFigule4.9. Profile

locations are shorvn on Plate 13. The Elua Syncline is asymrnetric r'vith a gently clipping northern liml¡
(7"S) and near vertical sor,rthern limb (Freeman, in prep). Interpretecl tliicliness of the sedimentary

secluerìce, as inclicatecl frorl esbima,tes of depth to rnagnetic basemeut, increases tou'ard the south, being

up to 680m near the synclines center. Depths acljacent to its southern margin are much deeper, u'eali

magnetic auomalies arising from the Jinlia Grauite belorv, being cornpletel¡r attenuatecl. Frilther N\\/, the

s)¡ncline appeâ,r's to continue l¡elorv the Georgina Ilasin as a graben-lilte strnctnre. Dcpth to rnagnetic

ba,sement increases fiorn approximately 500m on the flanks of tliis feature, to over 900in withil it.
Diamoncl chillhole Exoil lluchitta No.1, intersectecl Arunta basement at 1180rn rvithin this gr:a,ben, in
reasonable a,greeilent'lvith nearìr¡t interpretecl deptlis.

During Aclelaidean time, sediments lvere deposited in sirnilar \{/N\V trencling haif-glabens, locatecl

on rrortlrerl and eastern DNEIPER (Freemal, in prep). Depth to ma,gnetic Ì¡a,semelt contonLs clearly out-

line these fea,tnres, r,vhich have fault-bouuded northeastern rnargirìs ancl conta,in r-rp to 650m of sedirnelt

uncoirformably overlyiug the Arunta Inlier'.

Otlier f¿rlrll,illg occurs a,long rvell-clefiled planes rvhich commonly extend into tlie Georgina Basiu,

or seperaLe it frour tlie ,¿\r'unta lnlier. Sevelal noltherly trending falrlts on J.LNr(.,1 and J-DRVors RÂlvcE

are truirca,tecl by, ancl t]rerefole pre-clate, the Delny-N,Iorurt SainLhill FaLrlt Zone. The most oì¡r,ious of
tlrese is tÌre Jervois Fault, rvhich may have forrned during N P DB (Sectiou 4.2.2). It is collinear vvil,h tire

-¿\runta Inlier, Georgina, Ilasin unconformity for sorne clistance, irnplying it may have been active cluring

or subsecluent to cleposition of the latter seclirnents. Further south, it is eviclent as a linea,r zone of lorv
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magrletic intensity, probably related to retrograde metamorphisrn or preferential deep weathering within
the fault zone.

The Cha,rlotte Fault (Section 1.4.1) has a similar orientation. In the north, it seperates the Bonya

Schist from the Jink¿r Glanite. Further south, it is offset by a'westerly trending stlilie-slip fault, rvhich

correlates u,ith one of the Oorabra Reefs ernplaced along fractures in the Jinka Granite. Geological

mapping (Freeman, iir prep) indicates it crosses the À4ascotte Gneiss Complex to the south. I'Iere, it lias

no geoplìysical signature clue to the lacl< of a detectable ma,gnetization contlast. \Vithin the Georgina

Basin, depth to Inagrletic baserlent increases by several hundred tletres from west to east across tlìis
structur e.

The eastern half of the Northern Magnetic Province is fractured into elongate crustal blocks by
rlumerous majol NW trending faults. The most important of these are the Lal<e Caroline, Lucy Creek

and Tarlton Fault s¡,s16¡s, and the interpreted southeasteru exte¡tion of the Delly-A{ou¡t Sai'thill
Fault Zone. i\4ost have nunlerous, sub-parallel splays, and with the exception of the Tarlton Fa,ult, have

steep southerly to vertical dips. On JERVOIS RAlvcE, the Lucy Creek Fault splays and extends into the
Georgina Basin, forrning a wedge-sha,ped graben (Fig. a.7). Depth to magnetic ìrasernent incr.eases florn
near surface to 200-400m bets,een the fault splays, J7ç and I¿. Their proba,ble structule in relation to
the neighbouring,r\ttutra À,Ietagaìtbro and Bonya Schist is shown iu Figure 4.8.

On À4oU,^/? B,.tRRI-¡lG'Io.lv, these faults trend tvvNW-trStr, and can be traced below up to 1200m
of overl¡ring Georgina and Elornanga Basin sediments. The faults do uot appea,r to of{set or coirtlol
seclimentation here, possibly because much of this sequence is part of the younger Eromanga Basiir.

The large regional anomaly which lies along the border of tttl,nquA, TARLTIN and À4ouNT BARRING-
TOJV, arises from a deep intra-basement source) approxirrrately 13km below the surface of the Georgina
Basin. Complex aeromagtletic patterns, associated with near sutface roclis of the Arrurta l¡lier, are
superirnposed on this regional anomaly. \{¡hilst near suLface roclis at this location are truncated b¡, ths
Tarltott Fault, this deeper intlabasemerìt source is not. Regional aeromagnetic trencls arising from the
Iatter a,re instea,cl truucated by ihe Lucy Q¡q.L Fault, some 12-lSkm southwest of the Arunta Inlier,
Georgina llasirr boundary. This indicates the Tarlton Fault is a shallorvly dippilg (< +S.StV; leverse
fault, the Alunta lulier lying betrveeu the Lucy Creek and Ta,rlton Faults being a relatively thin ivedge
thrust to the northeast over the Georgina Basin. This agrees with the east side down rnovement ancl

overthrusting frorn the south, thouglit to have occurred along the Tarlton Fault during the Älice Spriugs
Orogeny (Section I.4.I). The crustal block lying betn'een the Lucy Creeli and Tarlton Faults, clillers
frorn the remainder of tÌre Northeln À{agnetic Province in several other rvays.

1)Lack of an extensive basement complex.
2)Different structural style due to exteusive gta,nite iutrusion, and dis-
ruption by NW and Ntr trencling faults.

X'Iajor WNW to N\\¡ treucling faults are oflset by NE oriented strike-slip faults (ancl occassionally
rrica-versa). The¡, 111¿y lepresent trvo seperate generations of faulting or possibly formecl at tlie sarne ti¡re
as a coljungate set. Nor"theast trencling falrlts often extend into the Georgina Ba,sin, rvhere they influence
the thicliuess of the seclimentary seqttence. Contours of clepth to magnetic basement, particularly o¡
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MAR7UA, may Ììot coìncide with the base of the Georgina Basiu, due to the presence of weaÌrly maglletic

metasedirnents (Mount Srnith l\4etamorphics, section 1.2.2) witliin the underlying Arunta Inlier. This

unit is near surface on southeast MAFIQUA where it is associated with weak rnagnetic anornalies.
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Central Magnetic Province

The CentraÌ lVla,gnetic Province lies imrnediately south and west of the Northern I\4agnetic Province,

and covers approximateÌy one third of the study area. In contrast with neighbouring provinces, it is

predominantly magnetically homogeneous (Fig. 3.3). Northwesterly trending, curvilinear anomalies of
up to 200nT arnplitude are common and are superimposed on a southwesterly increasing regional gradient

of approximatelyTSnTfhm. Exposure is good in the west, but increasingly sparse to the east, where the

province is overlain by sediments of the Eromanga Basin. AÌl outcrops are Division 2 rnetasediments

and rnetavolcanics of the Central Tectonic Province of Shaw et al (1984).

Äeromagnetic coverage of the Central l\{agnetic Proviuce varies in its detail and sensitivity (Ap-
pendix A) . The eastern two-thirds is covered by relativeÌy detailecl, Ìorv level, digital data, the remainder

by several olcler analogue surveys (Fig. 3.3). The latter rvere low lerrel, and relatively detailed on

LAUGHLEN-RIDDOCH and northeastetn QUARTZ, but regional and flown at high altiiude for the rest of

QUARTZ. As the originaÌ anaÌogue records for these older surveys vr'ere unavailable, interpretation of the

lvestern part of the province was qualitative in nature.
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5.1 LITHOMAGNETIC SUBDIVISION OF THE CENTRAL MAGNETIC
PROVINCE

The Central Magnetic Province is mainly composed of metasediments having uniform magnetic
pÌoperties, and this is reflected in its relatively homogeneous magnetic response. Lithomagnetic subdi-
'visions recognised from differences in magnetic intensity and signature are summarised on the legends of
interpretation maps enclosed at the back of this thesis. A distinguishing characteristic of this province is

the lack of a clearly recognisable basement. Apart from minor intrusive and fault-related features, most
magnetic anomalies are curvilinear, and characteristic of the metasedimentary cover sequence with which
they correlate. The lack of deep-seated magnetic anomalies implies this sequence is extremely thick and

magnetically uniform, or that the underlying basement is weakly magnetic (quartzofeldspathic?).

5.1.1 Metasedimentary Cover Sequence (CMS)

There are two major magnetic subgroups of the metasedimentary cover sequence. One is predom-
inantly magnetite poor, the other more magnetite rich. They also appear to have different structural
styles (Section 5.2).

Most of the Central Magnetic Province belongs to the magnetite poor subgroup and is typified by
extensive, curvilinear magnetic anomalies of less than 200nT amplitude, distributed within an otherwise,
featureless magnetic background. In the Harts Range area, this magnetic signature correlates with
magnetite poor lithologies comprising the Brady and Irindina supracrustal assemblages (Section 2.4.2).
The former unit has a uniform, featureless magnetic response, consistent with its weakly magnetic
lithologies (Section 2.3.2). The latter unit has a variable response dependent on lithology:

1) Areas largely devoid of magnetic anomalies correspond with calcare-
ous rocktyper (".g. the Naringa Calcareous Member of Stewart et. al.,
1980) and the Harts Range meta-igneous complex.
2) Pelitic metasediments (biotite gneiss and biotite schist) correspond
with areas having a similar subdued magnetic background, but con-
taining an abundance of discrete, curvilinear anomalies.

3) Discrete magnetic lows, on western LA\JGHLEN-RIDDOCH, correlate
with large beds of quartzite.

This response is consistent with the weak magnetic properties of calcareous and meta-igneous rocktypes
of the Irindina supracrustal assemblage (Section 2.3.2). The subdued magnetic background associated
with pelitic metasediments is consistent with their predominantly weak magnetic properties. Disoete,
curvilinear anomalies correlating with these rocktypes follow structural trends indicating they are due to
stratigraphically bound magnetite-bearing horizons. These horizons probably account for the significant
number of magnetic samples of pelitic metasediment of the Irindina supracrustal assemblage (Section
2.3.2).

The abundance of magnetic horizons and their distribution within the metasedimentary cover se-
quence, therefore reflect differences in lithology related to different depositional environments, and may
be used as a basis for subdividing the metasedimentary cover sequence. However, boundaries between
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pelitic metasediments and weakly magnetic calcareous and meta-igneous rocktypes are commonly dim-

cult to delineate, due to frequent interlayering of these lithologies on a small scale. Consequently' areas

largely devoid of magnetic anomalies (unit CMSI) are interpreted to outline predominantl]¡ calcareous

or meta-igneous rocktypes, whilst those with abundant, discrete cuÌvilinear anomalies (unit CMS2) are

considered to outline predominantÌ), pelitic metasediments. Boundaries between these magnetic units

are often gradational along strike, possibly reflecting facies changes.

Magnetic horizons resemble steep to moderately dipping, neat surface sheets, with median suscepti-

bility contrasts of approximately 6,000 x 10-6 S.L Where direct correlation is possible, interpreted dips

are in agreement with measured dips, indicating aeromagnetic anomalies arise from the induced compo-

nent of magnetization. This is in accordance with the observed random NRM intensity and direction of

rocktypes comprising the Brady and Irindina supracrustal assemblages (Section 2.3.2).

Contrasting strongly with the subdued magnetic response of most of the Central Magnetic Province,

is a complex magnetic atea on southern JINKA, northern BRAHMA (Fig. 3.3). Magnetic anomalies

comprising this zone have amplitudes frequently in excess of 1000nT, and although curvilinear, they are

more complexly deformed than magnetic horizons elsewhere in the Central Magnetic Province. Three

magnetic subdivisions are recognised in this magnetite rich magnetic subgroup:

1) Low intensity areas, largely devoid of magnetic anomalies (CMSs).
2) Zones having multiple linear anomalies of less than 200nT. Inter-
preted susceptibility contrasts are typically less than 12000 x 10-6 S.L

(c M s4).

3) Discrete, curvilinear magnetic highs with amplitudes commonly in
excess of 1000nT. Susceptibility contrasts from quantitative interpre-

tation are typically between 12,000 - 100,000 x 10-6 S.I. (CM.95).

These three units are interlayered, and enclosed by the predominantly magnetite poor metasediments

and metavolcanics (units CM.9t k C M Sz) of the remainder of the province.

Exposure in this area is poor, scattered outcrops being categorised as lrindina supracrustal assem-

blage or undifferentiated Harts Range Group. The magnetic signatures of CMSs and CMSa, resemble

those of C M SL and C M 52, respectively. These units may be facies equivalents or part of the same unit.
Their magnetic response is in heeping with that associated with the Irindina or Brady assemblages.

However, the magnetic response and interpreted susceptibility conttasts of CMSs are inconsistent with
the measured magnetic properties of outcropping rocktypes of the Central Magnetic Province. Only

the Bruna Gneiss, of the Harts Range Group, possesses a magnetic susceptibility of this order (Section

2.3.5). However, Ding and James (1985) consider the Bruna Gneìss to be a plutonic body, occupying a

restricted location along the thrust boundary seperating the Central and Western Magnetic Provinces

(Section 1.2.2). It is therefore unlikely to be the source of an extensive, highly deformed unit such as

CMSs.

Unit C M Ss is most likely a previously unrecognised, deformed magnetite-rich horizon located within
the otherwise, weakly magnetic metasedimentary and metavolcanic sequence. It may have been deposited

in an iron-rich environment, having intermediate oxidation levels which favoured the formation of mag-
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netite during subsequent prograde metamorphism. A similar result might occur from the formation

of magnetite through dehydration of iron rich horizons during regional metamorphism, although con-

tacts with surrounding metasediments would probably be more gradational than observed. Of note,

are highty magnetic quartz-feldspar-biotite-magnetite schists, intersected during drilling of an isolated

magnetic high on western BRAHMA (Section 5.1.2). Älthough only a minor occurrence, this or similar

rocktypes may be the source of CMSs.

An alternative interpretation of the well-defined, complex magnetic zone which dominates the center

of the province (i.e. units CMSg,+rr) is that it is a basement complex to the enclosing metasedimentary

sequence. Several of its characteristics reinforce this interpretation:

1) Its magnetic signature is similar to that associated with immature
Division 1 metasediments of the Western Magnetic Province basement.

2) Its magnetic horizons outline superimposed fold patterns not obvious

elsewhere in the Central Magnetic Province, possibly indicative of a
seperate early deformation history (Section 5.2).

5.1.2 fntrusives

Intrusives are numerous, but small and mostly of ultramafic composition. There are no obvious large

granite plutons, as evidenced by the regular distribution and undisrupted nature ofextensive curvilinear
anomalies arising from metasediments.

Ultramafic bodies are reported at several locations. Two suites are recognised on geological and

geochemical grounds (Harvey, 1982; 1983 a,b,c,d); first, green-black pyroxenite, considered to be em-
placed at a late-stage penecontemporaneous with metamorphism; and second, highly altered dunitic
ultramafics which occur in a variety of concordant and discordant structural settings, similar to alpine-

type ultramafic of Phanerozoic age. They are commonly deeply weathered, serpentinized, and associated

with equidimensional or elongate magnetic anomalies of varying amplitude and extent.

Numerous similar anomalies occur throughout the Central Magnetic Province. Many have been

investigated during exploration for diamondiferous kimberlites. Drilling at Crossing Bore on western

BRAHMA, intersected a phlogopite bearing dunitic ultramafic in four holes, at depths varying from
12-30m (B.H.P. Rpt., 1982). A similar, neighbouring, elongate magnetic anomaÌy is associated with
quartz-feldspar-biotite-magnetite schist. This illustrates the difficulty in distinguishing anomalies as-

sociated with intercalations of magnetic metasedimentary rock, from ultramafic intrusives. However,

anomalies often have abnormal shapes indicative of strong remanence, commonly associated with mafic
or ultramafic bodies (Section 2.3.4). The most notable of these, is a complex circular magnetic feature
of approximately 4 km diameter, located near Carmencita Bore on central DNETPER. Its heterogeneous

magnetic response includes zones of anomalous low intensity, indicative of a variable composition. This
feature is possibly an igneous ring complex, formed from multiple intrusion or fractional crystallization,
and may be similar to the Mordor Complex (Section 7.2.4), which has kimberlitic affinities.
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5.1-.3 Fault-Related Features

Fault-related mylonite or retrograde rocks (Section 3.1.4) do not appear to be present within the

Central Magnetic Province. However, they are associated with its boundaries, reinforcing their interpre-

tation as faults.

Retrograde schist zones of the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone have already been described (Sec-

tion 4.1.4). Similar features occur along the Entire Point Fault on central DNEIPEF., which seperates the

Central and Western Magnetic Provinces.

Oî euARTz and. Ll'ttcnrr,N-P'IDDocH, curvilinear magnetic highs correlate with the Bruna Gneiss

and other mylonitic rocks, considered to occupy a restricted location along sections of the boundary

seperating basement of the Western Magnetic Province and metasedimentary cover of the Central Mag-

netic Province (Section 1.2.2). The Bruna Gneiss is ill-defined on much of qu.+nrz due to the five mile

aeromagnetic line spacing, but is still discernable as a weak magnetic high enclosing the Entia Dome.

Figure S.l presents modelled cross-sections of the Bruna Gneiss on southern DNEIPER (Plate 12). A good

agreement between modelled and field data is observed for both the total field and computed vertical

gradient. Results indicate the Bruna Gneiss resembles a wide magnetic sheet (480m to 520m) with sus-

ceptibility contrasts of 3800 to 13000x10-6 S.I., dipping 60o - 70oN.This is in excellent agreement with
its measured susceptibility (ks.5 = 5,500 x 10-6 S.I.) and dip (60"N), supporting the conclusion that
the apparent random NRM of the Bruna Gneiss does not contribute to observed magnetic anomalies

(Section 2.3.5).

A curvilinear magnetic high located along part of the Central and Northern Magnetic Province

boundary on western PLENTY RIVER, eastern PLENTY DowNs is considered to be a similar plutonic
body to the Bruna Gneiss, emplaced along this contact.

5.2 STRUCTURAL HISTORY OF THE CENTRAL MAGNETIC PROVINCE

As in the Northern Magnetic Province, most magnetic anomalies are due to stratabound magnetite
and may be regarded as magnetic stratigraphic marker horizons, which outline structures controlling their
distribution. Table 5.1, summarises the sequence of deformation events recognised from aeromagnetic

interpretation of the Central Magnetic Province.

5.2.1 Deformation of the Metasedimentary Cover Sequence

Magnetic marker horizons delineate supetimposed fold patterns within metasediments and metavol-
canics, and indicate they were subjected to at least two phases of early deformation, prior to later
remobilisation (Section 5.2.2). Folding is best developed in the central complex magnetic zone of south-
ern JINI{Á, northern BRAHMA, where there are abundant intense, curvilinear anomalies.

The oldest deformation,CPDl, resulted in tight isoclinal folding (CPFL) of units CM53, CM54
and C M Ss. These structures ate difficult to recognise due to their tight aspect and subsequent refolding,
but typically, multiple magnetic horizons of CPfi limbs merge toward fold closures, where magnetic



Table 5.1: Orogenic stages and associated structures recognised in the Central Magnetic Province

DEFORMATTON (D) FOLD (F) FAUrr (T)

Major NW to WNW and
N to NE faulting

INTRUSION

Ultramafic
bodies

LATE PROTEROZOIC AND
PHANEROZOIC FA|d¿.TING

BASEMENT. COWR
REMOBTLISATION

METASEDIMENTARY

COWR
DEFORMATION

BCDä
BCD2
BCDt

C P D¿*?
CPD2
CPDI

Open folding of
BCTI and BCT2

BCFI

C PFsT
CPF2
CPFl

BATr
BCTz

pre-BCT1

+ BC D denotes basement-cover remobilisation event
++ C P D denotes Central Magnetic Province deformation
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trends abruptly terminate. The parallel limbs of CPh folds are refolded by predominantly NW to
WNW trending CPF2 folds. Unit CM56 displays rounded CPF2 closures, whilst those of CMSa arc

tight, and more diffi.cult to recognise. This indicates CM34 is less competent and possibly more pelitic

than CMSs, supporting their interpretation as different lithologies.

Tlre axial planes of CPh and CPF2 are generally parallel. Superposition of these structures re-

sults in type III interference patterns of Ramsay (1967). They are best developed within units CMS5 on

central BRAHMA (Plate 20) and CM54 on southeastern JINI(A (Plate 13). However, the southernmost

occurrences of these units, on central southern BRAHMA, form crescent shaped magnetic patterns remi-

nicent of Ramsay type II interference patterns. These may form where CP4 axial surfaces and limbs

are arched upwards by later CPF2 folds (Ramsay, 1967). Both type II and III interference patterns

develop where recumbent folds are refolded by new structures with steeply inclined axial surfaces. The

different patterns observed may have resulted from a local change in the axial orientation of either fold
generation.

Interpreted and measuted dips are dominantly moderate to steeply northeast. The only fold outlined
during field mapping of tliis region, an anticline located on eastern BF.AHMA, is also overturned to the

northeast. It correlates with a magnetic anomaly whose source plunges shallowly northwest (Plate 20),

consistent with the anticlines measured plunge. Seven kilometers to the southwest, a similar magnetic
feature also plunges northwest, suggesting together with the nature of superimposed fold patterns, that
folding may be moderate to steeply inclined to the northeast, whilst plunging shallowly to the northwest.

CPDL and CPD2 were probably synchronous with regional metamorphism (Strangways Event).
Tlie limbs of folds formed during these events are occasionally refolded by small, northerly trending
flexure folds (CPf'3). It is unclear whether these structures formed immediately after C P D1 and C P D2

or during later remobilisation, which resulted in regional scale open folding discussed in the next section.

Structures associated with early deformation events are not as apparent elsewhere in the Central
Maguetic Province. This is largely due to the widespread occurrence of unit C M & which lacks magnetic
nrarlter horizons. However extensive curvilinear anomalies, characteristic of unit CM52, delineate a

different structural style to that desoibed above. This might be due to its composition, thought to
be predominantly pelitic (Section 5.1.1), which possibly results in extremely tight isoclinal folding,
difficult to recognise from aeromagnetic trends. This may be consistent with the common bifurcation
of magnetic anomalies along strike within this unit. Early structures may also have been flattened and
stretclred by later open folding. This is apparent on PLENTy DowNS and P¿EN?y r"IuER (Plates 18 &
19), where curvilinear anomalies of CM52, wrap about the Plenty Downs Dome. Similarflaitening of
early structures is observed in the vicinity of the Entia Dome (Lawrence, unpublished). Alternatively,
tlre different structural style of CMSL and CMSz may indicate units CMSs, CM54 and CMSs have a
seperate early deformation history, supporting the altetnative view that they represent an older basement
terrain (Section 5.1.1).

In the Hatts Range area, on northern LAUGHLEN-RIDDOCH and western QUARTZ, the metasedi-
mentary cover sequence of the Central Magnetic Province, has been studied by Ding and James (19S5).

They recognise two isoclinal fold events, developed under amphibolite facies metamorphism. Folding
here, is best developed in calcareous rocks of the Naringa Well area, which are weakly magnetic, con-

taining virtually no magnetic marker horizons (urrit CMSl). Consequently aeromagnetic interpretatiou
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revealed little concerning these structures. Folding is better defined on aeromagnetic maps, to the north

(northeast LAITGHLEN-RIDDICH; Plate 22), where rocktypes are more pelitic (unit CMSz). Magnetic

trends outline a large, EW oriented, crescent shaped interference fold pattern (Typ" II; Ramsay, 1967),

formed from the superposition of an early isoclinal structure and a later EW trending, tight to isoclinal,

regional scale fold. These are tentatively correlated with CPh and CPF2 folds further east.

5.2.2 Retnot¡ilisation

Following early deformation of the metasedimentary cover sequence, the Central Magnetic Province

was brought into contact with the Northern and Western Magnetic Provinces, by displacement along

the faults BCT1 and BCT2 (Fig. 3.3). Evidence for this lies in the different lithomagnetic composition

and style of early structures in all three provinces, and the truncation of these structures by BCT¡ and

BCTz. All three provinces were subsequently incorporated in ductile open folding.

At least three phases of late open folding deformed the Central Magnetic Province. Folds are

typically kilometers in amplitude and influence the orientation of earlier CPFr and CPF2 structures.

On northeastetn B;e.AHMA, C P F1 and C P F2 folds are refolded by a major BC h fold, which appears to

undergo a pitch reversal westwards, to plunge in the opposite direction on southwestern JLIVI(Á. These

two closures are seperated by ENE trending faults and may be seperate BC DL structures. One of these

faults is itself folded by this feature, indicating if formed during or prior to BCDy. Fanning outward

from the BCh fold on southeastern J-[NI{Á, are small syn-BCD1 strike-slip faults, aresult of extension

stresses within the fold hinge. There is no direct evidence suggesting these structures post-date formation
of BCTt and BCT2, however, the style of deformation is similar to open folds which deform these faults.

The regional distribution of units CMSB, CM54 and CMSs on BRAHMA, appears to outline a

similar BC n fold. However, this feature may be an illusion as earlier C P FL and C P F2 folds are not
refolded by it. The observed distribution of magnetic units is thought to result from numerots CPF2
folds and sinistral, strike-slip movement along the major NW trending fault at this location (Plate 20).

Folds of similar amplitude and wavelength to the southeast, on PLENTY DoIÁlNS and PLENTY r"IuER,

are also considered to have forrned during BC Dt. As with other magnetic trends in this area, their axial
planes describe arcs which are concenttic about the neighbouring Plenty Downs Dome. Magnetic trends
ate warped in a similar manner about the Entia Dome on QUARTZ. Both domes are considered to have

forrned at the mutual antiforms of orthogonalìy oriented, regional open folds. Similarly, the complex
magnetic area which dominates the center of the Central Magnetic Province, describes a basin-like
structure, possibly formed at two mutual synforms of the same regional folds.

5.2.3 Faulting

Several generations of faulting are evident from aeromagnetic interpretaüion. Short, strike-slip
faults associated with early isoclinal folds, may have formed during CPDr or CPD2. Pre or syn-BCD1
faulting, on southern JlNr{A, is described in the previous section. Strike-slip faults, offsetting the Bruna
Gneiss on nottheastern QIJARTZ, might be related to late open folding responsible for the development
of the Dntia Dome. The latter faults exhibit an excellent correlation with mapped faults and shears.
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One other structure may predate open folding which formed the Plenty Downs and Entia Domes.

Located on northeastern QUART4 this wide, NNW trending magnetic unit has a similar magnetic sig-

natute and orientation as the Bruna Gneiss, to the west. In the south, it is near surface, and truncates

WNW trending magnetic anomalies to the east. Further north, it plunges to a depth of 2100m on south-

etn DIVEIPER, where it is discordant with near-surface (50-200m), EW magnetic trends associated with

BCDL folding, which it therefore appears to post-date. Its magnetic signature and orientation suggests

it is a similar plutonic body to the Bruna Gneiss, emplaced along a major discotdant fault prior to the

formation of the Entia Dome.

A.ll structures described to date are offset by several major NW trending faults, and numetous,

smaller, NE trending strike-slip faults. These are considered to have formed at the same time as similar

late Proterozoic and Phanerozoic faults of the Northern Magnetic Province.

5.2.4 Basin Sediments

On southern DNEIPEP", the Arunta Inlier is overlain by a thick sequence of Tertiary sand and clay

deposits of the Huckitta Basin. Contours of depth to magnetic basement clearly outline the basin as

a nartow EW trending feature, containing up to 500m of non-magnetic sediments, overlying weakly

magnetic metasediments of the Central Magnetic Province (Plate 12). Further east, on PLENTY RIVER,

simiÌar metasediments are overlain by up to 280m of Eromanga Basin sediments (Plate 18). Two drill
holes penetrate basement below this sequence. BMR No.3, intersected pyritic greenschist and pyritic
quartz-biotite gneiss at 183mbelow surface (BMR, 1971). Afmeco ATBl intersected banded calcareous

gneiss and metaquartzite at 45m (Flench, 1981). In both cases, interpreted depth to basement in the

vicinity of these drillholes is in good agreement wiüh actual depth to basement.
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6

\Mestern Magnetic Province

This complex, magnetically heterogeneous province is situated in the western part of the study area

(Fig. 3.3). Its magnetic pattern contrasts strongly with that of other provinces, being characterised by

highly contorted curvilinear, or irregularly shaped magnetic anomalies of variable intensity. Exposure

is good actoss most of the province, consisting of outcropping Entia gneiss complex and units of the

Division 1, Strangways Metamorphic Complex.

The Central and Western Magnetic Provinces together form part of the Central Tectonic Province

of Shaw et al (1984). Detailed mapping by Ding and James (1985), and aeromagnetic interpretation
described in this chapter, support their recognition as seperate provinces on the basis of their:

1) Different lithological assemblages.

2) Seperate early deformation histories.

3) Well-defined faulted boundary.

Contour maps of total magnetic intensity were the only form of aeromagnetic data available for

LAUGHLEN - RIDDICH and qu-a,nrz (Appendix A). Consequently, interpretation of these sheets was

qualitative in nature.
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6.1 LITHOMAGNETIC SUBDIVISION OF THE WESTERN MAGNETIC
PROVINCE

Stewart et al (1984) subdivide rocks of the Western Magnetic Province into a number of seperate

Division L units, defined within fault bounded blocks. They make only tentative lithological correlations

between these blocks and thus Division L units. In contrast, Ding and James (1985) make no clear

distinction between these metamorphic units, classifying all, along with their Entia gneiss complex, as

basement (Section 1.2),

From the integration of aeromagnetic interpretation with rock property and geological data, these

conflicting interpretations are revised, geological units and regional correlations being classified accord-

ing to their magnetic signature and intensity. As shown on magnetic interpretation maps (Plates 12-22),

basement complexes predominate and are characteristic of the Western Magnetic Province. Zones of con-

trasting magnetic intensity, which give this province its heterogeneous character, correlate with weakly

magnetic quartzofeldspathic and highly magnetic granulite or mafic gneiss complexes. These are further

subdivided through differences in magnetic anomaly abundance, signature and intensity, as described in
the following section.

6.1.1 Basernent Complexes

Granulite and Mafic Gneiss Complexes (BGM)

Magnetically complex areas, with variations in intensity frequently in excess of 2000nT, correlate

with Division 1 units composed predominantly of highly magnetic maflc gneiss and/or mafic granulite,

and minor weakly magnetic quartzofeldspathic gneiss and amphibolite. Three subdivisions, recognised

through differences in magnetic signature and intensity, correlate with mapped units containing different
proportions of meta-igneous and metasedimentary rocktypes.

Unit BGMy is characterised by irregularly shaped anomalies of predominantly moderate to high

intensity, which correlate with scattered outcrops of Kanandra Granulite on central DNEIPER. Geolog-

ical mapping here, is semi-regional, not allowing accurate correlation of aeromagnetic anomalies with
individual locktypes comprising this unit (Table 1.1). However mafic granulite is considered to give

rise to high intensities, in keeping with its highly magnetic properties (Section 2.3.1). Low intensity

areas aÌe interpreted as underlain by subordinate, weakly magnetic quartzofeldspathic gneiss, amphibo-

lite and possibly felsic granulite. Susceptibility contrasts between high and low intensity zones, derived

from quantitative interpretation, are typically in the range 40,000 - 200,000 x10-6 S.I., in good agree-

ment with measured susceptibility differences between these two groups of lithologies (Section 2.3.1).

Small, irregular bodies of granite, which intrude the l(anandra Granulite, also correlate with areas of
low magnetic intensity.

Irregular anomaly shapes, which characterise this unit, reflect the igneous origin and highly deformed

nature of most rocktypes comprising the l{anandra Granulite. Mafic granulites are thought to have been

basalt flows (Stewart et. al., 1984). They typically form tabular bodies 3 to 10m thick and up to several

hundred meters long, and are multiply folded. The predominance of high magnetic intensities implies
this is the major rocktype comprising the l(anandra Granulite, indicating it is similar to the Enbra
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and Utnalana,ma Granulites, which are composed of up lo 70To mafrc granulite. They ate considered to

form the lower part of the Strangways Metamorphic Complex, which is dominantly meta-igneous' Mafic

granulite complexes (BGMù are not extensive elsewhere in the study area. Slivers occur within the

Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone, indicating movement in places was upward. The unexposed southwest

corner of nRAuutt has a complicated magnetic signature resembling that of the l(anandra Granulite,

and is considered to be underlain by a similar unit'

IJnit BGMz exhibits similar extreme variations in magnetic intensity as BGMt. flowever, although

highly contorted, anomalies are mote curvilinear in shape. This magnetic signature correlates with the

Cadney Metamorphics, on central LAUGHLEN-RIDD)CH, considered part of the predominantly metasedi-

mentary upper section of the Strangways Metamorphic Complex (Stewart et. al., 1984). Further west, it
correlates with the Ongeva Granulite, considered part of the middle section of the Strangways Metamor-

phic Complex, which contains a high proportion of both metasedimentary and meta-igneous rocktypes.

These two units cannot be confidently seperated using aeromagnetic data and consequently are grouped

together as unit BGM2.

Within unit BGM2, curvilinear magnetic anomalies of different intensity arise from interlayered

rocktypes having contrasting magnetic properties. Horizons of quartzofeldspathic gneiss and amphibo-

lite correlate with curvilinear magnetic lows, consistent with their weak magnetic properties (Section

2.3.1). Calc-silicate rocks correspond with low to.moderate intensities, consistent with their variable

magnetic properties. Highly magnetic mafic granulite and mafic gneiss are associated with high intensi-

ties. Felsic granulites have variable magnetic intensities, possibly depending on whether they are derived

from igneous rocks of acid or intermediate composition. Interlayered felsic and mafic granulite of the

Ongeva Granulite, are associated with contorted curvilinear anomalies, similat to those of metasedi-

ments. However, as with the I(anandra Granulite, areas of massive granulite correlate with zones of

irregularìy shaped anomalies. These are generally of limited extent.

Subdivision of unit BGM2 into layers of weakly and highly magnetic rocktypes was not attempted

due to the relatively wide aeromagnetic line spacing (0.25 mile) and the lack of profiled data. This may

not have been possible even with detailed digital magnetic data, due to the frequent fine interlayering

of magneticalÌy contrasting rocktypes and their complex deformation.

TIre rnagnetic signature of BGMy is similar to that of BGM2, but exhibits peculiar, anomalous,

curvilinear magneticlows. It correlates with the unnamed Division l unit pesl (Table 1.1). The similar

magnetic signatures of BGMz and BGMs, reflects their dominantly metasedimentary compositions and

supports the ascertion that unit pesl may be a facies equivalent of the Cadney Metamorphics (Shaw

& Wells, 1983). Magnetic property measurements were not carried out on lithologies comptising unit
pesl and geological mapping is too regional to allow detailed correlation with aeromagnetics. However,

results from other Division 1 units indicate magnetic highs are probably due to schistose biotite gneiss

and minor mafic granulite. Quartzofeldspathic gneiss and amphibolite are most likely weakly magnetic

and associated with aeromagnetic lows. Anomalous, curvilinear lows, which characterise this unit,

disrupt or truncate neighbouring magnetic trends. They are possibly due to retrograde fault zones,

where magnetite has been oxidized to hematite through preferential deep weathering. Alternatively,

their anomalous intensity might result from a well defined remanence acquired by magnetite formed

within shear zones. However, elsewhere in the \Mestern Magnetic Province, NRM does not appear to
unduly influence aeromagnetic anomalies, consistent with its measured random direction and intensity
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(Section 2.3.1).

Quartzofeldspathic Gneiss Complexes (BQF)

Extensive zones of low intensity containing contorted curvilinear, or irregularly shaped magnetic

anomalies of low to moderate amplitude (<200nT), correlate with dominantly granitic or quartzofelds-

pathic units. As with similar units of the Northern Magnetic Province (Section 4.1.1), two subdivisions

are recognised depending on magnetic anomaly abundance (Units BQF1 & BQFz). These conespond

with quartzofeldspathic units containing different proportions of subordinate magnetic rocktypes.

Low intensity areas, largely devoid of aeromagnetic anomalies (BQF1), correlate with the Entia

Gneiss complex of the Entia Dome, on QIJARTZ, and unnamed unit pest on central western LAUGHLEN-

RIDDICH. This is in accordance with the measured weak magnetism of the former unit (Section 2.3.1),

and the similar dominantly quartzofeldspathic composition of unit pest. Correlation of discrete magnetic

anomalies with the geology of the Entia Dome is difficult due to the regional nature of aeromagnetic

coverage over most of this structure. Within unit pest, discrete magnetic highs correlate with lenses of
mafic granulite.

Unit BQft is difficult to distinguish from the similar, neighbouring unit CMSy, of the Central
Magnetic Province. Both have afeatureless background response, but magnetichorizons within CMSt
are generally more numerous, curvilinear and less deformed. This reflects the predominantly metasedi-

mentary composition of C M St and meta-igneous composition of BQFt, and their seperate deformation
histories. In addition, they are seperated by linear magnetic highs associated with the Bruna Gneiss and

other mylonitic rocks, located along sections of the Western and Central Magnetic Province boundary.

A high sensitivity caesium vapour magnetometer survey may allow better discrimination of these units
through recognition of the characteristic magnetic signatures of weakly magnetic horizons contained

within them. Much of the existing digitally acquired data (Appendix A) could be reprocessed with this
aim in mind.

Magnetic anomalies are more abundant within :unit BQF2, which correlates with the Oonagalabi

gneiss complex and the equivalent Bungitina Metamorphics (Section 1.2.1). Ding and James (1985)

perceive no clear distinction between these units and the Entia gneiss complex, except for their distinctly
higher proportion of mafic gneiss and granulite. The similar magnetic signatures of BQ\ and BQF2,
and their subdivision due to the increased abundance of discrete magnetic anomalies within BQF2 is
consistent with this interpretation.

6.1.2 Intrusives

As in the Central Magnetic Province, intrusives are numerous, small and generally of ultramafic
composition, being associated with equidimensional or elongate magnetic anomalies. These anomalies

are difficult to distinguish from those due to small blebs of mafic granulite or mafic gneiss within basement

complexes, especially where these are poorly exposed.

The Inkamulla and Huckitta Granodiorites, which intrude the Entia gneiss complex o\ eUARTz,



Table 6.1: Orogenic stages and associated structures recognised in the'Western Magnetic province

DEFORMATTON (D) ForD (F) FAUrT (T)

LATE PROTEROZOIC AND
PHANEROZOIC FAI./¿TING

BASEMENT - COWR
REMOBILISATION

EARLY
BASEMENT

DEFON*TATION

BCDä
BCD2
BCDL

wPDi'
wPD2
WPDL

Pre-WPDt

Entia
Dome
BCFL

Major NW to WNW and
N to NE faulting

BCT2

BT

INTRUSION

UItramafic
bodies

WPFz
wPF2
WPFL

+ BC D denotes basement-cover remobilisation event
++ WPD denotes Western Magnetic Province deformation
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are the only intrusives of granitic composition within the Western Magnetic Province. Little can be

deduced concerning their magnetic signature due to the regional aeromagnetic coverage here, although

they cannot be distinguished from the Entia gneiss complex at the flying height of 2000ft. This is not

unexpected considering the relatively weak magnetic properties of these units (Section 2.3.4).

6.1.3 Fault-Related Features

Curvilinear magnetic highs associated with the Bruna Gneiss and other mylonitic rocks, located

along the boundary between the Western and Central Magnetic Provinces, are described and modelled

in section 5.1.3. Similar magnetic highs disrupt or truncate magnetic trends arising from basement units
on LATJGHLEN-RIDDOCI{. They are also considered to be due to magnetic mylonitic rocks associated with
faults.

Retrograde schist zones trend EW across outcropping basement on central LAUáHLEN-RIDD)1H,

and are associated with the bounding faults of the Kanandra Granulite, on eastern DNEIPER. The
magnetic signature of the former zone is dependent on which basement unit it transects. Where it
seperates the Cadney Metamorphics (BGM2) from unit pesl (BGM3), it is obvious as a zone of low
background intensity, containing numerous, subparallel anomalies. Low intensities are considered to
result from oxidation of magnetite through hydration along retrograde fault zones. Linear magnetic
highs within this zone are probably associated with slivers of non-retrogressed basement, or magnetic
mylonites. This zone of retrogression cannot be recognised further west on total intensity contour
maps, where it intersects dominantly quartzofeldspathic basement units. This is undoubtedly due to
the low magnetite content of these rocks which is a result of their low iron content and high oxidation
state. Linear magnetic lows on eastern DNEIPER are considered to be associated with hydration and
retrogression along fault planes of the Delny-Mount Sainthill Fault Zone and the Entire Point Fault.

6.2 STRUCTUR.AL HISTOR,Y OF THE \MESTERN MAGNETIC PRO\¡INCE

Table 6.1 summarises the sequence of deformation events recognised from the integration of aero-
magnetic interpretation discussed in the following sections, and detailed field mapping of several areas
within the western Magnetic Province, described by Ding and James (1985).

6.2.1 Early Base¡nent Deformation

The geology of the Oonagalabi area of central eastern LAIJGHLEN-RIDD)1H, has been mapped in de.
tail by Rankin (1983). One tight (BF+) and two isoclinal (BF2 Ez BF3) ductile fold generations, coa><ially
refold an intense early (BD1), layer parallel tectonothermal fabric. Comparison of the mapped geology
with aeromagnetic contours (Fig. 6.1), provides insight into the characteristic magnetic response of the
Oonagalabi gneiss complex and similar dominantly quartzofeldspathic units (Secüion 6.1.1). Irregularly
shaped anomalies arise from highly deformed lenses of moderate to highly magnetic mafic granulite and
biotite gneiss' Amphibolite and quartzofeldspathic gneiss are weakly magnetic as is the enclosing lrind-
ina supracrustal cover assemblage of the Central Magnetic Province. The small amplitude and complex
form of superimposed folding, together with the comparatively wide aeromagnetic traverse spacing (1/4
mile), precludes delineation of most fold structures. However, as observed in the Northern Magnetic
Province (Section 4.2.I), irregular anomaly shapes are indicative of early, complex deformation of the
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basement

The structural history of the Entia Dome, and Mount Ruby area of southeastetn LAUGHLEN-

RIDDICH, appears to be identical to that of the Oonagalabi Tongue (Ding & James, 1985). Consistent

with this, the magnetic signature of all three areas is similar (BQh k BQFy). Their predominantly

weakly magnetic lithologies and complex structural history, together with the relatively coarse aeromag-

netic coverage, do not allow the delineation of superimposed fold structures from aeromagnetic maps.

However, as in the Oonagalabi area, characteristic irregular anomaly shapes are indicative of complex

deformation.

Further west on LAUGHLEN-RIDD)CH, numerous, curvilinear magnetic marker horizons of unit
BGM2, outline structures within the Cadney Metamorphics and Ongeva Granulite, similar to those of
areas described above. The earliest deformation resulted in tight isoclinal folds with small, but well-

defined closures, and long continuous parallel limbs (l4Pf1). WPFL limbs are refolded by coaxial

WPF2 folds, with closures that are tight but well-defined in the dominantly metasedimentary Cadney

Metamorphics, but which become more rounded and ill-defined in the Ongeva Granulite. This is prob-

ably a result of the different proportion of metasedimentary to meta-igneous rocktypes in these units,

which influences their competence and resultant mechanical properties. Superposition of these struc-

tures results in type III interference patterns of Ramsay (1967), which are most evident on aeromagrietic

maps where interlayered felsic and mafic granulites are deformed by W P D1 and W P D2 (e.g. southwest

LAUGHLEN-RLDD?7H).

WPh andWPF2 possibly correlate with BF3 and BFa structures of Ding and James (1985), in
the Oonagalabi Tongue, which have similar styles and interference patterns. Earlier, small scale BF2
folds may also be present (pte-W P Dr), possibly causing many of the discontinuous, irregular magnetic
patterns observed within unit BGMz.

Extensive, linear magnetic trends arising from the subparallel limbs of WPh andWPF2folds,
are refolded about the regional structure WPFy, located on central LAUGHLEN-RIDD)1H. This EW
trending fold, is closed and well-defrned within the Cadney Metamorphics, but becomes more open

and ill-defined further west, within the Ongeva Granulite. As observed for WPF2 fold closures, this
reflects the dominantly metasedimentary composition and corresponding lower competence of the Cadney
Metamorphics compared to the Ongeva Granulite, which contains a higher proportion of meta-igneous

rocktypes.

Ductile folding was followed by the development of schist and mylonite zones, which truncate earlier
structures. These are marked by a linear zone of variable, but generally low magnetic intensity, trending
ENE through units BGM2, BGMB and BQF2 on northern, central LAUGHLEN-RnDDIzH. Ding and
James (1985) consider them to be semi-ductile basement overthrusts (BT), dipping moderately NNW.
This zone is possibly similar to the Redbank Deformed Zone, on ALICE SPRINGS and HERMAN]VSBURG,

which initially formed about 1620 Ma ago (Marjoribanks & Black, 1974).

6.2.2 Rerrrobilisation

Following seperate early deformation, basement of the \Mestern Magnetic Province and metasedi-
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mentary cover of the Central Magnetic Province were brought into contact by progressive underthrusting
of basement beneath the cover sequence. This deformation, termed the Harts Range Event by Ding and

James (1985), is thought to have involved a series of three sequentially developed thrusts, which were

subsequently incorporated in ductile folds. Many structures associated with these events are clearly
evident on aeromagnetic maps.

The first two thrusts (H RTr, H RT2) form the boundary between the \Mestern and Central Magnetic
Provinces (Fig. 1.7). On aeromagnetic maps they are evident as a curvilinear contact, seperating the
complex signature of the former province from the subdued response of the latter. Magnetic trends in the
basement are clearly discordant along much of this contact, and early structures (W P h,W P F2,W P FB

& BT) are truncated by it. Tlends within :unit BGMy on central LAUGHLEN-RuDD)1H are sheared into
parallelism wilh HRT1, which is marked along much of its length, by linear magnetic highs associated

with magnetic mylonites developed within the thrust plane. However, apart from these, there is little
evidence on the aeromagnetic map to suggest H RTl and H RT2 are seperate structures. This magnetic
contact exhibits a marked similarity to BCT1, which forms part of the boundary between the Central and
Northern Magnetic Provinces (Fig. 3.3), and may join with this structure beneath the Central Magnetic
Province. Consequently the boundary seperating the Western and Central Magnetic Provinces is relèrred
to as BCT2.

In the Oonagalabi area, BCT2 is clearÌy folded along with basement of the Western Magnetic
Province and metasedimentary cover of the Central Magnetic Province (Fig. 6.1 & Plate 22). These
folds (BCF1) are isoclinal with rounded closures, and recumbent $'ith shallow, northerly inclinations
evident from the gradually diminishing magnetic gradient immediately north of the Oonagalabi Tongue.
They are HRF2 folds of Ding and James (1985). Earlier (HRFr) and later (HRf3) structures of the
Harts Range Event, are evident from the contorted BCT2 bottndary, south of the Oonagalabi Tongue.
These folds cannot be clearly outlined from aeromagnetics interpretation, due to their complexity and
the relatively wide traverse spacing. Detailed correlation between aeromagnetics and geology in this area
is poor, a problem which remains unresolved and requires further field examination.

At least two phases of late open folding resulted in regional folding of BCTz and the formation of the
Entia Dome . BCTI closes on northwestet:n LAUGHLEN-RIDD)CH, southern ALC))TA and can be tracecl
eastward to southwestern DNETPER, where it seperates the Western and Central Magnetic Provinces,
untiltruncatedbytheEntirePointFault. OnD]vEIPER,BCT2dipsmoderately(45-50")southbelow
the Central Magnetic Province, re-emerging further south where it has a moderate to steep northerly
dip. The boundary between the Central and Western Magnetic Provinces is therefore interpreted to be
a keel or basin-like structure in the western part of the study area.

6.2.3 Late-Stage Faulting

AÌl earlier structules described in the preceding sections are offset by WNW trending faults, and
numelous, smaller NNE trending strike-slip faults. They are considered to have forrnecl at the same time
as similar late Proterozoic and Phanerozoic faults which occur throughout the eastern Arunta Inlier
(Sections 4.2.4 k. 5.2.3).
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Southern Magnetic Province

The Southern Magnetic Province occupies the southern half of MouNT B, .RRrNc?o¡vin the south-
east corner of the study area (Fig. 3.3). It is the smallest, most magnetically homogeneous province
within the eastern Arunta Inlier, being devoid of anomalies except for discrete equidimensional and
WNW trending curvilinear features. Eromanga Basin sediments are up to 300m thick in this area,
preventing correlation of aeromagnetics and geology, and making interpretation difficult.
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7.1 LITHOMAGNETIC SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTHERN MAGNETIC
PROVINCE

Consistent with its uniform magnetic character, the Southern Magnetic Province is considered to

be lithologically homogeneous, as shown on Plate 17. Its lithomagnetic subdivision is summarised, along

with that of other provinces, on interpretation map legends.

Extensive, curvilinear anomalies outline tight, to isoclinal folds and unusual ring structures. These

magnetic horizons approximate thin dipping sheets with susceptibility contrasts of up to 90,000 x 10-6

S.L, and are interpreted to be folded dolerite dykes as;

1) Their discrete nature is not typical of metasediments, which nor-

mally give rise to multiple magnetic anomalies of variable width and

strike length.

2) Several (southern, central M>UNT BARRrNcTorv), display abnormal

magnetic anomaly shapes, indicative of strong remanence typically as-

sociated with mafic or ultramafic intrusives of the eastern Arunta Inlier

(Section 2.3.4).

3) Interpreted susceptibility contrasts are consistent with the measured

susceptibility of dolerite dykes (Section 2.3.4).

Ellipsoidal structu¡es may be ring dykes, emplaced along cone-shaped, tension fractures associated

with intrusion of brittle country rocks at shallow depths (Anderson, 1942). Alternatively, these features

might be dome or basin structures, formed from the superposition of orthogonally oriented, upright

folds. Their WNW elongation is parallel to the axial direction of folding (Section 7.2), and may have

resulted from flattening during deformation.

Magnetic property measurements together with geological correlations throughout the study area,

suggest the low featureless magnetic level of most of the province is due to rocks of granitic composition.

This country rock has been deformed along with magnetic horizons which either intrude it, or are

contained within it, and is therefore tentatively correlated with weakly magnetic quartzofeldspathic

basement complexes of the Northern and Western Magnetic Provinces (Sections 4.Ll k 6.1.1).

The Southern Magnetic Province is considered part of the Southern Tectonic Province of Shaw et

al (1984), due to the similar magnetic signature of quartzofeldspathic gneiss and syn to pre-tectonic

granites of the latter, and their extensive intrusion by dolerite dykes, Quartzofeldspathic gneisses are

of granite to granodiorite composition and contain abundant amphibolite, silliminite gneiss and calc-

silicate rock. They are considered to be metamorphosed felsic volcanic flows or sills (Offe & Shaw,

1983), and are provisionally placed in Division 2, but could equally be the upper part of Division

1 (Stewart et. al., 1984), supporting the tentative correlation of non-magnetic country rock of the

Southern Magnetic Province with basement complexes of the Northern and Western Magnetic Provinces.

The Stuart Dyke Swarm, which is widespread on ALICE SPRINGS, has been dated at 897 + 9 Ma by

Black et al (1980). These dykes strike north and are undeformed apart from widespread retrogressive

metamorphism, associated with the 300 - 400 Ma Alice Springs Orogeny. Unnamed dykes located

further west on MOUNT LEIBIG and western IIERMANNSBURG, bear a stronger resemblance to deformed



Table 7'1: orogenic stages and associated structures recognised in the southern Magnetic province

DEFORMATTON (D) ForD (F) FAULT (T)
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PHANEROZOIC FAULTING
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REMOBILTSATION

EARLY
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SPDI'
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SPFL
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N to NE faulting
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sPTr
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Ultramafic
bodies

Dolerite dyke
intrusion?

+ BCD denotes basement-cover remobilisation event*+ -9PD denotes Southern Magnetic proyince deformation
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magnetic features of the Southern Magnetic Province. They are westerly trending, closely spaced,

commonly bifurcate and are folded in places. Black et al (1980) suggest they may be of equivalent age

to the Stuart Dyke Swarm.

Equidimensional magnetic features of the Southern Magnetic Province are probably a^ssociated with

mafic or ultramafic bodies. Bosses of gabbro and norite, together with dolerite plugs of the Stuart Dyke

Swarm, ate common in the Southetn Tectonic Province.

7.2 STRUCTURAL HISTOIìY OF THE SOUTHERN MAGNETIC PROVINCE

Table T.L shows the sequence of deformation events evident from aeromagnetic interpretation of

the Southern Magnetic Province. Curvilinear magnetic anomalies and ring structures, considered to

be dolerite dykes and ring dykes, are the only magnetic matker horizons which aid the delineation of

structural features. Early deformationof country rock (Pre-SPD1), mayhave occurred prior to dolerite

dyke intrusion, but is not obvious from aeromagnetics data due to its non-magnetic nature.

Intrusion by dolerite dykes is postulated to have occurred prior to juxtaposition of the Northern and

Southern Magnetic Provinces, as indicated by the absence of similar magnetic features in the Northern

Magnetic Province. The two provinces were brought into contact by displacement along the magnetic

boundary BCh (Fig. 3.3), which although less well-defined, bears a definite resemblance to BCTT and

BCT2 (Sections 4.2.3 k,6.2.2). All three boundaries are considered to have formed during the same

period of deformation.

Magnetic marker horizons, considered to be dolerite dykes, clearly outline tight to isoclinal folds

(SP¡'l). It is unclear whether deformation of these bodies occurred prior to, or following juxtaposition

with the adjacent Northern Magnetic Province, although apparent folding of BCTy may have been

synchronous with SPDI . If magnetic horizons are dolerite dykes of similar age to the Stuart Dyke Swarm

(897 + 9 Ma), then folding is quite young and possibly correlates with late folding (BCFL) observed

in other provinces. The number of fold phases influencing these bodies is also unclear. Ring structures

may be dome or basin structures formed as a result of superposition of fold generations, or may simply

be ring dykes. If they are ring dykes, their WNW elongation might have resulted from flattening during

S P Dt, whose folds have a similar axial orientation. However, ring structures are normally intruded into
britüle rocks, in contradiction with evidence of ductile folding of magnetic marker horizons.

Quantitative aeromagnetic interpretation indicates the main SPFr fold, outlined on southern MIUNT

BARR/IVG?ON, is a N io WNW plunging, asymmetric synform. However, an intense curvilinear magnetic

low, located on the southern limb of this feature, displays an abnormal shape indicative of strong NRM.

Dips interpreted from aeromagnetic profiles assuming no significant NRM may therefore be inaccurate,

and tlre above interpretation incorrect. Moving eastward, the axial direction of SPh folds swings from

ESE toward the south, and fold closures become more rounded, but limbs remain tight to isoclinaÌ.

As in other provinces, several generations of faulting are evident from aeromagnetic interpretation.

Small strike-slip faults fanning outward from SPÌ7r folds (SPT1) are probably syn-.9PD1 , and bear a

strong resemblance to BCTI and N PT3 faults of the Central and Northern Magnetic Provinces respec-

tively (Sections 4.2.2 k 5.2.2). These faults and all earlier structures are offset by WNW to NW trending
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faults, which also transect the Northern Magnetic Province (Section 4.2.4). The Lucy Creek Fault is the

most major of these, Across most of the province it is marked by an intra-basement magnetic contact of

uncertain origin, lying at depths of between 1000-1250m below surface. It clearly disrupts near surface

curvilinear magnetic trends. The northern boundary of the Southern Magnetic Province is a branch

of the Lucy Creek Fault. As in other provinces, NW trending faulto are offset by short NE trending

strike-slip faults.
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Concluding Discussion: Geologic History
of the Eastern Arunta Inlier

8.1- OROGENIC STAGES RECOGNISED IN THE EASTERN ARUNTA INLIER

The contrasting magnetic signature of the four magnetic provinces comprising the eastern Arunta

Inlier, reflect their different composition and seperate, early intrusive and structural histories. Five

major stages are envisaged in the development of the eastern Arunta Inlier.

The first involved the formation of basement complexes of the \Mestern, Northern and Southern

Magnetic Provinces, through extrusion of felsic and mafic volcanic horizons and intrusion of granitic and

granodioritic bodies (units BGMI,BQFt).Shaw et al (1984) consider these units (Division 1) formed

during an episode of lithospheric extension and taphrogenesis, resulting in rifting and the introduction

of abundant tholeiitic magma from the asthenosphere. In the \Mestern and to a lesser extent the North-

ern Magnetic Province, this igneous phase was followed by deposition of a shale-limestone facies (units

BGM2, BGMs &t BQF2?), thought to represent the incoming of marine sediments as volcanism waned

(Stewart et. al., 1984). Both predominantly meta-igneous and metasedimentary basement units were

subsequently intensely deformed, resulting in repeated isoclinal fold development. Deformation of base-

ment in the Northern and Western Magnetic Provinces is thought to have occurred at the same time
and was part of the same orogenic stage. Featureless magnetic areas of the Southern Magnetic Province,
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interpreted as underlain by basement rocks, might also have been deformed during this event. Ductile

thrusting (BT) in the Oonagalabi area (Ding & James, 1985) of the Western Magnetic Province was one

of the final events of stage 1'

The second stage involved deposition of the sedimentary and volcanic sequences of the Central and

Northern Magnetic Provinces, and their subsequent metamorphism, deformation and intrusion. The

environment ancl conditions in which these occurred were very different for the two provinces, indicating

their early development was seperate. Stewart et al (1984) consider the metasedimentary sequence of tlìe

Northern Tectonic Province to be the flysh-like facies of the Arunta Inlier. The interpreted widespread

occurrence of magnetite rich metasediments, chemical sediments (B.LF., magnetite-quartzite) and fel-

sic volcanics throughout the Northern Magnetic Province, and their association with stratiform base

metal deposits in the Jervois Range area, is indicative of extensive sea-floor hydrothermal activity as-

sociated with volcanism (Stanton 1976, Large 1.977), This sequence was deposited on a dominantly

quartzofeldspathic basement (Mascotte Gneiss Complex, Gneissic suite), metamorphosed to amphibo-

lite and in places granulite grade, and subsequently subjected along with the basement to three phases

of ductile deformation (Section 4.2.2). Granite intrusion accompanied or closely followed deformation,

type 2 granites possibly being syn-tríPD2 and type 1, syn-llPD3 (Section 4.1.3).

Deposition and deformation of the metasedimentary cover sequence of the neighbouring Central

Magnetic Province seems to have been temporally or spatially seperate from that of the Northern

Magnetic Province, as indicated by:

1) Their different composition and the deficiency of magnetite in meta-

sediments of the Central Magnetic Province in comparison to those of

the Northern Magnetic Province.

2) Their different structural style and metamorphic grade.

3) Their seperation by the fault BCT¡.
4) The lack of granite plutons in the Central Magnetic Province.

5) The apparent lack of a basement in the Central Magnetic Province.

Ding and James (1985) consider this assemblage to be similar to a geosynclinal basin sequence,

varying from platform shelf-facies (orthoquartzite-carbonate) to deeper water monotonous pelites and

semi-pelites, possibly deposited within a simple aulacogen developed on an underlying rifted crystalline

basement complex. They consider its orogenic evolution typical of compressional/ collision tectonics of

a continental matgin.

The third orogenic stage is markedly different from preceding stages. It began with juxtaposition of

the provinces through displacement along the fault ot thrusts BCT1, BCTz and BCT7. This occuned

after early isoclinal folding in all provinces, granite emplacement in the Northern Magnetic Province

(1700 - 1850 Ma) and inferred dolerite dyke intrusion in the Southern Magnetic Province. These faults

have been folded and truncated by subsequent deformation so that only sections ofthem are still evident

on aeromagnetic maps. Mylonites developed along BCT2, which is considered by Ding and James to be

a basal decollement seperating basement of the Western Magnetic Province from the metasedimentary

cover sequence of the Central Magnetic Province. Both the BCTI and BCTz faút planes are intruded

by magnetic igneous bodies (Bruna Gneiss) and may form a single decollement surface below the Central

Magnetic Province, seperating it from the underlying basement.
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BCT2 and BCTB were subsequently subjected to isoclinal to tight folding (BC Fr), and then together

with BC?r, to at least two phases of open, upright folding which remobilised the basement and cover of

all four magnetic provinces and formed the Entia and Plenty Downs Domes (Fig. 3.3)' Isoclinal to tight

folding of magnetic marker horizons in the Southern Magnetic Provipce may have been synchronous

with BCFr, particularly if these magnetic features are dolerite dykes of the Stuart Dyke Swarm (897

* g Ma). The change in deformation from displacement along the faults BCT1, BCT2 and BCTI to

ductile folding of these features is thought to have been due to crustal thickening and associated isostatic

subsidence (Ding & James, 1985).

The fourth stage of deformation involved dislocation and truncation of earlier structures, in all four

magnetic provinces, along NW to WNW and N to NE trending faults. Shaw et al (198a) consider many

of these faults to have formed early in the Inliers history, being subsequently intermittently reactivated.

The fourth orogenic phase possibly culminated during the Alice Springs Orogeny (300 - 400 Ma) with

NE thrusting of the Arunta Inlier over the Georgina Basin along the Tarlton Fault. Similar thrusting

elsewhere in the Arunta Inlier is also attributed to the Alice Springs Orogeny (Shaw et. al., 1984)'

Many NW-trending strike-slip faults probably formed to accomodate shortening in the upper crust

during thrusting and their development was accompanied by greenschist facies retrogression along fault

planes.

The final stage of deformation involved epeirogenesis, resulting in slight warping of the magnetic

provinces, which form a series of convex arcs. WNW to NW elongation of many large structures may

also be related to this late stage.

8.2 CONCLUDING IìEMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In geology we deal with natural systems which are extremely complex and data which is at best frag-

mentary. Our understanding of geological processes and systems can only advance through the patient,

objective accumulation of facts and their progressive supplementation and re-evaluation. The importance

of formulating ideas which fit the available facts, through deduction and inspiration is an important part

of this process. However, any scientifi.c theory should deliberately be tested and if necessary, modified,

in order to gain credence and eventually may be accepted or refuted on the basis of available fact. The

aeromagnetic iuterpretation presented here, and its integration with rock property, geological and other

geophysical data, has provided a basis for the review aud expansion of current lithostratigraphic and

tectonic concepts of the eastern Arunta Inlier. It is hoped the lithological subdivision and structural

history proposed as a result of this data synthesis will provide a model for further geological investigation

and a stimulus for exploration in this region, The relevance of this interpretation will be tested, and the

modelmodified,byfuturework,forthisispartofthe"scientificmethod". Rockpropertyandmagnetic
petrophysics observations of chapter 2, and much of the information on the interpretation maps enclosed

at the rear of this thesis, provide more lasting factual information which may be utilized and extended

by future researchets.

Reprocessing of the existing digital aeromagnetic data is highly recommended prior to future in-

terpretation. Image processing leading to the production of total field and derivitive images at various

scales, would be invaluable in providing different perspectives of the area. This may alleviate problems

experienced in distinguishing weakly magnetic units and small scale structures. Future collection of

high sensitivity aeromagnetic data at a close line spacing and lower flying height would, of course, also
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alleviate these problems. It is recommended that in future, gridded tapes of aeromagnetic and radiomet-

ric data, produced during compilation, be requested as standard products along with the located data

tapes. This would facilitate ease ofsubsequent L-D or 2-D reprocessing. The gridding interval should be

carefully chosen to extract the maximum information from the data, rather than for ease of compilation

and presentation as often appears to be the case,

Finally it is hoped the interpretation procedure employed here wiìl help guide future aeromagnetic

i¡terpretation. The collection of magnetic property and magnetic petrophysics data is considered a

necessary part of this procedure, but is rarely included in most studies. Considering its invaluable

contribution to the understanding of the magnetic properties of rocks and their associated aeromagnetic

signatures, it is recommended that the collection of rock property data in conjunction with geological

mapping should be standard practise. This data should be used to create an Australia wide rock property

data base readily accessible to the mineral and other industties. At present the aeromagnetic method

remains a highly utilized but under-interpreted aid to regional and detailed geological mapping, Iargely

wasting the capital spent on acquisition. This is largely due to the time, labour and expense required

to thoroughly interpret the vast amount of data collected. As in this case, possibly what is needed is

closer co-operation between government organisations, industry and universities in a concerted effort to

extract the wealth of geological information contained in this data.
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Appendix A

Data Processing and
Interpretation Technique

Aeromagnetic coverage of the eastern Arunta Inlier varies in its quality and detail. This appendix
outlines the sources of this data, the accuracy of acquisition methods used and subsequent reprocessing
and interpretation techniques applied during the course of this study. The methodology employed for
data processing and interpretation was not unique, but incorporated some ofthe best techniques currently
available, in an overall interpretation procedure designed to achieve the stated aims of the thesis.

Auxilary geophysical information, which is largely radiometrics and gravity data, were of secondary
importance in comparison to the aeromagnetic data, due to the masking effect of extensive overburden
on the former and the coarse sampling interval and resultant regional nature of the latter. Consequently
no reprocessing and only limited interpretation of this data was attempted.
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A.1 DATA PROCESSING

The location of surveys used for interpretation, and details of survey speciflcations ate shown in

Figure 4.1.

Surveys 2 and 3 were not digitally recorded, and as original analogues lvere unavâilable, no repro-

cessing of this data was possible, interpretation being limited to qualitative scrutiny of contour maps

supplied (NTGS open file). The high survey altitude and coarse sampling interval of survey 1 did not

allow detailed interpretation and consequently reprocessing of this data was also not attempted. The

remaining 80% of the study area is covered by relatively detailed (250-500m line spacing), digitally ac-

quired aeromagnetic data (Surveys 4, 5 U 6). Total field contour maps and profiIes wete produced at a

scale of 1:100,000 during compilation of surveys 4 and 5. The scale of presentation, wide grid interval

and poor contour dropouts of these maps resulted in a significant loss of detail which made reprocessing

desirable. Similarly, although 1:25,000 scale total intensity contour maps were compiled for survey 6, no

proflled data suitable for detailed interpretation was available.

Reprocessing primarily consisted of plotting multiparameter profrles from located data tapes sup-

plied by the NTGS (Surveys 4 k 5) and the Plenty River Mining Company (Survey 6). A profiling

program utilizing the Adelaide University Cyber 173 processer Ìinked to a 80cm Calcomp drum plot-

ter was written for this purpose. Each profile is presented on a seperate sheet at a horizontal scale of
1:50,000 for surveys 4 and 5 (except MARQUA, produced at 1:100,000) and 1:25,000 for survey 6. Five

parameters were plotted with the following vertical scales:

Tlace 1; Altitude at a vertical scale dependent on the range ofvalues
recorded.

Trace 2; Computed vertical gradient at a vertical scale of 100 or 200nT

/knlc:m depending on the range of values recorded.

Trace 3; Fine total magnetic intensity at a vertical scale of 10

or 20nTf cm depending on the range of values recorded.

TYace 4; Coarse total magnetic intensity at a vertical scale of 50 or
100nT/km depending on the range of values recorded.

TÌace 5; Total magnetic intensity upward continued to 1000 metres

and presented at a vertical scale of 20nTf cm.

Values of latitude, determined for each sample on located data tapes, were used for horizontal scaling

to ensure profiles were of a uniform scale. Fiducials are marked every 10 readings to allow correlation
with flight path and contour maps. Approximately 1000 profiles were produced and are available for
inspection and copying from the NTGS, Darwin.

Total field data was presented at two vertical scales so that large and small amplitude anomalies

could be interpreted conveniently. Vertical gradient wa.s computed along each profile through weighting
the total field data (sampling interval of 1, differencing interval of 4) using coefficients determined by
Paine (1986). The vertical gradient improves resolution of closely spaced magnetic bodies, emphasizes

shallower markers superimposed on deeper regional trends and amplifies minor geological contrasts not
easily detectable on total field data. Its superior resolution is readily apparent from the comparison of
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total field and vertical gradient profiles illustrated in Figure 4.2. For the converse case of emphasizing

deeper anomalies masked by shallow sources, total field data was upward continued to 1000 metres using

an operator developed by Tsay (1978).

Gridded data used to produce residual total magnetic intensity contours for survey 6 was utilized

to produce grey scale and colour images of the total field data and computed vertical gradient. Software

for the LANDSAT imaging facility at the Department of Geology and Geophysics, Adelaide University

was modified for this purpose. A two-dimensional operator developed by the Geological Survey of

Canada (McGrath, 1975) was used to compute the vertical gradient. Gridded tapes of surveys 4 and

5 were not available, and since no gridding and contouring package was accessible to the author, no

2D reprocessing of these surveys was attempted. Instead, published total intensity contour and flight

path maps were superimposed and enlarged to a working scale of 1:50,000, for ease of reference with

multi-profiIes of the same scale. However, considering the wide grid interval and poor contour dropouts

used in the production of contour maps (in particular survey 4), reprocessing of this data to produce

total intensity and derivitive contours and/or images at more detailed scales and contour intervals is

highly recommended.

As a final step prior to interpretation, contour maps of all surveys were reduced to several uniform

scales (1:250,000 & 1:1,000,000), spliced together and coloured to vary the perception ofmagneticfeatures

not obvious at smaller scaìes

A.2 INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUE

Interpretation of surveys 4 and 5 was carried out at a working scale of 1:50,000. Much of surveys 2, 3

and 6 are covered by detailed geological mapping, and so interpretation was at a scale of 1:25,000. In order

to limit interpretation maps to a practical number and convenient size, the final scale of presentation

was 1:100,000. This scale still enables relatively detailed interpretation results to be portrayed.

Figure A..3 outlines the interpretation technique employed. Following the production of multiprofiles,

contour maps and images of various parameters at appropriate scales, interpretation could proceed. The

routine of interpretation consisted of three stages:

1) The study of contour maps and profiled data with regard to anomaly

shape, magnitude, strike and density (qualitative interpretation).
2) Analysis of anomalies to determine the shape and magnetic proper-

ties of their source (quantitative interpretation).
3) Integration of aeromagnetic interpretation with geological and aux-

ilary geophysical data and presentation of results in geological terms.

Prior to qualitative interpretation, the magnetic response expected from bodies ofvarious shape and

strike, at the magnetic inclination of the study area (-53o), was studied so that they could be readily
recognised. Once established, initial qualitative interpretation involved tracing all positive and negative

magnetic axes, no matter how subtle, from profile to profile and carefully marking them on clear overlays

to superimposed flight path and contour maps. The computed vertical gradient is invaluable for this
purpose due to its superior resolution of closely spaced and superimposed magnetic anomalies.
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This process highlighted the magnetic signature of various geological units enabling areas underlain

by a common rocktype to be outlined and aiding the delineation of structural features. Major magnetic

unit boundaries were outlined by tracing their inflection points on magnetic profiles. Faults were typically

interpreted from abrupt terminations and/or displacements of magnetic axes. The relationship between

major units and structures tvas then studied in detail to extract information concerning the relative

ages of units and the sequence of structural events. In particular, superimposed fold patterns and

the relative timing of faulting, as evidenced from folding of magnetic marker horizons and the relative

displacement and/or truncation of faults, was noted. At the conclusion of qualitative interpretation, all

significant magnetic anomalies had been recognised and marked on interpretation overlays, and initial
ideas regarding the nature and composition of major units and the sequence of structulal events was

obtained.

The next stage of interpretation involved quantitative interpretation, the prime objective of which

was to sort and classify all significant magnetic anomalies according to the depth, width, susceptibility

contrast, dip and depth extent of their sources. Since the study area is predominantly one of Precambrian

outcrop, most magnetic bodies are near surface and the diagnostic physical parameters of the magnetic

survey are the susceptibility contrast, which is a guide to lithology, and the dip and depth extent which

provide structural information.

The main quantitative interpretation technique used was the Inflection Tangent Intersection (ITI)
method for the interpretation of two-dimensional magnetic anomalies. In this graphical technique, a

number of horizontal and vertical parameters of magnetic anomalies are compared to those of theotetical

anomalies presented in the form of pre-calculated master charts. Master charts fot both total field and

computed vertical gradient data are available for the following models:

1) Dyke for varying ratios of half width/depth.
2) I-Iorizontal thin plate of thickness less than one tenth of the depth

to its top surface.

3) Thick plate of thickness equal to the depth to its top.
4) Step with various ratios of depth to its lower surface/depth to its
upper surface.

Many geological features such as extensive dykes or vertically dipping units, faults or contacts, and

thin volcanic flows exhibit characteristic patterns on contour maps which dictate the choice of model.

In addition, for a given magnetic inclination and excluding the presence of remanence, each model gives

rise to magnetic anomalies of different shape. Anomaly amplitude and interpreted susceptibility contrast

also guide the choice of rnodel. Corrections were applied for variations from perpendicular in the angle

between the strike of the body and that of the magnetic traverse, and for the bodies strike extent.

The rnain advautage of the ITI method is the number of parameters which may be used for cal-

culation of body depth, width, depth extent, susceptibility contrast and dip. However, where possible

ITI calculations were checked using the more conventional maximum-minimum distance, half-amplitude
width and half-slope distance methods. At the conclusion of quantitative interpretation, values of depth,

apparent susceptibility contrast and dip for all signifi.cant magnetic units and bodies were marked on

interpretation overlays. Several thousand calculations of this kind are recorded on the magnetic inter-
pretation maps enclosed at the rear of this thesis.
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During the final stage ofinterpretation, the qualitative and quantitative interpretations were related

to and synthesized with the known geology, rock propeÌty measurements and auxilary geophysical data.

Consistency in relating one magnetic feature with another and the geology was most important during

this phase. Model alternatives rvere reconsidered and the qualitative and quantitative interpretations

reviewed. At the culmination of this process detailed analysis of anomalies of particular interest was

attempted. This was done through forward modelling or inversion of field data using an interactive

graphics program developed by Dr. J. Paine at the University of Adelaide. Model estimates obtained

from the ITI method were used as first approximations for the parameters of bodies modelled in these

profiles.

The interpretation maps presented in this thesis are therefore the product of qualitative and quan-

titative aeromagnetic interpretation integrated with geological, rock property and auxilary geophysical

data. They show the distribution and form of major magnetic bodies, units and structures as well as

their calculated depth, apparent susceptibility contrast and dip. These maps have been compiled with
the aims of the interpretation in mind, in order to combine all available geophysical and geological data

from the study area into a consistent and geologically realistic interpretation.
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